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All participants attending remotely should mute their cameras when not speaking; it is highly recommended 
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AGENDA 
I. Call to Order 

A. Call of Role 
B. Determination of Quorum 
C. Opening Remarks 

 
II. Public Comment 

 
III. Review and Approval of Previous Meeting Summary* (Tab 1, page 4) 

A. March 18, 2022 
 

IV. Business and Action Items 
A. Traffic Infraction Process - Judge Dorothy Nash Holmes 
B. JCSN Attendance Policy Clarification - Chief Judge Linda Bell 
C. USJR Dictionary Workgroup Report* - Administration Committee, Hans Jessup (Tab 2, page 9) 

 
V. Reports of Standing Committees 

A. Court Administration Committee (Tab 3, page 123) 
B. Court Improvement Program (Tab 4, page 126) 
C. Specialty Court Funding Committee (Tab 5, page 128) 
D. Technology Committee - No meeting held within the reporting period 

 
VI. Reports of Regional Council Meetings 

A. Clark Regional Judicial Council (Tab 6, page 131) 
B. North Central Judicial Council (Tab 7, page 136) 
C. Sierra Regional Judicial Council - No meeting held within the reporting period 
D. South Central Regional Judicial Council (Tab 8, page 140) 
E. Washoe Regional Judicial Council (Tab 9, page 144) 

 
VII. Informational Materials 

A. Strategic Plan - Final (Tab 10, page 148) 
B. 2022 JCSN Roster - Updated (Tab 11, page 157) 
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VIII. Other Items/Discussion 

 
IX. Future Meetings 

• September 16, 2022, at 2:00 p.m. 
• November 18, 2022, at 2:00 p.m. 

 
X. Public Comment 

 
XI. Adjournment 

 
 
 

Notices 
• Action items are noted by * and typically include, approval, denial, and/or postponement of specific items. Certain items may be referred to a 

subcommittee for additional review and action.  
• Agenda items may be taken out of order at the discretion of the Chair in order to accommodate persons appearing before the Commission and/or to aid 

in the time efficiency of the meeting.  
• If members of the public participate in the meeting, they must identify themselves when requested.  Public comment is welcomed by the Commission but 

may be limited at the discretion of the Chair.  
• The Commission is pleased to provide reasonable accommodations for members of the public who are disabled and wish to attend the meeting.  If 

assistance is required, please notify Commission staff by phone or by email no later than two working days prior to the meeting, as follows:  
Almeda Harper, (775) 687-9810 – email: aharper@nvcourts.nv.gov  

• This meeting is exempt from the Nevada Open Meeting Law (NRS 241.030) 
• At the discretion of the Chair, topics related to the administration of justice, judicial personnel, and judicial matters that are of a confidential nature may 

be closed to the public. 
• Notice of this meeting was posted in the following locations: Nevada Supreme Court website: www.nvcourts.gov; Carson City: Supreme Court Building, 

Administrative Office of the Courts, 201 South Carson Street; Las Vegas: Nevada Supreme Court, 408 East Clark Avenue.  
 
Teleconference Dial-in +1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose) 
Meeting ID:  849 2999 8636 
Participant Passcode:  580676 
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JUDICIAL COUNCI OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

“To unite and promote Nevada’s judiciary as an equal, independent and effective branch of 
government.” 

 
SUMMARY 

Friday, March 18, 2022 
Remote via Zoom 
2:00 p.m. (PST) 

Summary Prepared by: Almeda Harper 
 

Members Present: 
Chief Justice Parraguirre 
Associate Chief Justice Hardesty 
Chief Judge Michael Gibbons 
Judge Bert Brown 
Judge Steven Dobrescu 
Mr. Steven Grierson 
Judge Bill Henderson 
Chief Judge Kevin Higgins 
Judge Eric Johnson 
Judge Phillip Leamon 
Ms. Alicia Lerud 
Judge Mike Montero 
Ms. Katherine Stocks 
Judge Ryan Toone 
Judge Nathan Young 
Judge Anne Zimmerman 

 
Guests Present:  
Ms. Jessica Gurley 
Judge Melissa Saragosa 
 
 
AOC Staff: 
Ms. Almeda Harper 
Mr. Paul Embley 
Ms. Shannon Gildea 
Ms. Jamie Gradick 
Ms. Zaide Martinez 
Mr. John McCormick 
Mr. James Popovich 
Ms. Kim Williams 
 

I. Call to Order 
• Chief Justice Parraguirre, Chair of the Judicial Council of the State of Nevada, called the 

meeting to order at 2:03 p.m. 
• Ms. Harper called role; a quorum was present.  

 
II. Public Comment 

• There was no public comment.  
 
III. Review and Approval of Previous Meeting Summary  

• The summary of the November 19, 2021 meeting was unanimously approved. 
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IV. Business and Action Items 
• Alternative Dispute Resolution/Short Trial Rules 
 There were competing ADKTs that were combined into one document.  Participants from 

the State Bar, Eighth Judicial District, Second Judicial District, and trial lawyers are 
working together to resolve differences and produce a final product.  

• JCSN Bylaw revisions 
 Mr. McCormick provided an overview of the changes made. 
 A majority of the changes were modernization of the language and gender inclusive 

wording.  
 Duties were revised for the State and Regional Councils pursuant to the SCR 8 and 9 

amendments previously approved by the Supreme Court.  
 Gaps were filled in election procedures and committee makeup was modified. 
 Two committees were eliminated, Certified Court Interpreters Advisory Committee 

and Education Committee. 
 The wording on page seven of the amendment was updated to clarify Appellate 

Courts are not included with the trial courts within the region.  
 Attendance procedures for regional councils were updated to reinforce their 

importance. 
 Vice-chair elections in regions that have more than one limited jurisdiction 

representative were clarified.  
 Significant changes were made to the Legislative Committee updating the name and 

membership to better support the committee.  
 The Education Committee was no longer necessary. The responsibility has been 

transferred to the Nevada Judges of Limited Jurisdiction Association and the District 
Judges Association as the ex-officio education committees of the JCSN.  

 Technology Committee membership has been updated to increase participation. 
 The Certified Court Interpreters Advisory Committee was found to be duplicative as a 

statutorily required committee and does not need to be a standing committee of the 
Judicial Council. 

 The Specialty Court Funding and Policy Committee and the Court Improvement 
Program Select Committee received technical changes as they were both recently 
updated. 

 Judge Montero commented, if a member of a regional council fails to attend for four 
meetings, they could be removed from the council and proxies have been eliminated.  He 
is not opposed to these changes but would like to make it clear that judges are not 
removed from participating in other judicial activities.   

 Judge Dobrescu added article two, section six requires members be “personally present” 
which should include virtual attendance.  He also stated there should be some provisions 
made in the absence of a proxy to allow for over scheduling and illnesses.   

 Chief Judge Parraguirre suggested adding language for excused absences and virtual 
attendance is acceptable. 

 Judge Montero made a motion to approve the bylaw revisions with the caveat to ensure to 
include an adequate excused absence policy and that attending virtually meets 
requirements.  

 Mrs. Stocks commented “personally present” was decided on because it could mean in-
person, hybrid or remote.  

 Judge Young asked, who would grant the excused absence?  
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 Chief Justice Parraguirre suggested the decision to excuse absences should be left to the 
Chief Justice.  

 Judge Leamon suggested making some of the language more gender inclusive by 
changing her/his to their/they to avoid making changes in the future.  

 Judge Montero made a motion to approve the amendments as stated.  Judge Young 
seconded the motion. The amendments were unanimously approved.  

 
V. Reports of Standing Committees 

• Court Improvement Program 
 Ms. Gildea commented the American Bar Association is holding two conferences on 

April 5-8, 2022 where they will be hosting eight Dependency Court steak holders.   
 James Bell Associates will be conducting one of the first, in-depth studies on reasonable 

efforts.  Only four states were selected to participate including Nevada. Once findings 
have been collected and analyzed, they will be shared and used to inform practice policy 
and court improvement efforts.  

 The annual CIP Summit will be held in Reno, NV, September 21 – 23, 2022.  The 
location will be announced as the event date approaches.  

• Specialty Court Funding Committee  
 Mr. Popovich commented the Specialty Court Funding Policy Committee approved 

contracting with NPC Research to use their proprietary best assessment for peer reviews.  
Judge Dobrescu and Judge Montero’s adult drug courts will be the pilot courts. Training 
will commence on April 18, 2022, and reviews will take place shortly after.   

 Administrative assessment revenue continues to remain lower than expected. The court 
continues to receive DUI fees that sunset in June 2019.   

 A request for proposal will be released within the next month seeking vendors within the 
drug testing field to contract with.  The AOC would execute a master agreement with 
agreed upon rates based on volume of tests and any specialty court will be able to use 
those agreements if needed.  

 Chief Justice Parraguirre requested additional information on a 2017 Recidivism study by 
the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS).  
 Mr. Popovich explained the study was headed by Ms. Jackie Bryant during her 

employment with the Second Judicial District court.  Best practices determined a 
recidivism study should be done, at a minimum, three years post discharge.  A study 
of all discharges, within the state, between 2017 – 2020 revealed a recidivism rate of 
25%.  DHHS will soon complete a study on 2018 – 2021 discharges.  DHHS is also 
working on a national study.   The national average for recidivism is 25%. 

 Judge Young asked if Mr. Popovich had a comparison of people who may have had 
similar criminal backgrounds but who did not go through a specialty court and what 
the difference in their recidivism rates would be.   

 Mr. Popovich stated that information is being looked into for future studies but not 
available at this time.  

 
VI. Regional Council Meetings 

• Clark Regional Judicial Council 
 Judge Johnson commented each court expressed how they were beginning to prepare for 

the new 48-hour arraignment rule, especially with weekends and staffing issues.  They 
also discussed the courts latest position with Covid and how it’s effecting trials and 
backlog. They discussed the three major overview areas involved in the strategic plan.  
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 Judge Brown added they discussed jury trials and the limited courts getting up to speed.  
 Chief Justice Parraguirre commented the jury trials backlog has made progress as senior 

judges were assigned to cases to help move them through the court.  
 Judge Johnson commented they have been working on the court’s backlog.  If there are 

cases ready for trial, the court will find staff for the trial.  Case are being scheduled and 
moving forward.  The court is at 75% - 80 % operating capacity.  

• North Central Judicial Council 
 Judge Montero commented the members present during the last North Central Regional 

Judicial Council meeting surpassed the number of members present from any other 
regional council and so, the challenge has been put forth for the other regional councils to 
step-up their attendance.  

 48-hour bail hearings have been a consistent topic of discussion and judges continue to 
show support in the community by providing community service.  

• Sierra Regional Council 
 Judge Young commented during the last regional council meeting attendance was low 

and a quorum was not present. 
 
VII. Other Items/Discussion 

• Mr. McCormick provided suggested revisions to the JCSN Bylaws for the Council to review.  
 Judge Young suggested changing “adequate notice” to “adequate explanation”.  

• Judge Montero invited all members to an event celebrating National Drug Court Month.  The 
event will be held on Monday, May 23, 2022 to celebrate those in recovery and those who 
support recovery.  For more information, please contact (775) 623-6371.  
 Chief Justice Parraguirre requested a reminder to be emailed to the members as the 

event approaches.  
 

VIII. Public Comment 
• There was no public comment 

 
IX. Adjournment 

• There being no further discussion, the meeting was adjourned at 2:50 p.m. 
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Supreme Court of Nevada  
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE COURTS 

 
MEMORANDUM 

 
TO:  Judicial Council of the State of Nevada 
 
CC:  Katherine Stocks, Director and State Court Administrator 
 John McCormick, Assistant Court Administrator 

 
FROM:  Hans Jessup, Lead Court Research Analyst  

 
DATE:  June 2, 2022 

 
SUBJECT:  USJR Dictionary Workgroup Report on changes resulting from AB116 to the 
USJR Dictionary and Worksheets 
Assembly Bill 116 (AB116) from the 81st Legislative Session of the Nevada Legislature was 
passed and later signed by Governor Sisolak on June 8, 2021. At the request of the 
Administrative Office of the Courts, the Research and Statistics Unit (RSU) to the Court 
Administration Committee (CAC) in June 2021, a Workgroup was established to update the 
Uniform System of Judicial Records (USJR) Model (Dictionary) prior to the effective date of 
AB116 of January 1, 2023. 
 
The USJR Workgroup (Workgroup) met seven times from October 2021 through April 2022. 
The Workgroup made significant proposed changes to the criminal and juvenile reporting 
sections in the Dictionary, but also took the opportunity to add clarifying language to other areas 
of the Dictionary. On April 7, 2022, the Workgroup voted to send the proposed Dictionary and 
Worksheets out to the Judiciary for comment and review.   
 
On April 26, 2022, the USJR Dictionary and Worksheets were distributed for comment and 
requested feedback by May 13, 2022.  The RSU received three emails with comments (see 
attached).  Suggested changes were addressed by the RSU and are reflected in the attached 
proposed Dictionary and Worksheets.   
 
With the approval of the USJR Workgroup, the RSU requests that the proposed USJR Dictionary 
and Worksheets with the attached comments from the Judiciary be reviewed, and if appropriate, 
that the Judicial Council of the State of Nevada adopt them so courts can begin configuration of 
the respective case management systems in accordance with Administrative Docket 295. 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION:   
1.  That the Judicial Council of the State of Nevada adopt the USJR Dictionary and Worksheets 
for the Nevada Judiciary to report pursuant to ADKT 295. 
 
 
HJ 
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JCSN  
Page 2 
June 2, 2022 
 
 
Attachments: 
Proposed USJR Dictionary 
Proposed USJR Worksheets 
Emailed Comments 
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Nevada Courts
Statistical Reporting

Dictionary

Revision 4.2
April 2022

Administrative Office of the Courts
Research and Statistics Unit
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Nevada AOC – Research & Statistics Unit Page ii Revision 4.2 – April 2022

This report may be duplicated as needed for court 
staff.

Alternatively, printed or electronic copies may be 
requested from:

Research and Statistics Unit 
Administrative Office of the Courts 
408 E. Clark Ave. 
Las Vegas, NV 89101 
702-486-9333 
statistics@nvcourts.nv.gov

Revision 4.2 (phase III), April 2022, superseded all 
previous revisions and added Civil Infraction and 
Juvenile Protection Order Information.

Revision 4.1 (phase III), July 2020, superseded all  
previous revisions and added High Risk Protec-
tion Order Case Information.

Revision 4.0 (phase III), July 2018, superseded all  
previous revisions.

Revision 3.3, July 2013 replaced chapter 2 (phase 
II civil) and added Alternative Dispute Resolution 
and Short Trial Appendix Section.

Revision 3.2, December 2011 replaced page 23 
(civil filing amounts), and pages 47-55 (appendix 
A,B, and index).

Revision 3.1, July 2011 replaced chapter 3 (phase 
II family) and chapter 4 (phase II juvenile).

Revision 3.0, August 2009 replaced chapter 1 
(phase II criminal) and chapter 2 (foreclosure 
mediation).

Revision 2.5, September 2004 replaced pages 
17-24 and 35-36.

Revision 2.4, October 2003, superseded all  
previous revisions (no interim page replacements).

Revision 2.3, February 2003, superseded all  
previous revisions and interim page replacements.

Revision 2.0, March 2001 superseded 
Nevada Courts Statistical Reporting Model, 
Revision 1.0, dated May 1999.
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Overview of Court Statistics
In June 1999, the Supreme Court issued a court order 
(ADKT 295) implementing the Uniform System for 
Judicial Records (USJR) Nevada Court Statistical 
Reporting Model. In 2015, the Nevada Legislature 
passed AB69, which amended Nevada Revised 
Statutes (NRS) 3.243, 4.175, and 5.045 requiring all 
courts to submit statistical information pursuant to a 
uniform system prescribed by the Nevada Supreme 
Court. ADKT 295 requires trial courts to submit 
statistical information as defined herein to the Admin-
istrative Office of the Courts (AOC) monthly. The 
goal of implementing USJR is to ensure that statistics 
are available to accurately measure the workload 
of Nevada courts. The purpose of this document is 
to ensure that consistent and accurate statistics are 
collected from the trial courts throughout Nevada by 
articulating an appropriate and obtainable structure 
for USJR. To accomplish this, a detailed listing (with 
definitions) of data elements is presented.

The Nevada Courts Statistical Reporting Dictionary 
(Dictionary) is a standardized model for collecting 
uniform and consistent statistical information across 
all trial courts in Nevada. Workgroups consisting of 
representatives from the courts and county clerks’ 
offices developed the data dictionary (see Appendix 
B). 

The Dictionary is divided into four sections: 
criminal, civil, family, and juvenile. Each section is 
composed of the following three data sets for collect-
ing statistical data.

Caseload Inventory: The statistics indicating the 
number of cases filed during a specified period, 
broken out by case types and case sub-types. 
Additionally, caseload inventory captures certain 
workload statistics of the court, referred to as 
“proceedings” and “other data,” such as the num-
ber of requests for extended protection orders and 
number of jury trials.

Time Measures: Statistics that measure time 
frames for cases in active status, or the amount of 
time it took to dispose cases. Collection of time 
measures are useful for tracking court perfor-
mance and case flow. 

Manners of Disposition: Statistics that record 
the procedural manner in which cases are dis-
posed or the decision methods used to resolve 
the cases. Examples include “stipulated judg-
ment,” “voluntary dismissal,” and “jury trial – 
conviction.” All four sections record adjudicated 
manners of dispositions. Guardianship cases in 
the family section also record manners of “final” 
disposition.

All three data sets yield valuable information, both 
at the local and state levels. However, it may not be 
practical for Nevada courts to start capturing and re-
porting all three data sets immediately. Consequently, 
courts should strive to collect as much information 
as possible. The caseload inventory and manners of 
disposition data sets should be considered to be the 
minimum reporting standard, and courts should focus 
on those areas first. Additionally, courts should ensure 
any proposed utilization of a future system has the 
capability to accurately report all three data sets before 
implementation of that system pursuant to ADKT 398.

The Dictionary is meant to be the baseline measures 
for courts to report consistent statistical information 
across the state. Courts are encouraged to expand and 
develop additional measures for local concerns and 
metrics. Courts can, for instance, internally track the 
number of domestic protection order cases that have 
been active for 0-30 days, instead the Dictionary’s 
0-90 days categorization. Additionally, courts can 
track cases that have reached the important process-
ing events between their filing and entry of judgment, 
broken out by the many statuses within each case 
type such as “awaiting trial,” “awaiting preliminary 
hearing,” or “awaiting sentencing.”

The Dictionary is not meant to override court of 
record duties prescribed by statute or procedure. 
Courts should strive for each and every record to be 
complete and accurate. Additionally, courts should 
actively monitor the statistics submitted to the AOC 
to ensure the statistics accurately represent their 
caseloads. While modern case management systems 
can aid in this goal, courts should identify when court 
of record concerns, changing business practices, or 
revised statutory obligations deviate from the intent 
of the Dictionary. Because the USJR statistics are 
generally used for administrative actions, resource al-
locations, and state-wide comparisons, courts should 
contact the AOC when issues arise.
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The first step to standardizing collection of caseloads 
is to count cases in the following very broad catego-
ries (case types): criminal, civil, family, and juvenile. 
Further breakdowns of these case types are called 
sub-types and define in more detail particular kinds 
of cases handled by courts. An example would be 
a civil case with a sub-type of small claims, which 
would indicate among other things, the level of court 
jurisdiction.

Chapters 1, 2, 3, and 4 define the criminal, civil, 
family, and juvenile sections of the Dictionary. Each 
section contains two major sub-sections:

1. Caseload Inventory and Time Measures: De-
fines the unit of count (e.g., what to count), 
when to count filings and dispositions, and 
a listing of case types, sub-types, and ad-
ditional data items included in each section. 
Each case type, sub-type, proceeding, and 
additional data item is defined as well. 

 Furthermore, this sub-section defines how to 
report the time cases have been active and 
the amount of time taken to dispose of cases, 
as well as when to suspend the counting pro-
cess.

2. Manners of Disposition: Lists the manners 
of disposition appropriate for the section. 
Also provides definitions for each manner of 
disposition.

Some case sub-types listed in this Dictionary may 
be heard by multiple levels of court jurisdiction. 
However, each level of court jurisdiction determines 
the appropriate case sub-type categories for its courts. 
Consequently, throughout the Dictionary, each case 
sub-type will include which level(s) of court  
jurisdiction are to report statistics for that case 
sub-type. The three levels of court jurisdiction are 
District, Justice, and Municipal Courts.

To provide consistency when analyzing statistics 
across courts, the Dictionary specifies which cases to 
include in each case type or sub-type for each level of 
jurisdiction. While it is sometimes difficult for courts 
to initially adhere to the definitions, courts that work 
with the Nevada Supreme Court, Administrative 

Office of the Courts, Research and Statistics Unit  
will eventually be able to accurately classify cases 
into the appropriate categories with some effort and 
planning.

Caseload inventory statistics are useful only if they 
are consistently tracked and reported by every court. 
To allow for consistent analysis, case types and sub-
types have been carefully defined. Common guide-
lines concerning what constitutes a case and when 
to count a case as being filed and disposed have also 
been developed for each type of case. Other issues, 
such as how to consistently report temporary protec-
tion orders, support decree changes, or modifications 
have been reflected in the caseload inventories and 
accompanying definitions. Finally, every court must 
ensure that the agreed upon definitions, rules, and 
guidelines are carefully followed. A court should be 
able to assign a case to a particular case type and 
sub-type within the court’s case management system.

For this Dictionary to bring together accurate 
statistics across all courts, standardized terminology 
becomes extremely important. All courts must use 
the same definitions and follow the same guidelines 
when disposing cases. For example, one court might 
count a case as “adjudicated” when the defendant is 
fined and sentenced, while another court considers 
the case “adjudicated” when the terms of sentence 
have been satisfied. When trying to compare statistics 
on “adjudicated” cases, the data supplied by the two 
courts would yield incomparable results.

Manners of disposition for each case type also have 
been defined in the Dictionary. Having all courts 
follow the established guidelines when disposing 
of cases will provide accurate statistics concerning 
manners of disposition. Disposing of cases in consis-
tent manners becomes an important by-product of the 
court’s case management system.  

Full implementation of the court statistical Diction-
ary brings the Nevada judiciary one step closer to the 
Uniform System for Judicial Records. Through the 
application of a minimum level of technology,  
appropriate case management systems will be 
employed in the courts allowing them to collect and 
report court and case information to the Supreme 
Court and other appropriate state, local, and federal 
agencies.
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Nevada Courts Statistical Reporting Dictionary
Chapter 1 – Criminal Section

A broad classification category for trial court 
case-load that includes cases involving the alleged 
violation of a state law, local ordinance, or federal 
regulation (traffic only).

Cases within the Criminal and Civil Infraction 
category are reported by District, Justice, and Mu-
nicipal Courts.

This category summarizes the following subcatego-
ries (see page 2 for details):

 z Felony Case
 z Gross Misdemeanor Case
 z Misdemeanor (Non-traffic) Case
 z Appeal from Limited Jurisdiction Courts Case
 z Traffic and Civil Infraction Case

 
For all cases in this section, the unit of count is a 
single defendant or appealed matter. For cases where 
multiple charges are involved, courts will use the 
hierarchy (described on page 10) when classifying 
the case for statistical purposes. 

Filings in District Court are counted when the court 
receives the formal charging document, generally an 
information or indictment, from the District Attor-
ney’s Office.

Felony and gross misdemeanor filings in Justice 
Court are counted when the court receives the formal 
charging document, generally a complaint or citation, 
from the District Attorney’s Office or law enforce-
ment agency. Additional charges such as failure to 
appear or habitual criminal are not counted at this 
time because those are added after the initial charging 
document.

Misdemeanor, traffic, and civil infraction filings in 
Justice and Municipal Courts are counted when the 
charging document (e.g., citation or complaint) is 
received by the court. Courts may elect to use the 
date on the citation as the filing date.

Cases transferred to a court are considered new  
filings. [Note: Transferred refers to cases received 
from another jurisdiction, not between departments 
within the same jurisdiction.]

Matters that occur prior to the filing of a complaint, 
citation, information, or indictment (e.g. arrest 
reports, custody hearings, determining probable 
cause, or bindover information) should be maintained 
in the court’s system for complete and accurate 
record keeping, as well as to populate some ad-
ditional caseload statistics (see pages 5-9). Later if 
a complaint, citation, information, or indictment is 
filed, the case should be counted as a new filing in the 
subcategories and case types listed below.

Felony Case: A subcategory in which a defendant 
is charged with the violation of a state law(s) that 
involves an offense punishable by death or imprison-
ment in the state prison. Felony probation violations 
are counted with reopened cases and reopened 
dispositions.

Gross Misdemeanor Case: A subcategory in which 
a defendant is charged with the violation of state 
laws that involve offenses that do not fit within the 
definitions for a felony, misdemeanor, traffic, or civil 
infraction case. Attempt of, or conspiracy to, commit 
felony offenses are sometimes charged as gross 
misdemeanor offenses (e.g., NRS 193.330 or NRS 
199.480).

Misdemeanor (Non-traffic) Case: A subcategory 
in which a defendant is charged with the violation 
of state laws and/or local ordinances that involve of-
fenses punishable by fine or incarceration or both, the 
upper limits of which are prescribed by statute (NRS 
193.120, generally set as no more than 6 months 
incarceration and/or $1,000 fine).

Chapter 1 – Criminal and Civil Infraction Section
Criminal Case Category, Case Subcategories, and Case Type Definitions
Criminal and Civil Infraction Case
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Nevada Courts Statistical Reporting Dictionary
Chapter 1 – Criminal Section

Criminal Case:
Felony Case
 Crimes Against Person(s) Case
 Domestic Violence Case
 Older/Vulnerable Person(s) Abuse Case
 Child Abuse and Neglect Case
 Protection Order Violation Case
 Crimes Against Property Case
 Drugs Case
 Weapons Case
 Public Order Case
 Motor Vehicle – DUI Case
 Motor Vehicle – Reckless Driving Case
 Motor Vehicle – Other Case
 Other Felony Case
Gross Misdemeanor Case
 Crimes Against Person(s) Case
 Domestic Violence Case
 Older/Vulnerable Person(s) Abuse Case
 Child Abuse and Neglect Case
 Protection Order Violation Case
 Crimes Against Property Case
 Drugs Case
 Weapons Case
 Public Order Case
 Motor Vehicle – Other Case
 Other Gross Misdemeanor Case
Misdemeanor (Non-traffic) Case
 Crimes Against Person(s) Case
 Domestic Violence Case
 Older/Vulnerable Person(s) Abuse Case
 Protection Order Violation Case
 Crimes Against Property Case
 Drugs Case
 Weapons Case
 Public Order Case
 Motor Vehicle – DUI Case
 Motor Vehicle – Reckless Driving Case
 Other Misdemeanor Case 
Criminal Appeal from Ltd. Jurisdiction Court Case 
Civil Infraction Appeal from Ltd. Jurisdiction Court Case 
Traffic and Civil Infraction Case
 Traffic, Misdemeanor Case
 Traffic, Civil Infraction Case
 Parking Case
 Other Civil Infraction Case

Additional Criminal Caseload Statistics:
 Contested Civil Infraction Hearings
 Bench (Non-Jury) Trials
 Jury Trials
 DV Misdemeanor Charges (District Court Only)

Death Penalty (Rule 250) Statistics:
 Notice of Intent to Seek Death Penalty Filed
 Notice of Intent to Seek Death Penalty Withdrawn
 Death Penalty Imposed

Mental Competency Statistics:
 Orders for Mental Competency Evaluation
 Mental Competency Hearing
 Findings of Incompetence

Court Interpreter Statistics:
 Cases with Court Interpreters 
 Languages Used by Party 
  Spanish
  Tagalog
  Chinese (Mandarin/Cantonese)
  American Sign Language
  Other Languages

Additional Criminal Proceedings:
 Extraordinary Writ
 Search Warrant (includes wire taps, pen registers)
 Pre-trial Custody Hearing
 Probable Cause Findings/Hearing
 Extradition Hearing
 72-Hour Hearing
 Arraignment Hearing
 Preliminary Hearing
 Sentencing Hearing
 Grand Jury Proceeding
 Post-Adjudication Criminal Case Activity
  Remanded Criminal Cases
  Request for Modification of Sentence
  Sentencing Violation
  Post-Conviction Relief
 Preliminary Hearing Continuances
  Court need
  Prosecution request
  Defendant request (pro per)
  Defense attorney request
  Other
 Trial Continuances
  Court need
  Prosecution request
  Defendant request (pro per)
  Defense attorney request
  Other

Criminal Case Category, Subcategory, Type, and Proceeding Listing
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Felony, Gross Misdemeanor, and Misdemeanor cases 
are further defined by the following case types:

 z Crimes Against Person(s) Case
 z Domestic Violence Case
 z Older/Vulnerable Person(s) Abuse Case
 z Child Abuse and Neglect Case
 z Protection Order Violation Case
 z Crimes Against Property Case
 z Drugs Case
 z Weapons Case
 z Public Order Case
 z Motor Vehicle – DUI Case
 z Motor Vehicle – Reckless Driving Case
 z Motor Vehicle – Other Case
 z Other Criminal Case

 
Crimes Against Person(s) Case: A case type in 
which a defendant is charged with a crime against 
person(s). Examples include: assault, battery, rape, 
kidnapping, murder, manslaughter, and robbery.  
These crimes are classified and defined by the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Uniform Crime 
Reporting (UCR) Program (https://ucr.fbi.gov/). 

NRS 200 (Crimes against the person) also defines 
some of the crimes that are counted in this case type. 
 
Crimes Against Person(s) case type should not 
include domestic violence, older/vulnerable persons, 
child abuse and neglect, and protection order viola-
tions as these are counted as separate case types. 

Domestic Violence Case: A case type involving 
violence, coercion, or intimidation by a family or 
household member against another family or household 
member that results in the filing of criminal charges 
(e.g., NRS 171.137). Family or household members 
may include (a) persons who are current or former 
spouses; (b) persons who live together or have lived 
together; (c) persons who are dating or who have dated; 
(d) persons who are engaged in, or have engaged in, 
a sexual relationship; (e) persons who are related by 
blood or adoption; (f) persons who are related or for-
merly related by marriage; (g) persons who have a child 
in common; and (h) minor children of a person in a 
relationship that is described in paragraphs (a) through 
(g). Counting cases within the domestic violence 
category means the victim-offender relationship was 
known at the time of filing or disposition.

Older/Vulnerable Person(s) Abuse Case: A case 
type that involves a charge of abusing, neglecting, 
exploiting, or isolating older or vulnerable persons 
(e.g., NRS 193.167, 200.5092, 200.5099).

Older/vulnerable person(s) abuse cases include of-
fenses of physical abuse, sexual abuse, psychological 
abuse, neglect, abandonment and isolation, financial 
or fiduciary abuse, and self-neglect. Physical abuse 
is generally defined as improper use of physical force 
that may or does result in bodily harm, injury, physi-
cal pain, or restraint of an individual. Sexual abuse is 
any non-consensual sexual touching or contact with 
a person who is incapable of giving consent (e.g., a 
mentally disabled individual). Psychological abuse is 
the intentional or reckless infliction of psychological 
pain, injury, suffering, or distress through verbal or 
nonverbal acts. Neglect is the failure to provide for 
the care and treatment or safety of a person. Aban-
donment is the desertion of a person by an individual 
responsible for providing care or by a person with 
physical custody of a person. Financial or fiduciary 
abuse is the illegal or improper use of a person’s 
funds, property, or assets, or the conversion or misap-
propriation of such property, for uses other than for 
the person. Self-neglect is behavior of a person that 
threatens his/her own health or safety.

Child Abuse and Neglect Case (felony and gross 
misdemeanor only): A case type in which a defendant 
is charged with willfully causing, or permitting (if 
the person charged has responsibility for the child) a 
child who is less than 18 years of age to suffer unjus-
tifiable physical pain or mental suffering as a result of 
abuse or neglect, or to be placed in a situation where 
the child may suffer physical pain or mental suffering 
as the result of abuse or neglect (e.g., NRS 200.508).

Protection Order Violation Case: A case type 
alleging violation of a court order that was issued 
to protect an individual from domestic violence, 
stalking, harassment in the workplace, or to protect 
minors from harm (e.g., NRS 33.100, 33.400, 33.350, 
and 200.591). 

Crimes Against Property Case: A case type in 
which a defendant is charged with a crime against 
property. Examples include grand larceny, burglary, 
auto theft, arson, forgery, fraud, embezzlement, van-
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dalism, and bad checks. These crimes are classified 
and defined by the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s 
Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Program (https://
ucr.fbi.gov/).

NRS 205 (Crimes against property) also defines some 
of the crimes that are counted in this case type.

Drug Case: A case type involving the illegal posses-
sion, sale, use, manufacture, trafficking, or furnishing 
of drugs (e.g., NRS chapters 453, 454, 458). The 
following drug categories are specified: opium or 
cocaine and their derivatives (morphine, heroin, co-
deine); marijuana; synthetic narcotics–manufactured 
narcotics (Demerol, Methadone); and dangerous 
nonnarcotic drugs (barbiturates, Benzedrine). These 
crimes are classified and defined by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation’s Uniform Crime Reporting 
(UCR) Program (https://ucr.fbi.gov/).

Weapon Case: A case type involving violations 
of regulations or statutes controlling the carrying, 
using, possessing, furnishing, and manufacturing 
of deadly weapons or silencers (e.g., NRS 193.165, 
NRS 202.370-202.440). These crimes are classified 
and defined by the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s 
Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Program (https://
ucr.fbi.gov/).

Public Order Case: A case type typically involving 
violations of liquor laws, drunkenness, disorderly 
conduct, vagrancy, and commercial vice. Some 
jurisdictions refer to these as “public nuisance” or 
“quality of life” offenses, or “crimes against society.”

Motor Vehicle – DUI Case (felony and misdemeanor 
only): A case type that involves a charge of driving 
under the influence of either alcohol or drugs (DUI), 
or driving while impaired (e.g., NRS 484C.110-
484C.130). The Uniform Crime Reporting definition 
includes “driving or operating any vehicle or com-
mon carrier while drunk or under the influence of 
liquor or narcotics.” Causing the death of, or substan-
tial bodily harm to, a person while driving under the 
influence, or committing a third or subsequent DUI 
offense are felonies. Additionally, once a defendant 
has been convicted of felony DUI, they are always 
charged as a felon for DUIs in Nevada. 

Motor Vehicle – Reckless Driving Case (felony 
and misdemeanor only): A case type that involves a 
charge of driving a motor vehicle in such a way as to 
willfully or wantonly endanger the safety of others 
or with disregard for the consequences (e.g., NRS 
484B.653). For felony charges, reckless driving 
includes death or substantial bodily harm to another 
person.

Motor Vehicle – Other Case (felony and gross misde-
meanor only): A case type including cases of unknown 
specificity or cases not attributable to one of the other 
previously defined motor vehicle case types (DUI 
and Reckless Driving). 

Motor Vehicle – Other misdemeanor cases are 
reported in the Traffic case type.

Other Criminal Case: A case type including cases 
of unknown specificity or cases not attributable to 
one of the other previously defined case types.

Appeal from Limited Jurisdiction Court Case: 
A case category in which the District Court reviews 
on appeal the judgment of a criminal case heard in 
Justice or Municipal Court. Appeals from limited 
jurisdiction courts are reported by District Courts. 
Charges are not reported for this case types.

 z Criminal Appeal from Limited Jurisdiction. 
Court Case

 z Civil Infraction Appeal from Limited Jurisdiction 
Court Case

 
Criminal Appeal from Limited Jurisdiction Court 
Case: A case type in which the District Court reviews 
on appeal the judgment of a criminal case heard in 
District Courts include appeals of limited jurisdiction 
courts where cases appealed include felony, gross 
misdemeanor, or misdemeanor case types. The filing 
of a notice of appeal in the District Court having inci-
dental appellate jurisdiction of the limited jurisdiction 
criminal matter should be considered the beginning of 
an appeal case—the unit being counted. If the notice 
of appeal in an appellate court case is filed in the 
limited jurisdiction court, do not count it as an appeal 
case in the limited jurisdictions court.
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Civil Infraction Appeal from Limited Jurisdic-
tion Court Case: A case type in which pursuant to 
NRS 484A the District Court reviews on appeal the 
judgment of a civil infraction case heard in Justice or 
Municipal Court. . Appeals from limited jurisdiction 
courts are reported by District Courts. 

Civil infraction case appeals heard in District Courts 
include appeals of limited jurisdiction courts involving 
civil infraction matters only. The filing of a notice of 
appeal in the District Court having incidental appel-
late jurisdiction of the limited jurisdiction criminal 
matter should be considered the beginning of an 
appeal case—the unit being counted. If the notice of 
appeal in an appellate court case is filed in the limited 
jurisdiction court, do not count it as an appeal case in 
the limited jurisdictions court.

Traffic and Civil Infraction Case: A case subcat-
egory in which a defendant is charged with traffic 
or civil violations of state laws, local ordinances, or 
federal regulations that involve offenses punishable 
by fine and/or incarceration (misdemeanors only). 
Civil infractions are not criminal offenses.

For misdemeanor offenses, the upper limits pre-
scribed by statute (NRS 193.120) generally are set as 
no more than 6 months incarceration and/or $1,000 
fine. Civil infractions are generally prescribed with a 
maximum civil penalty of $500 (AB116).

Traffic and civil infraction cases are further defined 
by the following case types:

 z Traffic, Misdemeanor Case
 z Traffic, Civil Infraction Case
 z Parking Case
 z Other Civil Infraction Case

 
Traffic, Misdemeanor Case: A case type for Justice 
and Municipal Courts involving misdemeanor of-
fenses of traffic laws that do not pertain to the parking 
of a motor vehicle in violation of a law or ordinance. 
Includes motorized watercraft and aircraft violations.

Traffic, Civil Infraction Case: A case type for 
Justice and Municipal Courts involving civil infrac-
tions of traffic laws that do not pertain to the parking 
of a motor vehicle in violation of a law or ordinance. 
Includes motorized watercraft and aircraft violations.

Parking Case: A case type that involves the parking 
of a motor vehicle in violation of a traffic law or 
ordinance. Examples include illegally parking in a 
fire or no-parking zone and parking on the wrong 
side of the roadway.

Other Civil Infraction Case: A case type that 
involves all civil infractions not pertaining to traffic 
or parking matters. Examples include vocational 
(e.g., NRS 442.010, AB192), pedestrian (AB403), 
and other non-traffic violations.

Additional Criminal Caseload Statistics
To better understand the workload of the courts, it is 
useful to capture some additional data from all courts 
regarding criminal cases. The following additional 
statistical measurements are included in the USJR 
worksheets:

 z Contested Civil Infraction Hearings
 z Bench Trials
 z Jury Trials
 z DV Misdemeanor Charges (District Court Only)

Contested Civil Infraction Hearings: The number 
of hearings initiated during the specified reporting 
period for contested civil infractions. 

A contested civil infraction hearing is counted 
when an opening statement is made, the first 
evidence is introduced, or the first witness sworn, 
whichever comes first. If the accused person fails 
to appear to the contested hearing or changes their 
plea prior to the hearing being held, the hearing 
should not be reported.

Bench Trials: The number of bench (non-jury) 
trials initiated during the specified reporting period 
for criminal cases. A bench trial is a trial in which 
the judge decides both questions of facts and 
questions of law to resolve the case by trial. 

A bench (non-jury) trial is counted when an opening 
statement is made, the first evidence is introduced, 
or the first witness sworn, whichever comes first. 
Each retrial is counted as a separate trial. If a 
defendant changes their plea prior to the bench trial 
being held, a bench trial should not be counted.
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Jury Trials: The number of jury trials initiated 
during the specified time for criminal cases. A 
jury trial is counted when the jury panel has been 
sworn, regardless of whether a verdict is reached. 
Each retrial is counted as a separate trial. If a 
defendant changes their plea prior to the jury trial 
being held, a jury trial should not be counted.

Domestic Violence Misdemeanor Charges 
(District Court Only): The number of DV 
misdemeanor charges filed in the District Court 
when a battery which constitutes domestic violence 
and is punishable as a misdemeanor pursuant 
to NRS 200.485, must be charged in the same 
indictment or information in District Court with 
other felony or gross misdemeanor charges if the 
(misdemeanor) battery is based on the same act. 
(See NRS 173.115). Count the charge when an 
original information or indictment is filed.

Death Penalty (Rule 250) Statistics
Filing of Notice of Intent (NOI) to Seek Death 
Penalty: The number of defendants for which the 
District Attorney’s Office has filed the notice of 
intent to seek the death penalty, in accordance with 
Supreme Court Rule 250.

Withdrawal of Notice of Intent (NOI) to Seek 
Death Penalty: The number of defendants for which 
the District Attorney’s Office has withdrawn the 
notice of intent to seek the death penalty, in accor-
dance with Supreme Court Rule 250.

Imposition of Death Penalty: The number of 
defendants for which the death penalty was imposed 
by the jury, in accordance with Supreme Court Rule 
250.

Mental Competency Statistics
Orders for Mental Competency Evaluation: A 
count of orders or appointments by the Court for a 
qualified examination of the defendant to evaluate 
the defendant’s level of competence pursuant to NRS 
178.415.

The unit of count for orders for mental competency 
evaluation is the order by the court for the appoint-
ment of a qualified individual to conduct the mental 

competency examination. A request from a limited 
jurisdiction court for a mental competency determi-
nation in a District Court should be counted as a Civil 
Mental Competency case.

Orders for Mental Competency Evaluations can be 
reported by Municipal, Justice, and District Courts 
pursuant to NRS 178.415. 

Mental Competency Hearing: A type of court 
proceeding, before a judicial officer, in which the 
court reviews the examination of a defendant charged 
in an existing criminal case, or in which the court 
makes a determination of the competency matter in 
an existing criminal case.

The unit of count for mental competency hearings is 
an individual hearing. Mental competency hearings 
are counted when the hearing is held.

Mental Competency hearings can be reported by 
Municipal, Justice, and District Courts pursuant to 
NRS 178.415. 

Findings of Incompetence: A summary count of find-
ings of incompetence entered by the court, after the 
court receives a report from a qualified individual who 
examined the defendant charged in an existing crimi-
nal case for competence, pursuant to NRS 178.425.

The unit of count for findings of incompetency is a 
court order or finding that the defendant is incom-
petent, regardless of the court’s finding resulting in 
the defendants commitment to a facility to receive 
treatment.

Findings of Incompetence can be reported by Mu-
nicipal, Justice, and District Courts pursuant to NRS 
178.425.

Court Interpreter Statistics
Cases with Court Interpreters: The number of 
disposed cases during the reporting period that 
involved the use of a court interpreter at any time 
during the life of the case.

Languages Used by Party: The following lan-
guages, counted by requesting party, should also be 
tracked for court interpreter statistics: 
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 z Spanish
 z Tagalog
 z Chinese (Mandarin/Cantonese)
 z American Sign Language
 z Other Languages 

See appendix A for additional information on this 
measurement.

Additional Criminal Proceedings
Criminal Proceeding: A broad classification cat-
egory for trial court caseload inventory that includes 
criminal proceedings that are not considered cases. 
Criminal proceedings are defined as major events (as 
defined in this Dictionary) related to an already filed 
(counted) case or that will not result in an official 
case filing.

Criminal proceedings includes the following:

 z Extraordinary Writ
 z Search Warrant Request (includes wire taps and 

pen registers)
 z Pre-trial Custody Hearing 
 z Probable Cause Finding/Hearing
 z Extradition Hearing
 z Coroner’s Inquest Hearing
 z 72-Hour Hearing
 z Arraignment Hearing
 z Preliminary Hearing
 z Sentencing Hearing
 z Grand Jury Proceeding
 z Post-Adjudication Criminal Case Activity 

-  Remanded Criminal Cases 
-  Request for Modification of Sentence 
-  Sentencing Violation 
-  Post-Conviction Relief

 z Preliminary Hearing Continuances 
-  Court need 
-  Prosecution request 
-  Defendant request (pro per) 
-  Defense attorney request 
-  Other

 z Trial Continuances 
-  Court need 
-  Prosecution request 
-  Defendant request (pro per) 
-  Defense attorney request 
-  Other

 
For criminal proceedings, only record that the 
proceedings occurred. No dispositions are recorded.

Extraordinary Writ: A type of criminal proceeding 
involving any one of a group of prerogative writs 
requested by a party, which if granted, provides an 
extraordinary remedy to the petitioner. Examples are 
writs of mandamus, quo warranto, habeas corpus, 
and several others that are termed “extraordinary 
remedies.” Also include Uniform Act to Secure Atten-
dance of Witnesses from Without the State in Criminal 
Proceedings (out-of-state witness) in this category.

The unit of count for extraordinary writs is a single 
defendant, regardless of the requested relief(s) 
sought. Extraordinary writ filings are counted when 
the initiating document (e.g., petition) is received 
by the court. Only count extraordinary writs that are 
associated with an existing criminal case and out-of 
-state witness proceedings not associated with an 
existing case. Writs that are filed and not associated 
in an existing case should be filed in the appropriate 
civil writ case type. 

Extraordinary writs are reported by District Courts.

Search Warrant Request (includes wire taps and 
pen registers): A type of criminal proceeding involv-
ing a request for a search warrant, including wire 
taps and pen registers. Do not include inspection 
warrants.

The unit of count for search warrants is a single 
defendant, regardless of the number of charges 
involved. Search warrant requests are counted when 
the initiating document (e.g., request and declaration 
in support thereof) is received by the court. Count 
one search warrant event for each search warrant 
requested whether granted or not.

Search warrant requests are reported by District, 
Justice, and Municipal Courts.

Pre-trial Custody Hearing: A type of criminal 
proceeding that must be held within 48 hours after a 
person has been taken into custody to determine the 
custody status of the person (See NRS 178). Pre-trial 
Custody Hearings are counted when the hearing is 
conducted.
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Probable Cause Finding/Hearing: A type of crimi-
nal proceeding in which evidence is presented so that 
the court can determine whether evidence is sufficient 
for a defendant to be brought before a magistrate.

The unit of count for probable cause hearings is an 
individual finding or hearing, regardless of the num-
ber of defendants involved. Probable cause findings/
hearings are counted when the finding is made or the 
hearing is conducted.

Probable cause findings/hearings are reported by 
Justice and Municipal Courts.

Extradition Hearing: A type of criminal proceeding 
before a court in which evidence is presented so that 
the court can determine if a defendant should be 
surrendered to another state jurisdiction.

The unit of count for extradition hearings is an 
individual hearing, regardless of the number of  
defendants involved. Extradition hearings are 
counted when the hearing is conducted.

Extradition hearings are reported by District, Justice, 
and Municipal Courts.

72-Hour Hearing: A type of criminal proceeding 
where, under NRS 171.178, a peace officer making 
an arrest on an arrest warrant, fugitive warrant, or 
without a warrant must take the arrested person 
“without unnecessary delay” before the magistrate 
who issued the warrant or the nearest available 
magistrate. Specifically, the arrested person must be 
brought before the magistrate within 72 hours after 
arrest, excluding non-judicial days.

The unit of count for 72-hour hearings is an indi-
vidual hearing. The 72-hour hearings are counted 
when the hearing is conducted. 

The 72-hour hearings are reported by Justice and 
Municipal Courts.

Arraignment Hearing: A type of criminal proceed-
ing involving a hearing in open court that consists of 
reading the indictment, information, or complaint to 
the defendant or stating to him the substance of the 
charge and calling on him to plead thereto as noted 
in NRS 174.015. The defendant shall be given a copy 

of the indictment, information, or complaint before 
entering a plea. Count each arraignment hearing 
once, regardless of the number of charges involved. 
Arraignments are counted when the arraignment 
hearing is conducted.

Arraignment hearings are reported by District, 
Justice, and Municipal Courts.

Preliminary Hearing: A type of criminal proceeding 
involving a hearing before a Justice Court in which 
evidence is presented so that the court can determine 
whether evidence is sufficient to bind the defendant 
over to District Court for trial.

Count each preliminary hearing once, regardless 
of the number of defendants or charges involved. 
Preliminary hearings are counted when the hearing 
is conducted. Preliminary hearings are reported by 
Justice Courts.

Sentencing Hearing: A type of criminal proceeding 
involving a hearing to pronounce sentence on a 
defendant. 

Count each sentencing hearing once, regardless of the 
number of charges involved. Sentencing hearings are 
counted when the sentencing is conducted. 

A hearing that ends with a sentence imposed should 
be counted as a sentencing hearing (example: if an 
arraignment hearing is scheduled, and the hearing 
results in a plea being accepted with sentence 
imposed, then courts should only report a sentencing 
hearing).

Sentencing hearings are reported by District, Justice, 
and Municipal Courts.

Grand Jury Proceeding: A type of other criminal 
proceeding involving a criminal grand jury.

The unit of count for grand jury proceedings is a single 
proceeding, regardless of the number of defendants or 
charges involved. Grand jury proceedings are counted 
when the proceeding is initiated.

Grand jury proceedings are reported by District Courts.
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Post-Adjudication Criminal Case Activity: A type 
of other criminal proceeding involving a proceeding 
before a court in which the court is asked to hear 
a matter concerning an already adjudicated case. 
These actions are often associated with the caseload 
Reopened measure (see page 11).

Post-adjudication criminal case activity is a summary 
category that includes the following sub-types:

 z Remanded Criminal Cases 
 z Request for Modification of Sentence
 z Sentencing Violation
 z Post-Conviction Relief

Post-adjudication activities are reported by District, 
Justice, and Municipal Courts.

Remanded Criminal Cases: The number of 
criminal cases remanded back from the District or 
Supreme Court to the originating court requiring 
corrective or additional action by a judicial officer 
after an appeal during the specified reporting 
period.

Request for Modification of Sentence: A type of 
post-adjudication criminal activity involving a motion 
to modify a sentence (usually from a defendant).

The unit of count for modification of sentence is 
a single defendant, regardless of the number of 
charges involved. Modification of sentence filings 
are to be counted when the initiating document 
(e.g., motion) is received by the court.

Modifications are reported by District, Justice, and 
Municipal Courts.

Sentencing Violation: A type of post-adjudication 
activity requiring judicial review to address alleged 
violations of sentencing conditions. 

Sentencing violations includes motions to revoke 
probation (e.g., from the Department of Parole 
and Probation), failure to comply with sentencing 
conditions (e.g., for misdemeanor offenses), failure 

to pay (e.g., for traffic cases), failure to appear (e.g., 
for post-adjudication status hearings), or other actions 
requiring judicial review of alleged violations of 
sentencing terms or suspended sentence conditions. 

Adjudicated cases should be Reopened before 
recording a Placed on Inactive Status count to issue 
warrants due to non-compliance (typically due to 
failure to comply or appear).

Sentencing violations are reported by District, 
Justice, and Municipal Courts.

Post-Conviction Relief: A type of post-
adjudication activity involving a petition for 
post-conviction relief (prisoner requests court to 
vacate or correct sentence) filed on behalf of the 
defendant.

The unit of count for post-conviction relief is 
a single defendant, regardless of the number of 
charges involved. Post-conviction relief filings 
are counted when the initiating document (e.g., 
petition) is received by the court.

Post-conviction relief is reported by District, 
Justice, and Municipal Courts. 

Preliminary Hearing Continuances: The number 
of continuances in the scheduled preliminary hearing 
date granted on an application by one of the parties or 
ordered by the court in a criminal case. The courts are 
to record who requested the continuance (court need, 
prosecution request, defendant request, defense at-
torney request, or other). If the request was stipulated 
to or made by both parties use the other category.

Trial Continuances: The number of continuances 
in the scheduled trial date granted on an application 
by one of the parties or ordered by the court in a 
criminal case. The courts are to record who requested 
the continuance (court need, prosecution request, 
defendant request, defense attorney request, or other). 
If the request was stipulated to or made by both 
parties use the other category.

.
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Caseload Inventory and Time Measures
Statistics on caseload inventory for criminal cases 
record the number of cases filed during a specific 
period, broken out by case subcategory and case type.

Caseload time measures are essential for tracking 
cases potentially requiring court action, as well as 
assessing current court business process for how long 
it takes to resolve matters at the court.

Unit of Count
For felony, gross misdemeanor, and misdemeanor 
(non-traffic) criminal cases, the unit of count is a 
single defendant. For defendants in cases whereby 
multiple charges are involved, courts will utilize a hi-
erarchy (described below) when classifying the case 
for statistical purposes. For example, if a defendant is 
charged on a single complaint with a “felony – crime 
against person(s)” and a “gross misdemeanor – crime 
against person(s),” for statistical purposes, the case is 
counted as a “felony – crime against person(s).”

For traffic and civil infraction cases, the unit of count 
is a single case (by defendant) based on an original 
charging document from a single incident.

No new case filing is reported for an amended 
criminal complaint/information. Civil contempt 
charges assoicated with failure to appear/comply or 
similar civil contempt matters are not counted (at this 
time) nor are outside warrants. Cases transferred to a 
court are considered new filings. [Note: Transferred 
refers to cases received from another jurisdiction, not 
between departments within the same jurisdiction.]

Courts are required to submit dispositions at the 
charge or count level to DPS or DMV as appropriate.

The hierarchy used for reporting criminal filings for 
multi-charge cases for the same defendant is:

FELONY CASE 
   1. Crime Against Person(s) Case
   2. Domestic Violence Case
   3. Older/Vulnerable Person(s) Abuse Case
   4. Child Abuse and Neglect Case
   5. Protection Order Violation Case
   6. Crime Against Property Case
   7. Drugs Case
   8. Weapons Case
   9. Public Order Case
 10. Motor Vehicle - DUI Case
 11. Motor Vehicle - Reckless Driving Case
 12. Motor Vehicle - Other Case
 13. Other Felony Case
GROSS MISDEMEANOR CASE
 14. Crime Against Person(s) Case
 15. Domestic Violence Case
 16. Older/Vulnerable Person(s) Abuse Case
 17. Child Abuse and Neglect Case
 18. Protection Order Violation Case
 19. Crime Against Property Case
 20. Drugs Case
 21. Weapons Case
 22. Public Order Case
 23. Motor Vehicle - Other Case
 24. Other Gross Misdemeanor Case
MISDEMEANOR  (NON-TRAFFIC) CASE
 25. Crime Against Person(s) Case
 26. Domestic Violence Case
 27. Older/Vulnerable Person(s) Abuse Case
 28. Protection Order Violation Case
 29. Crime Against Property Case
 30. Drugs Case
 31. Weapons Case
 32. Public Order Case
 33. Motor Vehicle - DUI Case
 34. Motor Vehicle - Reckless Driving Case
 35. Other Misdemeanor Case
TRAFFIC AND CIVIL INFRACTION CASE
 36. Traffic, Misdemeanor Case
 37. Traffic, Civil Infraction Case
 38. Parking Case
 39. Other Civil Infraction Case
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violation), NOCs are categorized according the 
elements applicable to the hierarchy described on 
page 10 (e.g., domestic violence). Courts that do not 
utilize NOCs should also utilize this methodology 
when classifying offenses by statute.

Reopened: A count of cases in which judgments 
have previously been entered but post-adjudication 
activity has restored it to the court’s active pending 
caseload due to judicial order or through request or 
motion, to modify, correct, or enforce the existing 
judgments (see examples on page 15). Remanded 
cases (requiring modification or correction) are 
included. When a reopened case is disposed of, report 
the disposition as a Reopened Disposition (see page 
12). 

This caseload measure initiates calculation for time 
measures defined on page 13.

Reactivated: A count of cases that had previously 
been placed in an inactive pending status, but for 
which further court proceedings and activities can 
now be resumed so that the case can proceed to 
disposition. Such circumstances are defined in the 
Events section on page 15.

This caseload measure resumes calculation for time 
measures defined on page 13.

Dispositions - Entry of Judgment: Dispositions 
are reported under the two disposition subcategories: 
original or reopened. For cases involving multiple 
charges the manner of disposition should not be 
reported until all charges have been resolved. The 
sum of the original and reopened disposition subcat-
egories on the caseload worksheet should equal the 
grand total dispositions on the disposition worksheet 
for each case type. 

These caseload measures end calculation for time 
measures defined on page 13.

Dispositions - Original: A count of cases for 
which an original entry of judgment has been 
filed. For cases involving multiple parties/issues, 
the manner of disposition should not be reported 
until all parties/issues, including amended charges, 
have been resolved.

Caseload Inventory Definitions
Begin Pending - Active: A count of cases that, at the 
start of the reporting period, are awaiting disposition.

Begin Pending - Inactive: A count of cases that, at 
the start of the reporting period, have been adminis-
tratively classified as inactive.

New Filings: A count of cases (by defendant) that 
have been filed with the court for the first time. 
Criminal filings are counted when the court receives 
the formal charging document, generally an informa-
tion, indictment, or complaint from the District or 
City Attorney’s Office. 

This caseload measure initiates calculation for time 
measures defined on page 13.

Felony and gross misdemeanor filings in Justice 
Court are counted when the court receives the 
formal charging document, generally a complaint or 
citation, from the District Attorney’s Office or law 
enforcement agency. Misdemeanor, traffic, and civil 
infraction filings in Justice and Municipal Courts are 
counted when the charging document (e.g., citation 
or complaint) is received by the court. Courts may 
elect to use the date on the citation as the filing date.

Charges: A count of each charge on the information, 
indictment, complaint, or citation for cases that have 
been filed with the court for the first time. Charge 
counts should only include the charges listed in the 
original charging document received by the court. 
Amended charges should not be reported for this 
measurement. 

For example, if a defendant is charged with domestic 
violence, drugs, and reckless driving, the case/
defendant is counted once in new filing under 
domestic violence and the charges are each counted 
on the charge line under the appropriate columns, 
for example, domestic violence, drugs, and motor 
vehicle - reckless driving.

Courts are encouraged to utilize the Nevada Offense 
Codes (NOCs) maintained by Department of Public 
Safety for charge categorizations. Generally, when 
multiple elements are present in a single alleged 
charge (e.g., domestic violence and protection order 
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Dispositions - Reopened: A count of cases that 
were disposed of by a modification to, correction 
of and/or enforcement of, the original judgment 
of the court. For cases involving multiple parties/
issues, the manner of disposition should not be 
reported until all parties/issues have been resolved.

Placed on Inactive Status: A count of cases whose 
status has been administratively changed to inactive 
because the court will take no further action in the case 
until an event restores the case to the court’s active 
pending caseload. This caseload measure suspends 
calculation for time measures defined on page 13.

Typical examples of this status include court-ordered 
stays (excluding federal bankruptcy), warrants, and 
pre-adjudication diversion. Such circumstances are 
defined in the Events section on page 15. 

End Pending - Active: A count of cases that, at the 
end of the reporting period, are awaiting disposition.

End Pending - Inactive: A count of cases that, at the 
end of the reporting period, have been administra-
tively classified as inactive.

Set for Judicial Review: A count of cases at the end 
of each month that, following an Entry of Judgment, 
are awaiting a regularly scheduled review by a 
judicial officer (in chambers or by hearing) during the 
reporting period. 

Example: After a felony case is adjudicated, the court 
sets a regular status review hearing (or review) to 
monitor compliance with sentencing conditions. The 
case would be counted in Set for Judicial Review once 
each month until the last status review is held, until 
the status review is cancelled, or the case is reopened. 

This count is not intended to count the number of 
hearings held/scheduled but instead the number of 
adjudicated cases scheduled for judicial review. 

Self-Represented Litigant: A count of cases that 
had one or more parties self-represented at any time 
during the life of the case. This measure is reported 
when the Dispositions - Entry of Judgment measure 
is reported. See appendix A for additional informa-
tion on this measurement.
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Age of Active Pending Caseload: The number 
of active cases that are pending before the court, 
reported in defined time periods and measured in 
days, for each case type.

Original proceedings should use the following time 
periods:

 z 0 - 90 days
 z 91 - 180 days
 z 181 - 365 days
 z >365 days 

Reopened proceedings should use the following time 
periods:

 z 0 - 60 days
 z 61 - 180 days
 z > 180 days 

The time frame for original proceedings begins at the 
date of recording the New Filing caseload inventory 
statistic until the date of this measurement. 

The time frame for reopened proceedings begins 
at the date of recording the Reopened caseload 
inventory statistic until the date of this measurement. 

Cases that are reopened do not include the time for 
previously resolved reopened events. Additionally, 
the time required between the New Filing and 
Dispositions - Original caseload inventory measures 
are not included for reopened proceedings.

The time from the date of recording a Placed on 
Inactive Status caseload inventory statistic to the 
date of recording a Reactivated caseload inventory 
statistic is not part of calculating the Age of Active 
Pending Caseload measurement.

The total number of cases reported in the Age of 
Active Pending Caseload measure should equal the 
number of cases reported in the End Pending - Active 
Caseload Inventory measures for each case type. 

Time to Disposition: Cases disposed or otherwise 
resolved during the reporting period generate two 
time measures: the mean and median number of days 
to reach disposition. The two time to disposition 
time measures are reported for each case type and 
are distinctly separated by original and reopened 
proceedings. 

The time frame begins at the date of recording the 
New Filing caseload inventory statistic and ends 
at the date of recording the Dispositions - Original 
caseload inventory statistic.

For reopened cases, the time frame begins at the 
date of recording the Reopened caseload inventory 
statistic and ends at the date of recording the 
Dispositions - Reopened caseload inventory statistic. 
Time measures for reopened cases are independent 
from original proceedings and previously disposed 
reopened events.

The time from the date of recording a Placed on 
Inactive Status caseload inventory statistic to the 
date of recording a Reactivated caseload inventory 
statistic should not be included in calculating the 
Time to Disposition measurements.

The total number of cases generating the time 
to disposition measurement should be distinctly 
separated by original and reopened proceedings and 
reflect the total number of cases disposed during the 
reporting period, respectively.

Caseload Time Measures Definitions
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The following example and formulas refer to the 
USJR data provided in the monthly worksheets 
submitted to the AOC. The examples below are 
also used in the End Pending - Active and - Inactive 
Caseload calculations on the right. 

Example Data

1 Begin Pending
a Active 50
b Inactive 15

2 New Filings 111
a Charges 157

3 Reopened 14

4 Reactivated 23
5 Dispositions (Entry of Judgment)

a Original 106
b Reopened 17

6 Placed on Inactive Status 42
7 End Pending

a Active, Total 33
b Inactive, Total 34

8 Set for Judicial Review 151
9 Age of Active Pending Caseload

a Original, 0 - 90 days 22
b Original, 91 - 180 days 1
c Original, 181 - 365 days 2
d Original, >365 days 1

e Reopened, 0 - 60 days 6
f Reopened, 61 - 180 days 1
g Reopened, >180 days 0

10 Time to Disposition
a Original, Mean Number of Days 28
b Original, Median Number of Days 23
c Reopened, Mean Number of Days 35
d Reopened, Median Number of Days 34

11 Self-Represented Litigant 18

The following formulas can be used for all case 
types. The name of each status type is listed with 
its corresponding line identifier in parentheses. The 
formulas are provided using both the status field 
name and line identifier and as the line identifier 
alone (bottom).

End Pending - Active Caseload Calculation

Begin Pending - Active (1a) 50
+New Filings (2) 111

+Reopened (3) 14
+Reactivated (4) 23

198
MINUS (-)

Original Dispositions (5a) 106
+Reopened Dispositions (5b) 17

+Placed on Inactive Status (6) 42
165

End Pending - Active, Total (7a) 33

End Pending - Inactive Caseload Calculation

Begin Pending - Inactive (1b) 15
+Placed on Inactive Status (6) 42

57

MINUS (-)
Reactivated Cases (4) 23

23

End Pending - Inactive, Total (7b) 34

or row (7a) = {(1a)+(2)+(3)+(4)} - {(5a)+(5b)+(6)}
              = [50+111+14+23] - [106+17+42] 
              = 198 - 165
              = 33

row (7b) = {(1b)+(6)} - {(4)}
              = [15+42] - [23] 
              = 57 - 23
              = 34
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Statistics indicating what events occurred in 
individual criminal cases during a specified period. 
Events are listed by the status of caseload inventory 
(see pages 11-12). Tracking case events is useful for 
monitoring court caseflow.

Count
If a case has not been disposed at the end of the 
period it should be counted in End Pending and as 
Begin Pending in the subsequent period. Inactivated 
or Reactivated status for both pending categories is 
determined by the administratively decided triggering 
events listed below.

Date of Filing (District Courts): The date on which 
the court receives the formal charging document, 
generally an information or indictment, from the 
District Attorney’s Office.

Date of Filing (Justice Courts - Felony and Gross 
Misdemeanor only): The date on which the court 
receives the formal charging document, generally 
a complaint or citation, from the District or City 
Attorney’s Office or law enforcement agency. 

Date of Filing (Justice and Municipal Courts - 
Misdemeanor and Civil Infractions only): The date 
on which the charging document (e.g., citation or 
complaint) is received by the court for misdemeanor 
and civil infraction filings. Courts may elect to use 
the date on the citation as the filing date.

Date of Disposition: The date on which final adjudi-
cation for the defendant or case occurs. For statistical 
purposes, final adjudication is defined as the date of 
sentencing, date of adjudication, or date charges are 
disposed, whichever occurs last.

Inactivated Cases Definitions 
Date of Order for Stay of Proceedings: The date on 
which a court orders the postponement of  
proceedings in a case until the occurrence of a 
contingency, regardless of the time or the term of 
court at which such contingency happens.

Date of Warrant: The date a warrant is issued for 
failure to appear (e.g., NRS 199.335), failure to 
comply (e.g., NRS 484A.670, NRS 22.040), or arrest 

(e.g., NRS 171.106). Cases that are currently inac-
tive should not generate another “Placed on Inactive 
Status” count. Adjudicated cases (cases currently not 
counted as active or inactive) should be “Reopened” 
before generating a “Placed on Inactive Status” 
count. 

Date of Diversion: The date at any point after a 
recorded justice system intake but before the entering 
of a judgment on which criminal proceedings against 
an alleged offender are suspended and that person 
is referred to a treatment or care program, including 
specialty courts.

Reactivated Cases Definitions
Date of Arrest: The date on which the defendant in 
a criminal case is taken into custody by law enforce-
ment officers on a warrant for an existing case.

Date of Motion/Action to Quash Warrant: The 
date a motion to quash warrant is received in District 
Court or is quashed by judicial order in Justice or 
Municipal Court because a defendant has been ar-
rested or otherwise brought before court to continue 
case processing.

Date of Return from Diversion: The date at any 
point after the completion or termination of a diver-
sion program on which criminal proceedings against 
an alleged offender are reinstated and that person is 
convicted and sentenced or the charges are dismissed.

Reopened Cases Definitions
Date of Decision on Post-trial Motion: The date 
on which a decision is made by the trial court on a 
post-trial motion in a criminal case.

Date of Hearing on Post-trial Motion: The date 
on which the hearing for a request is made to a trial 
court that the court order a new trial or other motion 
in a criminal case.

Date of Petition for Reconsideration of Sentence: 
The date on which a petition is filed in a trial court 
requesting that the penalty decided on by the judge or 
jury should be reconsidered.

Events in Criminal Case Processing
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Statistics on manners of disposition for criminal 
cases record the procedural manner in which cases 
are disposed or the decision methods used to resolve 
the cases.
It should be noted that Justice and Municipal Court 
Dispositions could apply in District Court if a felony 
or gross misdemeanor is filed in District Court and 
amended to a misdemeanor or infraction and is not 
remanded back to the Justice Court.

Unit of Count
For felony, gross misdemeanor, misdemeanor, and 
civil infraction cases, the unit of count is a single 
defendant. Defendants in cases that require multiple 
types of disposition are only counted as one type. 

Courts should use the hierarchy listed below when 
determining which manner to record dispositions: 
the larger the number, the higher the ranking in the 
hierarchy (for District Courts, 1. Other Manner of 
Disposition = lowest in the hierarchy, 8d. Jury Trial = 
highest in the hierarchy). For instance, if a complex 
case is disposed by both a dismissal before trial (for 
some charges) and conviction by jury trial (for the 
remaining charge(s)), the case is counted under “Jury 
Trial – Conviction.”

Please note that the manner of disposition for each 
traffic charge should also be captured so that it can be 
forwarded to DPS or DMV as appropriate. 

When to Count Dispositions
A criminal case is considered “disposed” when final 
adjudication for that defendant or case occurs. For 
statistical purposes, final adjudication is defined as 
the date of sentencing, date of adjudication, or date 
all charges are disposed, whichever occurs last. 

Other Manner of Disposition: A disposition clas-
sification for those cases disposed by some other 
manner of disposition not covered by any other defined 
disposition (e.g., for District Courts, remanded back to 
Justice Court; for all courts, administrative closures). A 
disposition classification of unknown specificity or not 
attributable to one of the other defined categories.

District Court Manners of Disposition
1. Other Manner of Disposition 
2. Nolle Prosequi (before trial)
3. Transferred (before/during trial)
4. Dismissed (before trial)
5. Guilty Plea with Sentence (before trial)
6. Dismissed (after diversion)
7. Bench (Non-Jury) Trial
 a. Dismissed (during trial)
 b. Acquittal
 c. Guilty Plea with Sentence (during trial)
 d. Conviction
8. Jury Trial
 a. Dismissed (during trial)
 b. Acquittal
 c. Guilty Plea with Sentence (during trial)
 d. Conviction

Justice and Municipal Court
 Manners of Disposition
1. Other Manner of Disposition 
2. Default Judgment (Civil Infraction Only)
3. Uncontested Civil Violation (Civil Infrac. Only)
4. Bail Forfeiture
5. Nolle Prosequi (before trial)
6. Transferred (before/during trial) 
7. Dismissed (before trial)
8. Guilty Plea with Sentence (before trial)
9. Dismissed (after diversion)
10. Contested Civil Infraction
 a. FTA Default Judgment
 b. Civil Infraction Dismissed
 c. Civil Infraction Committed 
11. Preliminary Hearing [Justice Courts only]
 a. Waiver of Preliminary Hearing
 b. Dismissed (during preliminary hearing)
 c. Guilty Plea with Sentence (during  

    preliminary hearing)
 d. Bindover
12. Bench (Non-Jury) Trial 
 a. Dismissed (during trial)
 b. Acquittal
 c. Guilty Plea with Sentence (during trial)
 d. Conviction
13. Jury Trial
 a. Dismissed (during trial)
 b. Acquittal
 c. Guilty Plea with Sentence (during trial)
 d. Conviction

Manners of Disposition
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Default Judgment (civil infraction only): A disposi-
tion classification where a person does not respond 
to the civil infraction within 90 calendar days after 
issuance as defined in statute (AB116, sec. 30.4).

Uncontested Civil Violation (civil infraction only): 
A disposition classification where a person cited with a 
civil infraction does not contest committing the viola-
tion and submits full payment of the civil penalty and 
any associated fees.

Bail Forfeiture: A disposition classification for those 
criminal cases, in Justice and Municipal Courts only, in 
which a defendant’s failure to appear in court causes the 
money or property deposited to secure release on bail to 
not be returned to the defendant and a conviction on the 
charge(s) is entered where appropriate. If the citation is 
mailed in/returned with no signature or place to admit 
guilt on the citation, then the disposition is Bail Forfei-
ture. See also Guilty Plea with Sentence (before trial).

Nolle Prosequi (before trial): A disposition classifica-
tion wherein the prosecutor formally declares before 
the start of a preliminary hearing or trial that he or she 
will not proceed further (e.g., NRS 174.085).

Transferred (before/during trial): A disposition 
classification in which a judicial order transferred a 
case from one court to another jurisdiction (excluding 
binding a case over from a Justice Court to the appro-
priate District Court). 

Transferred does not mean transferring the case from 
one judge to another judge within the same court. 
Include orders of change of venue. 

Dismissed (before trial): A disposition classification 
for those criminal cases dismissed by the court before 
the trial has started. 

If the case is dismissed during trial or preliminary 
hearing, or after diversion, use those dismissed disposi-
tions instead. Civil infractions should not be dismissed 
before trial. If the case is dismissed during trial, pre-
liminary hearing, after diversion, or during a contested 
civil infraction, use those dismissed dispositions.

Guilty Plea with Sentence (before trial): A disposi-
tion classification for those criminal cases in which the 
defendant, before trial has been set or started, admits 
having committed an offense with which he is charged, 
or a lesser included offense, and the court imposes a 
criminal sentence.

If the case is resulted with a guilty plea during trial or 
preliminary hearing, use those guilty plea dispositions 
instead. Include pleas to a lesser included offense, 
substituted charge, etc. Include no contest, nolo conten-
dere, and non vult contendere cases under this category. 
If a person signs a citation admitting guilt or pleading 
nolo contendere and returns the citation with the fine, 
the disposition is Guilty Plea with Sentence (before 
trial). See also Bail Forfeitures. 

This manner of disposition can be used for felony and 
gross misdemeanor cases in Justice Courts, but this 
disposition type only reflects misdemeanor charge 
outcomes.

Dismissed (after diversion): A disposition classifica-
tion for those criminal cases in which official suspen-
sion of criminal proceedings occurs against an alleged 
offender at any point after a recorded justice system 
intake but before the entering of a judgment, and 
referral of that person to a treatment or care program. If 
the defendant successfully completes the terms then the 
judge will dismiss the case against the defendants and 
discharge him or her. 

Also include civil proceedings where diversion 
programs (e.g., traffic school) are completed before 
entry of judgment in exchange for dismissal of the cited 
infractions.

[Note: This manner of disposition is not used if the 
diversion is part of the sentence imposed as part of a 
plea or conviction.] 

Manners of Disposition Definitions
(Definitions are arranged in ascending hierarchical order.)
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Contested Civil Infraction: A disposition clas-
sification for civil infractions where a judicial officer 
determines whether a person has committed the 
alleged civil infraction.

Contested civil infraction is a summary category that 
includes the following sub-types.

 z FTA Default Judgment
 z Civil Infraction Dismissed
 z Civil Infraction Committed
 
FTA Default Judgment: A disposition classifica-
tion for contested civil violations where the person 
initially contests the allegations, fails to appear at 
the scheduled hearing, and forfeits bond as required 
by law (AB116, sections 30.5 and 31.2).

Civil Infraction Dismissed: A disposition clas-
sification for contested civil violations where the 
court, based upon a preponderance of the evidence, 
finds that the person did not commit the alleged 
infraction.

Civil Infraction Committed: A disposition clas-
sification for contested civil violations where the 
court, based on the preponderance of the evidence, 
finds that the person committed the alleged infrac-
tion.

Preliminary Hearing: A disposition classification 
for cases heard in Justice Court in which the defen-
dant is removed (or bound over) to District Court as a 
result of a preliminary hearing.

Preliminary hearing is a summary category that 
includes the following sub-types:

 z Waiver of Preliminary Hearing
 z Dismissed (During Preliminary Hearing) 
 z Guilty Plea with Sentence (During Preliminary 

Hearing)
 z Bindover

Waiver of Preliminary Hearing: Preliminary 
hearing dispositions in which the defendant is 
removed (or bound over) to District Court as a 
result of the defendant waiving the preliminary 
hearing.

Dismissed (during preliminary hearing): 
Preliminary hearing dispositions for cases that are 
terminated by the court during the preliminary 
hearing. Include “discharged” cases (NRS 171.206) 
here when appropriate.

Guilty Plea with Sentence (during preliminary 
hearing): Preliminary hearing dispositions in 
which the defendant, during the preliminary 
hearing, admits having committed a misdemeanor 
offense with which he is charged, or a lesser 
included offense, and the court imposes a sentence 
and/or bail forfeiture.

Include pleas to a lesser included offense, less than 
all charges, substituted charge, etc. Include no 
contest, nolo contendere and non vult contendere 
cases under this category, as applicable.

Bindover: Preliminary hearing dispositions in 
which the defendant is removed (or bound over) to 
District Court after the judge finds probable cause.

Bench Trial: A bench (non-jury) trial is one where a 
judicial officer determines both the issues of fact and 
law in a criminal case.

Bench trial is a summary category that includes the 
following sub-types:

 z Dismissed
 z Acquittal
 z Guilty Plea with Sentence (During Trial)
 z Conviction

 
For statistical purposes, a Bench trial is initiated 
when an opening statement is made, the first evidence 
is introduced, or the first witness sworn, whichever 
comes first. Count the disposition of the bench trial 
upon occurrence of the appropriate listed bench trial 
disposition type.

If a bench trial ends in mistrial, the disposition is not 
recorded until the new trial is terminated by one of 
the above dispositions. If the case is dismissed after 
mistrial, count the case as dismissed.

These manners of dispositions can be used for felony 
and gross misdemeanor cases in Justice Courts, but 
only reflect misdemeanor charge outcomes.
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Dismissed (during bench trial): Bench (non-
jury) trial dispositions involving criminal cases 
terminated by the court after the trial has started. 

Acquittal (bench trial): Bench (non-jury) trial 
dispositions involving judgment of a court, based 
on the finding of a judge, that the defendant is not 
guilty of the offense(s).

Guilty Plea with Sentence (during bench trial): 
Bench (non-jury) trial dispositions in which the 
defendant, after the trial has started, admits having 
committed an offense with which he is charged, or 
a lesser included offense, and the court imposes a 
sentence.

Include pleas to a lesser included offense, less than 
all charges, substituted charge, etc. Include no 
contest, nolo contendere and non vult contendere 
cases under this category, as applicable.

Conviction (bench trial): Bench (non-jury) trial 
dispositions involving judgment by a court based 
on the finding of a judge that the defendant is guilty 
of the offense(s) (or a lesser included offense) of 
which he has been charged.

Jury Trial: A jury trial is one where a group of 
citizens is empaneled to determine the issues of fact 
and return a verdict in a criminal case.

Jury trial is a summary category that includes the 
following sub-types:

 z Dismissed
 z Acquittal
 z Guilty Plea with Sentence (During Trial)
 z Conviction

 
For statistical purposes, a jury trial is initiated when 
the jury panel has been sworn. Count the disposition 
of the jury trial upon occurrence of the appropriate, 
listed jury trial disposition type.

If a jury trial ends in mistrial, the disposition is not 
recorded until the new trial is terminated by one of 
the above dispositions. If the case is dismissed after 
mistrial, count the case as dismissed.

These manners of dispositions can be used for felony 
and gross misdemeanor cases in Justice Courts, but 
only reflect misdemeanor charge outcomes.

Dismissed (during jury trial): Jury trial 
dispositions involving criminal cases terminated by 
the court after the trial has started. 

Acquittal (jury trial): Jury trial dispositions 
involving judgment of a court, based on the finding 
of a jury, that the defendant is not guilty of the 
offense(s).

Guilty Plea with Sentence (during jury trial): 
Jury trial dispositions in which the defendant, 
after the trial has started, admits having committed 
an offense with which he is charged, or a lesser 
included offense, and the court imposes a sentence.

Include pleas to a lesser included offense, less than 
all charges, substituted charge, etc. Include no 
contest, nolo contendere and non vult contendere 
cases under this category, as applicable.

Conviction (jury trial): Jury trial dispositions 
involving judgment by a court based on the 
finding of a jury that the defendant is guilty of the 
offense(s) (or a lesser included offense) of which he 
has been charged.
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A broad classification category for caseload statistics 
that includes cases requesting the enforcement or 
protection of a right, or the redress or prevention of 
a wrong, within the jurisdictional limits of the court. 
[Note: Per NRS 5.050, civil cases are filed in some 
Municipal Courts when the principal sum claimed 
does not exceed $2,500.]

Civil cases are reported by District, Justice, and 
Municipal Courts.

For District Courts, civil case is a summary category 
that includes the following sub-types:

 z Real Property Case
 z Tort Case
 z Probate Case
 z Construction Defect Case
 z Contract Case
 z Judicial Review/Appeal Case
 z Civil Writ (not related to an existing case)
 z Other Civil Case 

For Justice and Municipal Courts, civil case is 
a summary category that includes the following 
sub-types:

 z Real Property Case
 z Tort Case
 z Contract Case
 z Contested Liens Case
 z Petition to Seal Records
 z Other Civil Case
 z Small Claims Case
 z Protection Orders 

Justice Court civil cases are typically for the recovery 
of money, damages for injury to persons, injury to 
real property, taking or detaining or injuring personal 
property, actions to recover fines, penalty, bond, 
forfeiture payments, or actions to recover possession 
of personal property where the amount does not 
exceed the jurisdictional limit (currently $15,000), 
exclusive of interest, attorney fees, and costs.

The complaint, petition, request, or answer (summary 
eviction only) that begins a civil action or case is the 
unit counted. Small claims case type determination 
is defined by Justice Court Rules of Civil Procedure 
(JCRCP), Rule 90.

A civil case is considered “filed” when a complaint, 
petition, request, or answer (summary eviction only) 
is filed with the court or a motion for forma pauperis 
is received by the court, and a court case number is 
assigned. Cases transferred to a court are considered 
new filings. Cases transferred pursuant to NRS 4.371 
should be counted as a new filing for statistical 
purposes, but filing fees may not be required to the 
Justice Court. [Note: Transferred refers to cases 
received from another jurisdiction, not between 
departments within the same jurisdiction.]

A civil case is considered “disposed” when 
adjudication of the matter occurs. For statistical 
purposes, adjudication is defined as the date 
judgment is entered.

If all matters related to unresolved cases are 
consolidated into a lead case, the lead case should 
remain active and all other cases should be disposed 
at the time of consolidation. Cases disposed by 
consolidation should use the Other Manner of 
Disposition type.

Chapter 2 – Civil Section
Civil Case Category, Case Sub-categories, and Case Type Definition
Civil Case
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District Court Civil Case Types
Real Property Case: A civil case sub-type that 
includes cases dealing with ownership or rights in 
real property, excluding negligence or construction 
defect.

Real property case is a civil summary category that 
includes the following sub-types:

 z Landlord/Tenant Case
 z Title to Property Case
 z Condemnation/Eminent Domain Case
 z Other Real Property Case
 
Landlord/Tenant Case: A real property case that 
includes cases dealing with issues arising from 
a contractual (expressed or implied) relationship 
between a lessor and lessee of real estate (including 
dwellings and mobile home parks). A lease (or 
agreement therefor) of lands for a period of time 
creates the contract.

Landlord/Tenant is a summary category of real 
property that includes the following sub-types:

 z Unlawful Detainer Case
 z Other Landlord/Tenant Case

 
Unlawful Detainer Case: A landlord tenant 
case initiated by the filing of a formal complaint 
alleging occupant’s right to possess a property 
(commercial or residential) has been terminated 
after title of the property has been perfected.

Other Landlord/Tenant Case: A landlord/
tenant case of unknown specificity or cases 
not attributable to the other previously defined 
landlord/tenant case category.

Title to Property Case: A real property case that 
includes cases dealing with the formal right of 
ownership of real property.

Title to Property is a summary category of real 
property that includes the following sub-types:

 z Judicial Foreclosure Case
 z Other Title to Property Case

 

Civil Case Type/Sub-Type Listing 
District Courts:                                              
Civil Case:
 Real Property Case
  Landlord/Tenant Case
   Unlawful Detainer Case
   Other Landlord/Tenant Case
  Title to Property Case
   Judicial Foreclosure Case
   Other Title to Property Case
  Condemnation/Eminent Domain Case
  Other Real Property Case
 Tort Case
  Negligence Case
   Auto Negligence Case
   Premises Liability Case
   Other Negligence Case
  Malpractice Case
   Medical/Dental Case
   Legal Case
   Accounting Case
   Other Malpractice Case
  Product Liability Case
  Intentional Misconduct Case
  Employment Tort Case
  Insurance Tort Case
  Other Tort Case
 Probate Case
  Summary Administration
  General Administration
  Special Administration
  Set Aside Case
  Probate Trust/Conservatorship
  Other Probate Case
 Construction Defect Case
  Chapter 40 Case
  Other Construction Defect Case
 Contract Case
  Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) Case 
  Building and Construction Case
  Insurance Carrier Case
  Commercial Instrument Case
  Collection of Accounts Case
  Employment Contract Case
  Other Contract Case
 Judicial Review/Appeal Case
  Petition to Seal Records Case
  Mental Competency Case
  Nevada State Agency Appeal Case
   Department of Motor Vehicle Appeal
   Worker’s Compensation Appeal
   Other Nevada State Agency Appeal
  Appeal from Lower Court Case
  Other Judicial Review/Appeal Case
 Civil Writ (not related to an existing case)
  Writ of Habeas Corpus
  Writ of Mandamus
  Writ of Quo Warranto
  Writ of Prohibition
  Other Civil Writ
 Other Civil Case
  Compromise of Minor’s Claim Case
  Foreign Judgment Case
  Other Civil Matters
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Judicial Foreclosure Case: A title to property 
case typically brought by a mortgage holder for 
a failure on the part of the mortgagor to make 
complete or timely payments on real property.

Include cases initiated with petitions for 
foreclosure mediation assistance pursuant to 
NRS 107 and Supreme Court Foreclosure 
Mediation Rules.

Other Title to Property Case: A title to 
property case of unknown specificity or cases 
not attributable to the other previously defined 
title to property case category. Include liens, 
mechanics’ liens, quiet title, and specific 
performance issues in this case type.

Condemnation/Eminent Domain Case: A real 
property case that includes cases dealing with 
the taking of private property for public use by 
the state, municipalities, and private persons or 
corporations authorized to exercise functions of 
public character.

Other Real Property Case: A real property case 
that involves an issue that does not fit within 
the definitions of any other real property case 
classification. Include partition as well as planning 
and zoning issues in this case type.

Tort Case: A civil case sub-type that involves a 
court action resulting from an alleged injury or 
wrong committed either against a person or against 
a person’s property by a party who either did 
something that s/he was obligated not to do, or failed 
to do something that s/he was obligated to do.

Tort case is a civil summary category that includes 
the following sub-types:

 z Negligence Case
 z Malpractice Case
 z Product Liability Case
 z Intentional Misconduct Case
 z Employment Tort Case
 z Insurance Tort Case
 z Other Tort Case
 

Negligence Case: A tort case that includes cases 
dealing with an alleged omission to do an act, 
the performance of an act, or the failure to use 
care that otherwise would have been performed, 
not performed, or used by a reasonably prudent 
and careful person under similar circumstances, 
resulting in personal injury, property damage, or 
wrongful death. 
 
Negligence case is a summary category of torts that 
includes the following sub-types:

 z Auto Negligence Case
 z Premises Liability Case
 z Other Negligence Case

 
Auto Negligence Case: A negligence case that 
includes cases resulting from personal injury, 
property damage, or wrongful death arising out 
of a party’s alleged negligent operation of a 
motor vehicle.

Premises Liability Case: A negligence case that 
includes cases dealing with liability resulting 
from alleged negligence on property that results 
in damages or injuries to persons or property 
occupying or otherwise on said property (e.g., 
slip and fall).

Other Negligence Case: A negligence case 
that involves an alleged negligence issue that 
does not fit within the definitions of any other 
negligence case classification.

Malpractice Case: A tort case that involves 
alleged misconduct or negligence by a person 
acting in a professional capacity.

Malpractice case is a summary category of torts 
that includes the following sub-types:

 z Medical/Dental Case
 z Legal Case
 z Accounting Case
 z Other Malpractice Case

 
Medical/Dental Case: A malpractice case that 
alleges malpractice by a person in the medical 
or dental profession.
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Legal Case: A malpractice case that alleges 
misconduct or negligence by a person in the 
legal profession, such as lawyers and paralegals.

Accounting Case: A malpractice case that 
alleges misconduct or negligence by a person in 
the accounting profession.

Other Malpractice Case: A malpractice case 
of unknown specificity or when malpractice 
cases are not attributable to one of the other 
previously defined malpractice case types.

Product Liability Case: A tort case that includes 
cases involving the alleged responsibility of the 
manufacturer or seller of an article for an injury 
caused to person or property by a defect in or 
condition of the article sold, or an alleged breach 
of duty to provide suitable instructions to prevent 
injury. Product liability cases include motor vehicle 
product liability.

Intentional Misconduct Case: A tort case 
involving injury to property or person alleged to be 
willfully brought upon one party by another (e.g., 
civil assault, battery, and vandalism).

Misconduct by an individual acting in a 
professional capacity should be reported in the 
appropriate malpractice case type.

Employment Tort Case: A tort case that 
includes cases dealing with issues arising from 
employer/employee relationships. Examples 
include harassment, age discrimination, wrongful 
termination, and gender bias. 

Employment issues arising from contractual 
obligations should be reported in the contract, 
employment contract case type.

Insurance Tort Case: A tort case that alleges 
an insurer breached good faith and fair dealing 
with the insured who might be seeking punitive 
damages.

Cases only involving insurance contractual issues 
should be reported in the contract, insurance carrier 
case type.

Other Tort Case: A tort case that involves a tort 
issue that does not fit within the definitions of any 
other tort case classification (e.g., antitrust, unfair 
competition, fraud, defamation, libel, or slander). 

Probate Case: A civil case sub-type that includes 
cases dealing with the probate of a will or estate of a 
deceased person.

Probate case is a summary category that includes the 
following sub-types:

 z Summary Administration
 z General Administration
 z Special Administration
 z Set Aside Case
 z Probate Trust/Conservatorship
 z Other Probate Case
 
Summary Administration: A probate case that 
includes cases involving a petition for summary 
administration.

General Administration: A probate case that 
includes cases not involving a petition for summary 
or special administration.

Special Administration: A probate case that 
includes cases involving a petition for special 
administration.

Set Aside Case: A probate case that includes cases 
involving a motion to set aside the entire estate 
without any administration.

Probate Trust/Conservatorship: A probate 
case that includes cases involving trusts and/or 
conservatorships.

Other Probate Case: A probate case that involves 
an issue that does not fit within the definitions of 
any other probate case classification.

Construction Defect Case: A civil case sub-type that 
includes cases dealing with an alleged construction 
defect. “Construction defect” includes a defect in 
the design, construction, manufacture, repair, or 
landscaping of a new residence or other structure, of 
an alteration of or addition to an existing residence, 
or of an appurtenance. The term includes physical 
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damage to the structure, an appurtenance or the real 
property to which the structure or appurtenance is 
affixed that is proximately caused by a construction 
defect.

Construction defect case is a civil summary category 
that includes the following sub-types:

 z Chapter 40 Case
 z Other Construction Defect Case
 
Chapter 40 Case: A construction defect case that 
falls under NRS chapter 40.

Other Construction Defect Case: A construction 
defect case that does not fall under NRS chapter 
40.

Contract Case: A civil case sub-type that includes 
cases involving an alleged failure to perform any 
promise that forms the whole or part of a contract.

Contract case is a civil summary category that 
includes the following sub-types:

 z Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) Case 
 z Building and Construction Case
 z Insurance Carrier Case
 z Commercial Instrument Case
 z Collection of Accounts Case
 z Employment Contract Case
 z Other Contract Case
 
Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) Case: A 
contract case that involves issues that fall under the 
UCC.

Building and Construction Case: A contract 
case that involves issues pertaining to building 
and construction contracts. For cases involving 
construction defects, record the case in the 
appropriate construction defect case subtype. 

Insurance Carrier Case: A contract case that 
involves issues pertaining to insurance carrier 
contracts. For cases involving good faith and fair 
dealing issues, record the case in the insurance torts 
case type.

Commercial Instrument Case: A contract case 

that involves issues pertaining to commercial 
instruments. For cases falling under the UCC, use 
the Uniform Commercial Code case type.

Collection of Accounts Case: A contract case in 
which the plaintiff/seller brings suit against a buyer 
of goods or services for failure to pay for said 
goods or services as promised in an expressed or 
implied contract.

Employment Contract Case: A contract case 
that involves issues pertaining to employment 
contracts. For cases concerning tortious matters 
(e.g., harassment, age discrimination, wrongful 
termination, non-compete, and gender bias) use the 
employment torts case subtype.

Other Contract Case: A contract case that 
involves an issue that does not fit within the 
definitions of any other contract case classification.

Judicial Review/Appeal Case: A civil case sub-
type that includes cases dealing with the review of 
the final disposition of a case by an administrative 
agency, petitions to seal records, and appeals from 
lower jurisdiction courts. Judicial review/appeal 
case is a civil summary category that includes the 
following sub-types:

 z Petition to Seal Records Case
 z Mental Competency Case
 z Nevada State Agency Appeal Case
 z Appeal from Lower Court Case
 z Other Judicial Review/Appeal Case
 
Petition to Seal Records Case: A judicial 
review/appeal case that involves a request to seal 
records of a previous court case or other matters 
under the court’s jurisdiction (criminal, civil, or 
administrative matters). Please note that orders 
granting the petition to seal should include the 
ability to seal the record sealing request as well 
as the matter sought for sealing. In addition, the 
ability for sealed cases to populate the statistics 
after sealing should be maintained.

Processes that seal cases automatically or by 
motion (e.g., juveniles at the age of majority or 
summary eviction) should be captured in their 
original cases and not in this case type.
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Mental Competency Case: A judicial review/
appeal case that involves a request to determine 
the mental competency of an individual and may 
include criminal defendants but does not include 
domestic mental health/competency matters.

Nevada State Agency Appeal Case: A judicial 
review/appeal case that involves a state agency 
decision appeal to the District Court.

Nevada state agency appeal case is a summary 
category of judicial review/appeal case that 
includes the following sub-types:

 z Department of Motor Vehicle Appeal
 z Worker’s Compensation Appeal
 z Other Nevada State Agency Appeal

 
Department of Motor Vehicle Appeal: A 
Nevada state agency appeal case that involve 
appeal of decisions from the DMV.

Worker’s Compensation Appeal: A Nevada 
state agency appeal case that involve appeal 
of decisions from the Nevada Department of 
Business and Industry.

Other Nevada State Agency Appeal: A Nevada 
state agency appeal case that does not fit within 
the definitions of any other Nevada state agency 
appeal case classification (e.g., Department of 
Wildlife, Division of Water Resources). 

Appeal from Lower Court Case: A judicial 
review/appeal case that includes cases dealing with 
the review of the judgment of a lower (Justice or 
Municipal) court for a civil case.

Other Judicial Review/Appeal Case: A judicial 
review/appeal case that involves an issue that 
does not fit within the definitions of any other 
civil petition for judicial review/appeal case 
classification.

Civil Writ (not related to an existing case): A 
civil case sub-type that includes cases dealing with 
any order requiring performance or adherence of 
performance of an act not associated with an existing 
case and whereby no other legal remedy exists. 
Specific writs regarding prison conditions should be 

recorded in the appropriate case type based on the 
specific relief request.

Civil writs exclude actions related to the enforcement 
of a judgment (restitution) or the recovery of a 
property (possession) pursuant to an existing contract 
or case.

Civil Writ is a civil summary category that includes 
the following sub-types:

 z Writ of Habeas Corpus
 z Writ of Mandamus
 z Writ of Quo Warranto
 z Writ of Prohibition
 z Other Civil Writ
 
Writ of Habeas Corpus: A civil writ designed to 
test the legality of the detention or imprisonment of 
an individual.

Writ of Mandamus: A civil writ that is used to 
compel the performance of an act which the law 
especially enjoins as a duty resulting from an 
office, trust or station; or to compel the admission 
of a party to the use and enjoyment of a right or 
office to which the party is entitled and from which 
the party is unlawfully precluded by such inferior 
tribunal, corporation, board or person.

Writ of Quo Warranto: A civil writ that is used 
to establish the legal authority of an individual or 
organization.

Writ of Prohibition: A civil writ that arrests the 
proceedings of any tribunal, corporation, board 
or person exercising judicial functions, when 
such proceedings are without or in excess of the 
jurisdiction of such tribunal, corporation, board or 
person.

Other Civil Writ: A civil writ that does not fit 
within the definitions of any other civil writ case 
types. An example would include writ of certiorari, 
which upon conclusion of review could result in a 
new filing for the District Court.

Other Civil Case: A civil case sub-type that involves 
an issue that does not fit within the definitions of any 
other civil case classification. 
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Justice/Municipal Court Civil Case Types
Real Property Case: A civil case sub-type that is for 
exclusion of tenant for default of rent, and/or specific 
categories of unlawful detainer such as assignment or 
subletting contrary to lease, waste, unlawful business, 
nuisance, or violations of controlled substance laws, 
possession after expiration of term, possession of 
property leased for an indefinite time after notice to 
quit, or failure to perform any condition or covenant 
of a lease where the tenant remains in possession of 
property after the service of a Notice to Quit, where 
the amount does not exceed the jurisdictional limit. 
Included also are the tenants verified complaints for 
expedited relief and tenants request to continue when 
filed as originating case document.

Real property case is a civil summary category that 
includes the following sub-types:

 z Landlord/Tenant Case (Summary Eviction)
 z Unlawful Detainer Case
 z Other Real Property Case
 
Landlord/Tenant Case (Summary Eviction): 
A real property case for exclusion of tenant for 
default of rent or other deficiency following the 
procedures as defined in NRS 40.253 and 40.254.

Count the case when the filing of an affidavit of 
service and notice is received by the court, the 
court issues or accepts the notice of deficiency, 
or when the case is commenced as a result of the 
filing of an answer by the tenant.

Unlawful Detainer Complaint (Writs of 
Restitution): A real property case initiated by the 
filing of a formal complaint alleging occupant’s 
right to possess a property (commercial or 
residential) has been terminated after title of the 
property has been perfected.

Other Real Property Case: A real property case 
of unknown specificity or cases not attributable 
to the other previously defined real property case 
categories. Include forcible entry and detainer 
(“squatter”) cases in this case type.

Justice and Municipal Courts:                                  
Civil Case:
 Real Property Case
  Landlord/Tenant Case (Summary Eviction)
  Unlawful Detainer Complaint (Writs of Restitution)
  Other Real Property Case 
 Tort Case
  Negligence Case
   Auto Negligence Case
   Premises Liability Case
   Other Negligence Case
  Intentional Misconduct Case
  Other Tort Case
 Contract Case
  Seller Plaintiff (Debt Collection) Case
   Credit Card Collection Case
   Payday Loan Collection Case
   Debt Collection Agency Case
   Other Debt Collection Case
  Contract Buyer Plaintiff Case
  Other Contract Case
 Contested Liens Case
 Petition to Seal Records
 Other Civil Matters
 Small Claims Case
 Protection Orders
  Request for Domestic Violence Protection Order
  Request for Protection Order (Non-Domestic Violence)
  Request for High Risk Protection Order

Other civil case is a civil summary category that 
includes the following sub-types:

 z Compromise of Minor’s Claim Case
 z Foreign Judgment Case
 z Other Civil Matters

 
Compromise of Minor’s Claim Case: An other civil 
case for an unemancipated minor that has a disputed 
claim for money against a third person (NRS 41.200).

Foreign Judgment Case: An other civil case to 
enforce judgment entered in a court of the United 
States or of any other court which is entitled to full 
faith and credit in this state.

Other Civil Matters: An other civil case that 
involves a matter that does not fit within the 
definitions of any other civil case type. Civil suits 
brought by law enforcement for property seized, 
Grand Jury petitions filed by the public, and 
Employment Security Division suits for nonpayment 
of insurance taxes are counted here.
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Tort Case: A civil case sub-type that involves a 
court action resulting from an alleged injury or 
wrong committed either against a person or against 
a person’s property by a party who either did 
something that s/he was obligated not to do, or failed 
to do something that s/he was obligated to do.

Tort case is a civil summary category that includes 
the following sub-types:

 z Negligence Case
 z Intentional Misconduct Case
 z Other Tort Case
 
Negligence Case: A tort case that includes cases 
dealing with an alleged omission to do an act, 
the performance of an act, or the failure to use 
care that otherwise would have been performed, 
not performed, or used by a reasonably prudent 
and careful person under similar circumstances, 
resulting in personal injury, property damage, or 
wrongful death.

Negligence case is a summary category of torts that 
includes the following sub-types:

 z Auto Negligence Case
 z Premises Liability Case
 z Other Negligence Case

 
Auto Negligence Case: A negligence case that 
includes cases resulting from personal injury, 
property damage, or wrongful death arising out 
of a party’s alleged negligent operation of a 
motor vehicle.

Premises Liability Case: A negligence case that 
includes cases dealing with liability resulting 
from alleged negligence on property that results 
in damages or injuries to persons or property 
occupying or otherwise on said property.

Other Negligence Case: A negligence case 
that involves an alleged negligence issue that 
does not fit within the definitions of any other 
negligence case classification.

Intentional Misconduct Case: A tort case that 
includes cases dealing with issues of an alleged 
intentional misconduct. Examples include civil 
assault, battery, fraud, and punitive damages. 

Other Tort Case: A tort case that involves a tort 
issue that does not fit within the definitions of any 
other tort case classification.

Contract Case: A civil case sub-type that involves 
a dispute over an agreement (express or implied) 
between two or more parties. 

Contract case is a civil summary category that 
includes the following sub-types:

 z Seller Plaintiff (Debt Collection) Case
 z Contract Buyer Plaintiff Case
 z Other Contract Case
 
Seller Plaintiff (Debt Collection) Case: A contract 
case (expressed or implied) in which the plaintiff/
seller brings suit against a buyer of goods or 
services for failure to pay for said goods or services 
as promised in a contract.

Seller plaintiff (debt collection) case is a summary 
category of contract case that includes the 
following sub-types:

 z Credit Card Collection Case
 z Payday Loan Collection Case
 z Debt Collection Agency Case
 z Other Debt Collection Case

 
Credit Card Collection Case: A seller plaintiff 
(debt collection) case where the petitioner is a 
credit card company.

Payday Loan Collection Case: A seller 
plaintiff (debt collection) case where the 
petitioner is a payday loan company.

Debt Collection Agency Case: A seller plaintiff 
(debt collection) case where the petitioner is a 
debt collection agency.
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Other Debt Collection Case: A seller plaintiff 
(debt collection) case of unknown specificity 
or cases not attributable to the other previously 
defined seller plaintiff (debt collection) case 
categories. Include tax collection cases in this 
case type.

Contract Buyer Plaintiff Case: A contract case 
(expressed or implied) involving a buyer of goods 
or services bringing suit against a seller of goods or 
services for failure either to deliver said goods or 
services or to honor a warranty.

Other Contract Case: A contract case (expressed 
or implied) that does not fit within the definitions 
of any other contract case classification.

Contested Liens Case: A civil case sub-type 
that contests the validity of liens, or requests 
the enforcement of liens. Examples include the 
enforcement of mechanics’ liens (NRS 108.239) or 
liens of owners of storage facilities, or to contest the 
validity of liens on mobile or manufactured homes 
where the amount does not exceed the jurisdictional 
limit, exclusive of interest, costs, attorney fees, or 
miscellaneous costs.

Petition to Seal Records Case: A civil case 
sub-type that involves a request to seal records of 
a previous court case or other matters under the 
court’s jurisdiction (criminal, civil, or administrative 
matters). Please note that orders granting the petition 
to seal should include the ability to seal the record 
sealing request as well as the matter sought for 
sealing. In addition, the ability for sealed cases 
to populate the statistics after sealing should be 
maintained.

Processes that seal cases automatically or by motion 
(e.g., juveniles at the age of majority or summary 
eviction) should be captured in their original cases 
and not in this case type.

Orders to seal records received from the District 
Court should be counted in the Orders to Seal 
Records additional statistic and not as new cases.

Other Civil Matters: A civil case sub-type that 
involves a matter that does not fit within the 
definitions of any other civil case type. Include 
“Confessions of Judgment” when filed as an original 
case and petitions to seal records in this case type. 

Small Claims Case: A civil case sub-type that is for 
recovery of money only, where the amount does not 
exceed the jurisdictional limit (currently $10,000), 
and the defendant named is currently a resident, does 
business in, or is employed in the township where the 
court is located. Small claims case type determination 
is defined by JCRCP, Rule 90.

Protection Order: A civil case sub-type that is for 
a temporary order for protection against domestic 
violence (including battery) or initial order for 
protection against harassment, stalking, or threat to 
life, not related to domestic violence.

Only record the filing of the original request. 
Extended protection order hearing outcomes are 
reported separately in the Additional Civil Caseload 
Statistics defined on page 32.

Protection order is a summary category that includes 
the following sub-types:

 z Request for Domestic Violence Protection Order 
 z Request for Protection Order (Non-Domestic 

Violence)
 z Request for High Risk Protection Order 

Request for Domestic Violence Protection 
Order: A protection order case that is an 
application for a temporary order for protection 
against domestic violence (including battery); 
where it appears to the satisfaction of the court 
from facts shown on a verified application that 
an act of domestic violence has occurred or there 
exists the threat of domestic violence. (Refer to 
NRS 33.020, 33.030, 33.080, 33.100, and 200.481.) 
The request for a protection order is usually in the 
form of an application.

Request for Protection Order (Non-Domestic 
Violence): A protection order that is an application 
for an initial order for protection against 
harassment in the workplace, sexual assault, 
stalking, or threat to life, not related to domestic 
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violence. The request for a protection order is 
usually in the form of an application.

Protection order applications filed in accordance 
with NRS 193.166 and 200.378 related to sexual 
assault should also be captured as a Sexual Assault 
Protection Order additional statistic.

Request for High Risk Protection Order: 
A protection order that is an application for 
a temporary order for protection against high 
risk behavior; where it is alleged on a verified 
application that a person poses an imminent risk of 
causing personal injury by possessing, controlling, 
or purchasing a firearm or other deadly weapon 
(within the immediately preceding 6 months), 
engaged in an act of high risk behavior, and that 
less restrictive options have been exhausted or are 
not effective (Refer to NRS 33.500-33.670.) 

The request for a protection order is usually in the 
form of an application and may be filed by law 
enforcement; or a family/household member.

Additional Civil Caseload Statistics
To better understand the workload of the courts, it is 
useful to capture some additional data from all court 
levels regarding civil cases. The following additional 
civil caseload statistical measurements are included 
in the Dictionary:

Filings/Events (all courts):
 z Civil Writs (related to an existing case)
 z Remitted/Remanded Civil Cases
 z Jury Trials 
 z Non-Jury (Bench) Trials
 z Satisfaction of Judgment
 z Inmate Requests/Filings
 z Contempt and Preliminary Injunctions
 z Renewal of Judgment

Court Interpreter Statistics (all courts):
 z Cases with Court Interpreters 
 z Languages Used by Party

 - Spanish
 - Tagalog
 - Chinese (Mandarin/Cantonese)
 - American Sign Language
 - Other Languages

Limited Jurisdiction Courts Only:
 z Orders to Seal Records 

Justice Courts Only:
 z Sexual Assault Protection Order
 z Extended DV Protection Orders Granted
 z Extended DV Protection Orders Denied
 z Extended DV Protection Orders, Other
 z Extended Protection Orders (non-DV) Granted
 z Extended Protection Orders (non-DV) Denied
 z Extended Protection Orders (non-DV), Other
 z Extended High Risk Protection Orders Granted
 z Extended High Risk Protection Orders Denied
 z Extended High Risk Protection Orders, Other
 z High Risk Protection Order Filed by LEO
 z High Risk Protection Order Filed by Family
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Civil Writ (related to an existing case): A sub-type 
of civil proceeding involving any order requiring 
performance, or adherence of performance, of an act 
associated with an existing case. Examples of civil 
writs related to an existing case are habeas corpus, 
writs of execution, and writs of garnishments.

These civil writs related to an existing case are 
reported by District and Justice Courts.

Remitted/Remanded Civil Cases: The number of 
civil cases remitted/remanded back from the District 
or Supreme Court to the originating court requiring 
corrective or additional action by a judicial officer 
after an appeal during the specified reporting period. 

Jury Trials: The number of jury trials initiated 
during the specified time for civil cases. A jury trial 
is counted as beginning when the jury panel has been 
sworn, regardless of whether a decision is reached. 
Count each jury trial only once, regardless of how 
many parties or cross-complaints are involved. Each 
retrial is counted as a separate trial. 

Non-Jury (Bench) Trials: The number of non-jury 
(bench) trials initiated during the specified time for 
civil cases. A non-jury (bench) trial is a trial by the 
court that occurs when a party fails to demand a 
trial by jury (Refer to NRCP and JCRCP Rules 38 
& 39), and the judge decides both questions of facts 
and questions of law to resolve the case by trial. 
Do not include bench trials related to contempt or 
preliminary injunction matters here. 

A non-jury (bench) trial is counted as beginning 
when an opening statement is made, the first 
evidence is introduced, or the first witness sworn, 
whichever comes first. Count each non-jury (bench) 
trial only once, regardless of how many parties or 
cross-complaints are involved. Each retrial is counted 
as a separate trial.

Satisfaction of Judgment: The number of cases in 
which a satisfaction of judgment has been filed with 
the court during the reporting period and/or entered 
in the clerk’s docket (i.e., NRS 17.200).

Inmate Requests/Filings: The number of new 
filings (cases) where the petitioner is an inmate of a 
Department of Corrections facility. Examples include 
writs of habeas corpus or other matters. 

Contempt and Preliminary Injunctions:  
The number of contempt (NRS 22.090) and 
preliminary injunction (e.g., NRCP, Rule 65) trials. 
Do not include criminal contempt matters. 

Renewal of Judgment: The number of affidavits 
filed pursuant to NRS 17.214 for the renewal of an 
existing judgment.

Court Interpreter Statistics
Cases with Court Interpreters:  The number of 
disposed cases during the reporting period that 
involved the use of a court interpreter at any time 
during the life of the case.

Languages Used by Party: The following 
languages, counted by requesting party, should also 
be tracked for court interpreter statistics: 

 z Spanish
 z Tagalog
 z Chinese (Mandarin/Cantonese)
 z American Sign Language
 z Other Languages 

See appendix A for additional information on this 
measurement. 

Limited Jurisdiction Courts Only:
Orders to Seal Records: The number of orders 
received by the Justice or Municipal Court from the 
District Court for petitions to seal records. An Order 
may concern multiple cases, and should only be 
counted once.

Original petitions to seal records filed with the court 
should be counted as a new filing in the Petition to 
Seal Records case type.

Additional Civil Caseload Statistics Cont.
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Justice Courts Only:
Sexual Assault Protection Orders: The number of 
protection order applications in accordance with NRS 
193.166 and 200.378 related to sexual assault. Sexual 
Assault Protection Orders should also be captured 
as Request for Protection Order (Non-Domestic 
Violence) cases. Reported by Justice Courts only. 
Only count the number of original applications.

Extended Domestic Violence Protection Orders 
Granted: The number of extended orders issued 
for protection against domestic violence, through 
hearing, during the reporting period.

Extended Domestic Violence Protection Orders 
Denied: The number of extended orders denied 
for protection against domestic violence, through 
hearing, during the reporting period.

Extended Domestic Violence Protection Orders, 
Other: The number of hearings held for requests to 
extend existing orders for protection against domestic 
violence, where the hearing results neither granted 
nor denied the extended orders during the reporting 
period (e.g., the action is continued to another date or 
the request is dismissed or voluntarily withdrawn).

Extended Protection Orders (non-Domestic 
Violence) Granted: See Extended Domestic Violence 
Protection Orders Granted definition.

Extended Protection Orders (non-Domestic 
Violence) Denied: See Extended Domestic Violence 
Protection Orders Denied definition.

Extended Protection Orders (non-Domestic 
Violence), Other: See Extended Domestic Violence 
Protection Orders, Other definition.

Statistics on caseload inventory for civil cases record 
the number of cases filed during a specific period, 
broken out by case types and sub-types.

Caseload time measures are essential for tracking 
cases potentially requiring court action, as well as 
assessing current court business process for how long 
it takes to resolve matters at the court.

Extended High Risk Protection Orders Granted: 
See Extended Domestic Violence Protection Orders 
Granted definition.

Extended High Risk Protection Orders Denied: 
See Extended Domestic Violence Protection Orders 
Denied definition.

Extended High Risk Protection Orders, Other: 
See Extended Domestic Violence Protection Orders, 
Other definition.

High Risk Protection Order Filed by Law 
Enforcement Officer: The number of High 
Risk Protection Order applications filed by a law 
enforcement officer (see NRS 33.560(1)) during the 
reporting period. Only count the number of original 
applications.

High Risk Protection Order Filed by Family: The 
number of High Risk Protection Order applications 
filed by a family or household member defined by 
NRS 33.540 (see also NRS 33.560(2)) during the 
reporting period. Only count the number of original 
applications.

Additional Civil Caseload Statistics Cont.
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Unit of Count
The unit of count for a civil case is the original, 
initiating petition or complaint. For courts that 
handle requests for domestic violence and stalking/
harassment (non-domestic violence) protection 
orders, the unit of count is a single request. Counter 
claim cases are not to be counted as new case filings. 
Cases transferred to a court are considered new 
filings. [Note: Transferred refers to cases received 
from another jurisdiction, not between departments 
within the same jurisdiction.]

When to Count Filings
A civil case is considered “filed” when a complaint, 
petition, or answer (summary eviction only) is filed 
with the court or a motion for forma pauperis is 
received by the court, and a court case number is 
assigned. Cases transferred to a court are considered 
new filings. [Note: Transferred refers to cases 
received from another jurisdiction, not between 
departments within the same jurisdiction.]

Begin Pending - Active: A count of cases that, at the 
start of the reporting period, are awaiting disposition.

Begin Pending - Inactive: A count of cases that, 
at the start of the reporting period, have been 
administratively classified as inactive.

New Filings: A count of cases that have been filed 
with the court for the first time. 

This caseload measure initiates calculation for time 
measures defined on page 35.

Reopened: A count of cases in which judgments 
have previously been entered but which have been 
restored to the court’s pending caseload due to the 
filing of a request to modify or enforce the existing 
judgments. Remanded cases (requiring modification 
or correction) are included. When a reopened case 
is disposed, report the disposition as a Reopened 
Disposition (see “Dispositions - Reopened”). 

This caseload measure initiates calculation for time 
measures defined on page 35.

Reactivated: A count of cases that had previously 
been placed in an inactive pending status, but which 
further court proceedings and activities can now be 
resumed so that the case can proceed to disposition. 
Such circumstances are defined in the Events section 
on page 37. 

This caseload measure resumes calculation for time 
measures defined on page 35.

Dispositions - Entry of Judgment: Dispositions 
are reported under the two disposition subcategories: 
original or reopened. For cases involving multiple 
parties/issues the manner of disposition should not be 
reported until all parties/issues have been resolved. 
The sum of the original and reopened disposition 
subcategories on the caseload worksheet should 
equal the grand total dispositions on the disposition 
worksheet for each case type. 

These caseload measures end calculation for time 
measures defined on page 35.

Dispositions - Original: A count of cases for 
which an original entry of judgment has been filed. 
For cases involving multiple parties/issues, the 
manner of disposition should not be reported until 
all parties/issues have been resolved.

Dispositions - Reopened: A count of cases that 
were disposed of by a modification to, and/or 
enforcement of, the original judgment of the court. 
For cases involving multiple parties/issues, the 
manner of disposition should not be reported until 
all parties/issues have been resolved.

Placed on Inactive Status: A count of cases whose 
status has been administratively changed to inactive 
because the court will take no further action in the 
case until an event restores the case to the court’s 
active pending caseload. Such circumstances are 
defined in the Events section on page 37. 

This caseload measure suspends calculation for time 
measures defined on page 35.

End Pending - Active: A count of cases that, at the 
end of the reporting period, are awaiting disposition.

Caseload Inventory and Time Measures
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End Pending - Inactive: A count of cases that, 
at the end of the reporting period, have been 
administratively classified as inactive.

Set for Judicial Review: A count of cases at the 
end of each month that, following an initial Entry of 
Judgment, are awaiting a regularly scheduled review 
by a judicial officer (in chambers or by hearing) 
during the reporting period. 

(Example: After a probate trust case is resolved and 
the court sets regular status review hearings of the 
original order. The case would be counted in set for 
review once each month until the last status review is 
held, until the status review is cancelled, or the case 
is reopened). 

This count is not intended to count the number of 
hearings held but instead the pending number of 
cases scheduled for review. 

Self-Represented Litigant: A count of cases that 
had one or more parties self-represented at any time 
during the life of the case. This measure is reported 
when the Dispositions - Entry of Judgment measure 
is reported. 

See appendix A for additional information on this 
measurement.
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Age of Active Pending Caseload: The number 
of active cases that are pending before the court, 
reported in defined time periods and measured in 
days, for each case type.

Original proceedings should use the following time 
periods:

 z 0 - 90 days
 z 91 - 180 days
 z 181 - 365 days
 z >365 days 

Reopened proceedings should use the following time 
periods:

 z 0 - 60 days
 z 61 - 180 days
 z > 180 days 

The time frame for original proceedings begins at the 
date of recording the New Filing caseload inventory 
statistic until the date of this measurement. 

The time frame for reopened proceedings begins 
at the date of recording the Reopened caseload 
inventory statistic until the date of this measurement. 

Cases that are reopened do not include the time for 
previously resolved reopened events. Additionally, 
the time required between the New Filing and 
Dispositions - Original caseload inventory measures 
are not included for reopened proceedings.

The time from the date of recording a Placed on 
Inactive Status caseload inventory statistic to the 
date of recording a Reactivated caseload inventory 
statistic is not part of calculating the Age of Active 
Pending Caseload measurement.

The total number of cases reported in the Age of 
Active Pending Caseload measure should equal the 
number of cases reported in the End Pending - Active 
Caseload Inventory measures for each case type. 

Time to Disposition: Cases disposed or otherwise 
resolved during the reporting period generate two 
time measures: the mean and median number of days 
to reach disposition. The two time to disposition 
time measures are reported for each case type and 
are distinctly separated by original and reopened 
proceedings. 

The time frame begins at the date of recording the 
New Filing caseload inventory statistic and ends 
at the date of recording the Dispositions - Original 
caseload inventory statistic.

For reopened cases, the time frame begins at the 
date of recording the Reopened caseload inventory 
statistic and ends at the date of recording the 
Dispositions - Reopened caseload inventory statistic. 
Time measures for reopened cases are independent 
from original proceedings and previously disposed 
reopened events.

The time from the date of recording a Placed on 
Inactive Status caseload inventory statistic to the 
date of recording a Reactivated caseload inventory 
statistic should not be included in calculating the 
Time to Disposition measurements.

The total number of cases generating the time 
to disposition measurement should be distinctly 
separated by original and reopened proceedings and  
reflect the total number of cases disposed during the 
reporting period, respectively.

Caseload Time Measures Definitions
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The following example and formulas refer to the 
USJR data provided in the monthly worksheets 
submitted to the AOC. The examples below are 
used also in the End Pending - Active and - Inactive 
Caseload calculations on the right. 

Example Data

1 Begin Pending
a Active 50
b Inactive 15

2 New Filings 111

3 Reopened 14

4 Reactivated 23
5 Dispositions (Entry of Judgment)

a Original 106
b Reopened 17

6 Placed on Inactive Status 42
7 End Pending

a Active, Total 33
b Inactive, Total 34

8 Set for Judicial Review 151
9 Age of Active Pending Caseload

i Original, 0 - 90 days 22
ii Original, 91 - 180 days 1
iii Original, 181 - 365 days 2
iv Original, >365 days 1

v Reopened, 0 - 60 days 6
vi Reopened, 61 - 180 days 1
vii Reopened, >180 days 0

10 Time to Disposition
a Original, Mean Number of Days 28
b Original, Median Number of Days 23
c Reopened, Mean Number of Days 35
d Reopened, Median Number of Days 34

11 Self-Represented Litigant 18

The following formulas can be used for all case 
types. The name of each status type is listed with 
its corresponding line identifier in parentheses. The 
formulas are provided using both the status field 
name and line identifier and as the line identifier 
alone (bottom).

End Pending - Active Caseload Calculation

Begin Pending - Active (1a) 50
+New Filings (2) 111

+Reopened (3) 14
+Reactivated (4) 23

198
MINUS (-)

Original Dispositions (5a) 106
+Reopened Dispositions (5b) 17

+Placed on Inactive Status (6) 42
165

End Pending - Active, Total (7a) 33

End Pending - Inactive Caseload Calculation

Begin Pending - Inactive (1b) 15
+Placed on Inactive Status (6) 42

57

MINUS (-)
Reactivated Cases (4) 23

23

End Pending - Inactive, Total (7b) 34

or row (7a) = {(1a)+(2)+(3)+(4)} - {(5a)+(5b)+(6)}
              = [50+111+14+23] - [106+17+42] 
              = 198 - 165
              = 33

row (7b) = {(1b)+(6)} - {(4)}
              = [15+42] - [23] 
              = 57 - 23
              = 34
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Statistics indicating what events occurred in 
individual Civil cases during a specified period. 
Events are listed by the status of caseload inventory 
(see pages 32-33). Tracking case events is useful for 
tracking court case flow.

Count
If a case has not been disposed at the end of the 
period it should be counted in End Pending and as 
Begin Pending in the subsequent period. Inactivated 
or Reactivated status for both pending categories is 
determined by the administratively decided triggering 
events listed below.

Cases can be reported as placed upon inactive status, 
reactivated, and reopened several times in the same 
reporting period.

Date Petition Filed: The date on which the court 
receives the formal written request to re-initiate a 
case and requesting a decision in a matter described 
therein.

Date of Hearing: The date on which a petition in a 
civil related matter is heard.

Inactivating Event Definitions
Date of Stayed Adjudication/Findings: The date 
on which an order is issued staying the matter until 
certain issues or circumstances are resolved.

Reactivating Event Definitions
Date of Reactivation From Stay: The date on which 
a notice is received notifying the courts that all 
matters which caused the case to be stayed have been 
resolved and the court has placed the case back on 
the active caseload. 

Reopening Event Definitions
Date of Remittitur/Remand: The date on which the 
originating court receives the remittitur or remand 
from the Supreme Court or District Court with an 
order directing the originating court to take further 
action.

Manners of Disposition Listing
Adjudication Manners of Disposition

Non-Trial Dispositions 

   1. Other Manner of Disposition 
   2. Voluntary Dismissal
   3. Involuntary Dismissal
   4. Transferred (before trial)
   5. Judgment on Arbitration
   6. Stipulated Dismissal
   7. Stipulated Judgment
   8. Default Judgment
   9. Motion to Dismiss by the Defendant(s)
 10. Summary Judgment

Non-Jury (bench) Trial
 11. Disposed After Trial Start (bench trial)
 12. Judgment Reached (bench trial)

Jury Trial
 13. Disposed After Trial Start (jury trial)
 14. Verdict Reached

Protection Orders Dispositions
  15. Other Manner of Disposition 
  16. Voluntary Dismissal
  17. Involuntary Dismissal
  18. Transferred
  19. Denied without Hearing
  20. Granted without Hearing
  21. Denied with Hearing
  22. Granted with Hearing

Date of Motion/Request to Modify: The date on 
which a motion/request to modify an existing order is 
filed in a matter that has previously been disposed. 

Request to Set Aside a Default: The date on which a 
request to set aside a default judgment is received by 
the court. 

Bankruptcy Notice: The date a notice is received 
notifying the court that the bankruptcy stay has been 
lifted and the case may proceed.

Events in Civil Case Processing
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Cases disposed by consolidation should be reported 
in this disposition type at the time of consolidation. 

District Courts should use this disposition type 
for cases appealed from limited jurisdiction courts 
when returning the case to the Justice/Municipal 
Court. 

Voluntary Dismissal: Non-trial dispositions 
involving cases dismissed by the court upon 
request or motion by the plaintiff, petitioner, or 
obligee that has voluntarily ceased to pursue a case. 
See NRCP and JCRCP Rules 41a.

Involuntary Dismissal: Non-trial dispositions in 
which a dismissal judgment being entered because 
the legal time frame (1 year for small claims, 
120 days after the filing of a complaint without 
service of the summons and complaint upon a 
defendant, 30 days or less for summary evictions, 
and generally 2 or 5 years for District Courts) has 
expired with no other judgment being rendered for 
the case. 

Courts should report cases disposed 
administratively utilizing this non-trial disposition; 
for instance, for cases determined to be without 
merit. See NRCP 41(e), JCRCP 4(i) or 93 (small 
claims).

Transferred (before trial): A disposition type 
in which a judicial action or notice transfers a 
case from one court to another jurisdiction. Cases 
transferred pursuant to NRS 4.371 should be 
counted as a new filing for statistical purposes, but 
filing fees may not be required at the Justice Court. 

Transferred does not mean transferring the case 
from one judge to another judge within the same 
court. 

(Please note that cases disposed by receiving notice 
of a federal bankruptcy proceeding should be 
reported in Other Manner of Disposition.)

Statistics on manners of disposition for civil 
cases record the procedural manner in which 
cases are disposed and the significant type of 
decision employed to resolve the case. Manners of 
dispositions are used to record the adjudication of the 
case. 

Unit of Count
The unit of count for a civil case is the original, 
initiating petition or complaint. For courts that 
handle requests for domestic violence and stalking/
harassment (non-domestic violence) protection 
orders, the unit of count is a single request. 

Cases that require multiple types of adjudication are 
only counted as one type. Courts should choose the 
most appropriate disposition reflecting what occurred 
on the case from the manner of disposition listing. 
For instance, if a complex case is disposed by both a 
stipulated dismissal (for some issues) and adjudicated 
by jury trial (for the remaining issues), the case is 
should be counted under “jury trial- verdict reached”.

When to Count Dispositions
A civil case is considered disposed when adjudication 
of the matter occurs. For statistical purposes, 
adjudication is defined as the date judgment is 
entered.

Manners of Disposition Definitions
Non-Trial Dispositions: A major classification 
category for civil case dispositions in which a case 
is disposed of by a dismissal, default, settlement, 
withdrawal, transfer, or other non-trial action.

Other Manner of Disposition: Non-trial 
dispositions including ones of unknown specificity 
or dispositions not attributable to one of the other 
defined civil related disposition categories. 

Cases receiving notice of a federal bankruptcy 
proceeding should be reported in this disposition 
type. 

Manners of Disposition
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Judgment on Arbitration: Non-trial dispositions 
for cases adjudicated by a judgment being 
entered as a result of an arbitration or mediation 
proceeding. 

Stipulated Dismissal: Non-trial dispositions for 
cases adjudicated by a stipulated dismissal being 
entered. Stipulated dismissal could be the result 
of mediation or settlement conferences. Cases 
heard and resolved by a referee might use this 
disposition.

Stipulated Judgment: Non-trial dispositions for 
cases adjudicated by a stipulated judgment being 
entered. Stipulated judgment could be the result of 
mediation or settlement conferences. For example, 
when the parties agree on everything (e.g., amount 
owed and payments) before they come to court, 
enter the agreement as part of the record/judgment 
and count as stipulated judgment. Cases heard and 
resolved by a referee might use this disposition. 
“Confession of Judgment” filed as original cases 
have the disposition of stipulated judgment. 

Default Judgment: Non-trial dispositions for 
cases adjudicated by a default judgment being 
entered based on defendant having failed to answer 
or having answered improperly. 

Motion to Dismiss by the Defendant(s): Non-trial 
dispositions for cases adjudicated on the merits in 
which the defendant(s) file a motion to dismiss the 
civil action, generally interposed before trial.

Summary Judgment: Non-trial dispositions in 
which a judge renders a decision, without trial, 
where there is no dispute as to either material 
facts nor inferences to be drawn from undisputed 
facts. Also used if only a question of law is 
involved. An example is summary administration 
in probate, where the judge reviews the case and 
issues order(s) for payments. Justice Courts count 
summary evictions here when the judge signs 
without a hearing. 

Non-Jury (Bench) Trial: A major classification 
category for civil case dispositions in which a judge 
hears a trial of matter or cause in a case. A non-jury 
trial is counted as beginning when the first evidence 
is introduced or the first witness sworn, whichever 
comes first. Sub-types of non-jury (bench) trial are:

 z Disposed After Trial Start (bench trial)
 z Judgment Reached (bench trial)
 
Disposed After Trial Start (bench trial): Bench 
trial dispositions in which a judge or judicial 
officer is assigned to determine both the issues of 
fact and law in the case and evidence is introduced, 
but no judgment is reached, typically because the 
case settles during the trial.

Judgment Reached (bench trial): Bench trial 
dispositions in which a judge or judicial officer 
is assigned to determine both the issues of fact 
and law in the case, evidence is introduced, and a 
judgment ending the trial is rendered by the court.

Jury Trial: A major classification category for civil 
related case dispositions in which a group of citizens 
are empaneled to hear a trial of matter or cause in a 
civil case. A jury trial is counted as beginning when 
the jury has been sworn, regardless of whether a 
decision is reached. Sub-types jury trial are:

 z Disposed After Trial Start (jury trial)
 z Verdict Reached
 
Disposed After Trial Start (jury trial): Jury 
trial dispositions in which a jury is impaneled to 
determine the issues of fact in a case, but a verdict 
is not reached, typically because the case settles 
during the trial. Include in this category cases for 
which there was a mistrial only if the case was 
settled/dismissed following the mistrial, and the 
case will not be retried.

Verdict Reached: Jury trial dispositions in which 
a jury is impaneled to determine the issues of fact 
in a case, the jury is sworn, evidence is introduced, 
and a verdict is reached.
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Protection Orders Dispositions Definitions 
(Justice Courts Only)
Other Manner of Disposition: A disposition 
classification for protection orders adjudicated by 
unknown specificity or dispositions not attributable 
to one of the other defined civil related disposition 
categories. 

Voluntary Dismissal: A disposition classification 
for protection orders adjudicated by dismissal by 
the court upon request or motion by the plaintiff, 
petitioner, or obligee that has voluntarily ceased to 
pursue a case. 

Involuntary Dismissal: A disposition classification 
for protection orders adjudicated by an order of 
dismissal being entered because the legal time frame 
has expired. For instance, cases dismissed for want of 
prosecution. See NRCP 41(e), JCRCP 4(i).

Transferred: A disposition classification for 
protection orders in which a judicial action or 
notice transfers a case from one court to another 
jurisdiction. Transferred does not mean transferring 
the case from one judge or master to another judge or 
master within the same court.

Denied without Hearing: A disposition 
classification for protection orders adjudicated by a 
judgment being entered denying the request without 
any trials or hearings. Includes summary judgments.

Granted without Hearing: A disposition 
classification for protection orders adjudicated by a 
judgment being entered granting the request without 
any trials or hearings. Includes summary judgments.

Denied with Hearing: A disposition classification 
for protection orders adjudicated by a judgment being 
entered denying the request as a result of one or more 
evidentiary hearings. 

Granted with Hearing: A disposition classification 
for protection orders adjudicated by a judgment being 
entered granting the request as a result of one or more 
evidentiary hearings.
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Family-Related Case
A broad classification category for caseloads involv-
ing domestic or family-related matters (excluding 
juvenile-related) in District Courts; the processing 
of which follows Nevada statutes, court rules, local 
regulations, and federal regulations.

Family-related case is a summary category that 
includes the following subcategories:

 z Domestic Relations
 z Mental Health
 z Guardianship

 
The filing document in a family-related case is 
generally a petition, original request, or complaint. 
The unit of count is the petition (adoption,TPR, and 
UIFSA), original request (TPO), notice from the 
Division of Welfare and Supportive Services in some 
support (non-divorce) actions (e.g., NRS 425.3822), 
or complaint (all other types).

Modifications or other reactivations of cases are 
counted under Reopened or Reactivated case. 
This allows the reopened case to be counted while 
recognizing that it is related to an already adjudicated 
case. Cases transferred to a court are considered new 
filings. [Note: Transferred refers to cases received 
from another jurisdiction, not between departments 
within the same jurisdiction.]

Filings are counted when the court receives an origi-
nating petition (adoption, TPR, and UIFSA), request 
(TPO), notice (in some support (non-divorce) ac-
tions), or complaint (all other case types). Cases are 
considered “disposed” when the decision is handed 
down and/or the final order is filed, whichever occurs 
first. [Note: Courts should be tracking when final 
orders are filed for all family-related cases.]

Recognizing that many guardianship cases have 
post-adjudication activity, courts are encouraged to 
track these post-adjudication activities and events and 
also record the “final” manner of disposition (see the 
Manners of Disposition section that follows).

Case Subcategories and Case Type Listing

Family-Related Case:
 Domestic Relations Case: 
  Marriage Dissolution Case 
  Paternity Case 
  Custody (Non-Divorce) Case 
  IV-D UIFSA Case 
  Support (Non-Divorce) Case: 
   IV-D Intrastate 
   Other Support 
  Visitation (Non-Divorce) Case 
  Termination of Parental Rights (TPR) Case: 
   State Initiated (TPR) Petition  
   Other (TPR) Petition 
  Adoptions Case 
  Requests for Domestic Violence Protection  
     Orders (TPOs) Case
  Request for High Risk Protection Orders Case 
  Other Domestic Relations Case 
 Mental Health: 
  Mental Health Case 
 Guardianship Case: 
  Guardianship of an Adult Case 
  Guardianship of a Minor Case 
  Guardianship Trust Case   
 Additional Family Caseload Statistics: 
  Intrastate IV-D (Divorce) 
  Remanded Cases 
  Bench (Non-Jury) Trials
  Extended DV Protection Orders Granted
  Extended DV Protection Orders Denied
  Extended DV Protection Orders, Other
  Extended High Risk Protection Orders Granted
  Extended High Risk Protection Orders Denied
  Extended High Risk Protection Orders, Other
  High Risk Protection Order Filed by LEO
  High Risk Protection Order Filed by Family
 Court Interpreter Statistics
   Cases with Court Interpreters
   Languages Used by Party
    Spanish
    Tagalog
    Chinese (Mandarin/Cantonese)
    American Sign Language
    Other Languages

Chapter 3 – Family Section
Family Case Category, Case Subcategory, and Case Type Definitions
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A subcategory of family-related cases that includes 
issues involving persons defined by statute to be 
domestically related. Examples of cases include those 
involving actions such as divorce, separation, annul-
ment, custody, paternity, adoption, support, reciprocal 
support, permission to marry, separate maintenance, 
minor name change, and parental rights. These may 
include actions by unmarried persons to resolve 
issues of support or custody.

Domestic relations case is a family-related subcat-
egory that includes the following case types:

 z Marriage Dissolution
 z Paternity
 z Custody (Non-Divorce) 
 z IV-D UIFSA
 z Support (Non-Divorce)  

 IV-D Intrastate 
 Other Support

 z Visitation (Non-Divorce)
 z Termination of Parental Rights (TPR) 

 State Initiated (TPR) Petition  
 Other (TPR) Petition 

 z Adoptions
 z Requests for Domestic Violence Protection  

Order (TPOs)
 z Request for High Risk Protection Order
 z Other Domestic Relations

 
Marriage Dissolution Case: A subcategory of do-
mestic relations cases that involves either divorce or 
annulment.  [Note: If a case involves both marriage 
dissolution and support/custody issues, report the 
case under marriage dissolution. Also, count separate 
maintenance cases here when all property, etc., is 
divided as in a divorce but no divorce is sought.]

Paternity Case: A subcategory of domestic relations 
cases that involves paternity issues (establishing the 
identity or responsibility of the father of a minor 
child) as defined by Nevada statute.

Custody (Non-Divorce) Case: A subcategory of 
domestic relations cases that includes cases in which an 
individual requests that a court make a  
determination regarding the control or care of a child. 
Do not include in this category cases in which custody/

visitation issues are part of a marriage dissolution/
divorce proceeding.

IV-D - UIFSA (Uniform Interstate Family Support 
Act): A subcategory of domestic relations cases that 
includes cases filed to request maintenance of a parent/
guardian or a minor child by a person living in a differ-
ent state who is required, under Title IV-D of the Social 
Security Act of 1973, to provide such maintenance.

UIFSA cases involve a plaintiff and defendant residing 
in different states, and are of two types: those where the 
defendant resides in Nevada and the plaintiff in another 
state (often called “reciprocal support – in”) and those 
where the plaintiff resides in Nevada and the defendant 
resides in another state (“reciprocal support – out”). For 
cases in which both parties reside in Nevada, report the 
case under the appropriate case type.

Support (Non-Divorce) Case: A subcategory of 
domestic relations cases that includes cases filed by a 
parent/guardian to request maintenance of that parent/
guardian or a minor child by a person who is required, 
by law, to provide such maintenance. Do not include in 
this category cases in which support issues are part of a 
marriage dissolution/divorce proceeding.

IV-D Intrastate (Non-Divorce): A subclassifica-
tion of support (non-divorce) cases that includes 
cases filed to request maintenance of a parent/
guardian or minor child by a person living in the 
same state who is required, under Title IV-D of 
the Social Security Act of 1973, to provide such 
maintenance.

Other Support (Non-Divorce): A subclassification 
of support (non-divorce) cases that includes cases 
of unknown specificity or cases not attributable to 
one of the other previously defined support or IV-D 
(non-divorce) categories. Private support cases  not 
under the auspices of Title IV-D are an example of 
a case that would be included in this category.

Visitation (Non-divorce) Case: A subcategory of 
domestic relations cases that includes cases in which 
an individual requests that a court schedule the time 
the individual will spend with the minor children. Such 
requests can be brought before the court by  

Domestic Relations
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parents, grandparents, or other family members. Do not 
include cases in which custody/visitation issues are part 
of a marriage dissolution/divorce proceeding in this 
category.

Termination of Parental Rights (TPR): A subcat-
egory of domestic relations cases that includes cases 
associated with juvenile dependency cases, where a 
petition is filed to terminate the parental rights of one or 
both parents.

State Initiated (TPR) Petition: A subclassification 
of termination of parental right cases initiated by a 
state agency, through petition, requesting that the 
court extinguish the legal relationship of parent and 
child. 

Only count petitions for TPR actions; motions for 
TPR in existing juvenile Child Abuse and Neglect 
cases should be captured in the juvenile statistics.

Other (TPR) Petition: A subclassification of ter-
mination of parental right cases wherein a parent of 
a juvenile files a petition requesting that the court 
declare a child be free from the custody and control 
of the legal relationship of parent and child. 

Example: When one parent seeks termination of 
parental rights of the other parent, so the child can 
be adopted by a step parent.

Adoptions: A subcategory of domestic relations cases 
that involves a request for the establishment of a new, 
permanent relationship of parent and child between 
persons not having that relationship naturally.

The filing document in an adoption case is generally a 
petition. 

Request for Domestic Violence Protection Order 
(TPOs): A subcategory of family-related cases that 
involves an application to issue a protection order if 
it appears to the satisfaction of the court from specific 
facts shown by a verified application that an act of 
domestic violence has occurred, or there exists a threat 
of domestic violence as defined by Nevada statute. 
At present, domestic violence is defined in NRS as 
occurring when a person commits one of a variety of 
acts (including battery) against or upon his/her spouse, 
former spouse, any other person to whom s/he is related 
by blood or marriage, a person with whom s/he is or 

was actually residing, a person with whom s/he has had 
or is having a dating relationship, a person with whom 
s/he has a child in common, or the minor child of any 
of those persons. (Refer to NRS 33.018 and 200.481.)

Only record the filing of the original request for the 
TPO. Extended protection order hearing outcomes 
are reported separately in the Additional Family 
Caseload Statistics defined on page 46.

Request for High Risk Protection Order: A protec-
tion order that is an application for a temporary order 
for protection against high risk behavior; where it is 
alleged on a verified application that a person poses an 
imminent risk of causing personal injury by possessing, 
controlling, or purchasing a firearm or other deadly 
weapon (within the immediately preceding 6 months), 
engaged in an act of high risk behavior, and that less 
restrictive options have been exhausted or are not 
effective (Refer to NRS 33.500-33.670.) 

The request for a protection order is usually in the form 
of an application and may be filed by law enforcement; 
or a family/household member. Only record the filing of 
the original request for the protection order. Extended 
protection order hearing outcomes are reported 
separately in the Additional Family Caseload Statis-
tics defined on page 46.

Other Domestic Relations Case: A subcategory of 
domestic relations cases that includes cases of unknown 
specificity or cases not attributable to one of the other 
previously defined domestic relations categories. 
Examples are permission to marry and minor name 
change.

Mental Health Case: A subcategory of family-related 
cases in which a court is requested to make a legal 
determination as to whether an individual is mentally ill 
or incompetent and should be placed or should remain 
under care, custody, and treatment.

Mental health cases are limited to mental illness 
categories involving commitment or commitment 
review, and do not include guardianship, criminal 
related incompetency hearings, or alcoholics that do not 
request institutional commitment. 
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Guardianship Case: A subcategory of family-related 
cases that deal with the relationship between guardian 
and ward. Guardianship issues involve either the person 
or his/her estate.

A Guardianship case should be counted when a petition 
for temporary or permanent guardian is received. 

Guardianship cases should be disposed at the appoint-
ment of a permanent guardian, or the case is expired, 
dismissed, or otherwise dissolved.

Temporary guardianship matters are not disposed when 
temporary guardians are appointed.

Guardianship Case is a family-related subcategory that 
includes the following case types:

 z Guardianship of an Adult Case
 z Guardianship of a Minor Case
 z Guardianship Trust Case

Guardianship of an Adult Case: A subclassifi-
cation of guardianship cases that involves issues 
where the ward is an adult. Guardianship issues 
involve either the person or his/her estate.

Guardianship of a Minor Case: A subclassifica-
tion of guardianship cases that deals with issues 
where the ward is a minor. Guardianship issues 
involve either the person or his/her estate.

Guardianship Trust Case: A subclassification of 
guardianship cases that involves trusts

Additional Family Caseload Statistics
To better understand the workload of the courts, it 
is useful to capture some additional data regarding 
family-related cases. The following additional 
statistical measurements are included in the USJR 
caseload worksheets:

Filings/Events:
 z IV-D Intrastate (Divorce)
 z Remanded Cases
 z Bench (Non-Jury) Trial
 z Extended DV Protection Orders Granted
 z Extended DV Protection Orders Denied
 z Extended DV Protection Orders, Other
 z Extended High Risk Protection Orders Granted
 z Extended High Risk Protection Orders Denied
 z Extended High Risk Protection Orders, Other
 z High Risk Protection Order Filed by LEO
 z High Risk Protection Order Filed by Family

Court Interpreter Statistics:
 z Cases with Court Interpreters 
 z Languages Used by Party

 - Spanish
 - Tagalog
 - Chinese (Mandarin/Cantonese)
 - American Sign Language
 - Other Languages

 
IV-D Intrastate (Divorce): The number of requests 
filed by petition seeking support or maintenance of 
a parent/guardian or minor child by a person living 
in the same state who is required, under Title IV-D 
of the Social Security Act of 1973, to provide such 
maintenance.  These matters arise from previously 
disposed marriage dissolution/divorce cases and 
should correspond with the marriage and dissolution/
divorce case being reopened.

Remanded Case: The number of family cases 
remanded back from the Supreme Court to the 
originating court requiring corrective or additional 
action by a judicial officer after an appeal during the 
specified reporting period.

Bench (Non-Jury) Trials: The number of bench 
(non-jury) trials initiated during the specified time 
for family-related cases. A bench trial is a trial 
where the judge decides both questions of facts and 
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of law to resolve the case by trial. A bench trial is 
counted when an opening statement is made, the first 
evidence is introduced, or the first witness sworn, 
whichever comes first. Count each bench trial only 
once, regardless of how many family-related cases 
are heard as a part of the trial. If bench trials are held 
on subsequently filed supplemental petitions, count 
each bench (non-jury) trial separately.

Extended Domestic Violence Protection Orders 
Granted: The number of extended orders issued for 
protection against domestic violence, through hear-
ing, during the reporting period.

Extended Domestic Violence Protection Orders 
Denied: The number of extended orders denied for 
protection against domestic violence, through hear-
ing, during the reporting period.

Extended Domestic Violence Protection Orders, 
Other: The number of hearings held for requests to 
extend existing orders for protection against domestic 
violence, where the hearing results neither granted 
nor denied the extended orders during the reporting 
period (e.g., the action is continued to another date or 
the request is dismissed or voluntarily withdrawn).

Extended High Risk Protection Orders Granted: 
See Extended Domestic Violence Protection Orders 
Granted definition.

Extended High Risk Protection Orders Denied: 
See Extended Domestic Violence Protection Orders 
Denied definition.

Extended High Risk Protection Orders, Other: 
See Extended Domestic Violence Protection Orders, 
Other definition.

High Risk Protection Order Filed by Law Enforce-
ment Officer: The number of High Risk Protection 
Order applications filed by a law enforcement officer 
(see NRS 33.560(1)) during the reporting period. 
Only count the number of original applications.

High Risk Protection Order Filed by Family: The 
number of High Risk Protection Order applications 
filed by a family or household member defined by NRS 
33.540 (see also NRS 33.560(2)) during the reporting 
period. Only count the number of original applications.

Court Interpreter Statistics

Cases with Court Interpreters:  The number of 
disposed cases during the reporting period that 
involved the use of a court interpreter at any time 
during the life of the case.

Languages Used by Party: The following lan-
guages, counted by requesting party, should also be 
tracked for court interpreter statistics: 

 z Spanish
 z Tagalog
 z Chinese (Mandarin/Cantonese)
 z American Sign Language
 z Other Languages 

See appendix A for additional information on this 
measurement. 
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Caseload Inventory and Time Measures
Statistics on caseload inventory for family cases 
record the number of cases filed during a specific 
period, broken out by case types and sub-types.

Caseload time measures are essential for tracking 
cases potentially requiring court action, as well as 
assessing current court business process for how long 
it takes to resolve matters at the court.

Unit of Count
Family-related case unit of count is the petition 
(adoption, TPR, and UIFSA), original request (TPO), 
notice (in some support (non-divorce) actions), or 
complaint (all other types).  In adoption and termina-
tion of parental right matters, the unit of count is the 
petition, regardless of the number of children. Cases 
transferred to a court are considered new filings. 
[Note: Transferred refers to cases received from 
another jurisdiction, not between departments within 
the same jurisdiction.]

When to Count Filings
Begin Pending - Active: A count of cases that, at the 
start of the reporting period, are awaiting disposition.

Begin Pending - Inactive: A count of cases that, at the 
start of the reporting period, have been administratively 
classified as inactive.

New Filings: A count of cases that have been filed with 
the court for the first time. 

This caseload measure initiates calculation for time 
measures defined on page 49.

Reopened: A count of cases in which judgments have 
previously been entered but which have been restored 
to the court’s pending caseload due to the filing of a 
request to modify or enforce the existing judgments. 
Remanded cases (requiring modification or correction) 
are included. When a reopened case is disposed of, 
report the disposition as a Reopened Disposition (see 
“Dispositions - Reopened”). 

This caseload measure initiates calculation for time 
measures defined on page 49.

Reactivated: A count of cases that had previously been 
placed in an inactive pending status, but for which 
further court proceedings and activities can now be 
resumed so that the case can proceed to disposition. 
Such circumstances are defined in the Events section on 
page 51.

This caseload measure resumes calculation for time 
measures defined on page 49.

Dispositions - Entry of Judgment:  Dispositions are re-
ported under the two disposition subcategories: original 
or reopened. For cases involving multiple parties/issues 
the manner of disposition should not be reported until 
all parties/issues have been resolved.  The sum of the 
original and reopened disposition subcategories on the 
caseload worksheet should equal the grand total disposi-
tions on the disposition worksheet for each case type.

These caseload measures end calculation for time 
measures defined on page 49.

Dispositions - Original: A count of cases for 
which an original entry of judgment has been filed. 
For cases involving multiple parties/issues, the 
manner of disposition should not be reported until 
all parties/issues have been resolved.

Dispositions - Reopened: A count of cases that 
were disposed of by a modification to, and/or 
enforcement of, the original judgment of the court. 
For cases involving multiple parties/issues, the 
manner of disposition should not be reported until 
all parties/issues have been resolved.

Placed on Inactive Status: A count of cases whose 
status has been administratively changed to inactive 
because the court will take no further action in the case 
until an event restores the case to the court’s active 
pending caseload. Such circumstances are defined in 
the Events section on page 51.

This caseload measure suspends calculation for time 
measures defined on page 49.

End Pending - Active: A count of cases that, at the end 
of the reporting period, are awaiting disposition.

End Pending - Inactive: A count of cases that, at the 
end of the reporting period, have been administratively 
classified as inactive.
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Cases that are reopened do not include the time for 
previously resolved reopened events. Additionally, 
the time required between the New Filing and 
Dispositions - Original caseload inventory measures 
are not included for reopened proceedings.

The time from the date of recording a Placed on 
Inactive Status caseload inventory statistic to the 
date of recording a Reactivated caseload inventory 
statistic is not part of calculating the Age of Active 
Pending Caseload measurement.

The total number of cases reported in the Age of 
Active Pending Caseload measure should equal the 
number of cases reported in the End Pending - Active 
Caseload Inventory measures for each case type. 

Time to Disposition: Cases disposed or otherwise 
resolved during the reporting period generate two 
time measures: the mean and median number of days 
to reach disposition. The two time to disposition 
time measures are reported for each case type and 
are distinctly separated by original and reopened 
proceedings. 

The time frame begins at the date of recording the 
New Filing caseload inventory statistic and ends 
at the date of recording the Dispositions - Original 
caseload inventory statistic.

For reopened cases, the time frame begins at the 
date of recording the Reopened caseload inventory 
statistic and ends at the date of recording the 
Dispositions - Reopened caseload inventory statistic. 
Time measures for reopened cases are independent 
from original proceedings and previously disposed 
reopened events.

The time from the date of recording a Placed on 
Inactive Status caseload inventory statistic to the 
date of recording a Reactivated caseload inventory 
statistic should not be included in calculating the 
Time to Disposition measurements.

The total number of cases generating the time 
to disposition measurement should be distinctly 
separated by original and reopened proceedings and  
reflect the total number of cases disposed during the 
reporting period, respectively.

Caseload Time Measures Definitions

Set for Judicial Review: A count of cases at the 
end of each month that, following an initial Entry of 
Judgment, are awaiting a regularly scheduled review 
by a judicial officer (in chambers or by hearing) during 
the reporting period. (Example: After a dissolution and 
custody order is entered, the court sets regular status 
review hearings of the custody order. The case would 
be counted in set for judicial review once each month 
until the last status review is held or until the status 
review is cancelled, or the case is reopened.) This count 
is not intended to count the number of hearings held 
but instead the pending number of cases scheduled for 
review. 

Self-Represented Litigant: A count of cases that had 
one or more parties self-represented at any time during 
the life of the case. This measure is reported when the 
Dispositions - Entry of Judgment measure is reported.

See appendix A for information on this measurement.

Age of Active Pending Caseload: The number 
of active cases that are pending before the court, 
reported in defined time periods and measured in 
days, for each case type.

Original proceedings should use the following time 
periods:

 z 0 - 90 days
 z 91 - 180 days
 z 181 - 365 days
 z >365 days 

Reopened proceedings should use the following time 
periods:

 z 0 - 60 days
 z 61 - 180 days
 z > 180 days 

The time frame for original proceedings begins at the 
date of recording the New Filing caseload inventory 
statistic until the date of this measurement. 

The time frame for reopened proceedings begins 
at the date of recording the Reopened caseload 
inventory statistic until the date of this measurement. 
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The following example and formulas refer to the 
USJR data provided in the monthly worksheets 
submitted to the AOC. The examples below are 
used also in the End Pending - Active and - Inactive 
Caseload calculations on the right. 

Example Data

1 Begin Pending
a Active 50
b Inactive 15

2 New Filings 111

3 Reopened 14

4 Reactivated 23
5 Dispositions (Entry of Judgment)

a Original 106
b Reopened 17

6 Placed on Inactive Status 42
7 End Pending

a Active, Total 33
b Inactive, Total 34

8 Set for Judicial Review 151
9 Age of Active Pending Caseload

i Original, 0 - 90 days 22
ii Original, 91 - 180 days 1
iii Original, 181 - 365 days 2
iv Original, >365 days 1

v Reopened, 0 - 60 days 6
vi Reopened, 61 - 180 days 1
vii Reopened, >180 days 0

10 Time to Disposition
a Original, Mean Number of Days 28
b Original, Median Number of Days 23
c Reopened, Mean Number of Days 35
d Reopened, Median Number of Days 34

11 Self-Represented Litigant 18

The following formulas can be used for all case 
types. The name of each status type is listed with 
its corresponding line identifier in parentheses. The 
formulas are provided using both the status field 
name and line identifier and as the line identifier 
alone (bottom).

End Pending - Active Caseload Calculation

Begin Pending - Active (1a) 50
+New Filings (2) 111

+Reopened (3) 14
+Reactivated (4) 23

198
MINUS (-)

Original Dispositions (5a) 106
+Reopened Dispositions (5b) 17

+Placed on Inactive Status (6) 42
165

End Pending - Active, Total (7a) 33

End Pending - Inactive Caseload Calculation

Begin Pending - Inactive (1b) 15
+Placed on Inactive Status (6) 42

57

MINUS (-)
Reactivated Cases (4) 23

23

End Pending - Inactive, Total (7b) 34

or row (7a) = {(1a)+(2)+(3)+(4)} - {(5a)+(5b)+(6)}
              = [50+111+14+23] - [106+17+42] 
              = 198 - 165
              = 33

row (7b) = {(1b)+(6)} - {(4)}
              = [15+42] - [23] 
              = 57 - 23
              = 34
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Statistics indicating what events occurred in 
individual Family cases during a specified period. 
Events are listed by the status of caseload inventory 
(see pages 45-46). Tracking case events is useful for 
tracking court caseflow.

Count
If a case has not been disposed at the end of the 
period it should be counted in End Pending and as 
Begin Pending in the subsequent period. Inactivated 
or Reactivated status for both pending categories is 
determined by the administratively decided triggering 
events listed below.

Cases can be reported as placed upon inactive status, 
reactivated, and reopened several times in the same 
reporting period.

Date Petition Filed: The date on which the court 
receives the formal written request to re-initiate a 
case and requesting a decision in a matter described 
therein.

Date of Hearing: The date on which a petition in a 
family related matter is heard.

Inactivating Event Definitions
Date of Stayed Adjudication/Findings: The date 
on which an order is issued staying the matter until 
certain issues or circumstances are resolved.

Date Bench Warrant/Arrest Warrant Issued: The 
date which the court enters an order issuing a warrant 
for arrest.

Reactivating Event Definitions
Date of Arrest: The date on which a wanted party is 
taken into custody by law enforcement officers on a 
warrant for an existing case.

Date of Motion/Action to Quash Warrant: The 
date a motion to quash warrant is received in District 
Court when the party has been arrested or otherwise 
brought before court to continue case processing.

Date of Reactivation From Stay: The date on which 
a notice is received notifying the courts that all 
matters which caused the case to be stayed have been 
resolved and the court has placed the case back on 
the active caseload. 

Reopening Event Definitions
Date of Remittitur/Remanded:  The date on which 
the originating court receives the remittitur or remand 
from the Supreme Court.

Date of Motion/Request to Modify/Enforce:  The 
date on which a motion/request to modify or enforce 
an existing order is filed in a matter that has previ-
ously been disposed. 

Events in Family Case Processing
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Statistics on manners of disposition for family-related 
cases record the procedural manner in which cases 
are disposed and the significant type of decision 
employed to resolve the case. Manners of disposi-
tions are used to record the adjudication of the case.

Unit of Count
Family-related case unit of count is the petition 
(adoption, TPR or UIFSA), original request (TPO), 
notice (in some support (non-divorce) actions), or 
complaint (all other types). 

Cases that require multiple types of adjudication are 
only counted as one type. Likewise, cases that require 
multiple types of “final” disposition are only counted 
as one type. Courts should use the hierarchy listed 
below when determining which manner to record 
dispositions: the larger the number, the higher the 
ranking in the hierarchy. For instance, if a complex 
case is disposed as (2) Voluntary Dismissal (for some 
issues) and (7) Adjudicated With Judicial Conference 
or Hearing (for the remaining issues), the case is 
counted under Adjudicated With Judicial Conference 
or Hearing.

When to Count Dispositions
Family-related cases are considered “disposed” when 
the decision is handed down and/or the final order is 
filed, whichever occurs first. [Note: Courts should 
be tracking when final orders are filed for all family-
related cases.] 

Even though most post-adjudication activity is not 
currently counted, courts are encouraged to track 
the post-adjudication activities of their guardianship 
cases and also record the “final” disposition for those 
guardianship cases listed below.

Support (Non-Divorce) cases are considered disposed 
upon judgment. Count these cases as reopened when 
a petition is filed regarding a matter previously 
adjudicated.

Manners of Disposition Listing
Family-Related Manners of Dispositions

Non-Trial Dispositions
1. Other Manner of Disposition
2. Voluntary Dismissal
3. Involuntary Dismissal
4. Transferred (before trial)
5. Default Judgment
6. Adjudicated Without Judicial Conference or 

Hearing
7. Adjudicated With Judicial Conference or Hearing
8. Adjudicated By Alternative Dispute Resolution

Trial Dispositions
9. Bench (Non-Jury) Trials 

9a. Disposed After Trial Start 
9b. Judgment Reached 

Final Disposition (Guardianship Cases Only):
10a. Death
10b. Age of Majority
10c. Restoration of Competency
10d. Order Terminating Guardianship or 
 Final Accounting

Protection Orders Dispositions
11. Other Manner of Disposition 
12. Voluntary Dismissal
13. Involuntary Dismissal
14. Transferred
15. Denied without Hearing
16. Granted without Hearing
17. Denied with Hearing
18. Granted with Hearing

Manners of Disposition
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Non-Trial Dispositions: A major classification 
category for family-related case dispositions in which 
a case is disposed of by a dismissal, default, settle-
ment, withdrawal, transfer, or other non-trial action.

Other Manner of Disposition: A subcategory 
of family-related non-trial case type dispositions 
including ones of unknown specificity or disposi-
tions not attributable to one of the other defined 
family-related disposition categories.

Voluntary Dismissal: A subcategory of family-
related non-trial dispositions involving cases 
dismissed by the court because the plaintiff, 
petitioner, or obligee has voluntarily ceased to 
pursue a case. Also known as Dismissed–Want of 
Prosecution.

Involuntary Dismissal: A subcategory of 
family-related non-trial dispositions involv-
ing cases adjudicated by an order of dismissal 
being entered because the legal time statute has 
expired, with no other judgment or order being 
rendered for the case. Courts should report cases 
disposed administratively utilizing this non-trial 
disposition.

Transferred (before trial): A subcategory of 
family-related non-trial dispositions involving 
cases in which a judicial order transfers a case 
from one court to another jurisdiction.

Transferred does not mean transferring the case 
from one judge or master to another judge or 
master within the same court.

Default Judgment: A subcategory of family-
related non-trial dispositions involving cases 
in which the defendant(s) either chose not to or 
failed to respond to (i.e. answer) the plaintiff’s 
allegations. 

Adjudicated Without Judicial Conference or 
Hearing: A subcategory of family-related non-
trial dispositions for cases settled without a con-
ference or hearing with a judicial officer. Includes 
cases resolved by joint stipulation or summary 
judgment without a conference or hearing.

Adjudicated With Judicial Conference or 
Hearing: A subcategory of family-related non-
trial dispositions for cases settled resulting from 
a conference or hearing with a judicial officer. 
Includes cases resolved by joint stipulation or 
summary judgment with a conference or hearing.

Adjudicated by Alternative Dispute Resolu-
tion (ADR): A subcategory of family-related 
non-trial dispositions involving cases that were 
referred by the court to programs such as media-
tion or arbitration and through those processes, 
were successfully settled and/or withdrawn from 
the court docket during the reporting period.

Total Non-Trial Dispositions: The sum of those 
dispositions types listed above, from Other Manner 
of Disposition to Settled/Withdrawn by Alternative 
Dispute Resolution (ADR).

Trial Dispositions: A major classification category 
for family-related case dispositions that involves a 
hearing and determination of issues of fact and law, 
in accordance with prescribed legal procedures, in 
order to reach a judgment in a case before a court.

Bench (Non-Jury) Trial: A subcategory of 
family-related trial dispositions involving a trial 
in which there is no jury and a judicial officer 
determines both the issues of fact and law in 
the case. For statistical purposes, a Bench trial 
is initiated when an opening statement is made, 
the first evidence is introduced, or the first wit-
ness sworn, whichever comes first, regardless of 
whether a judgment is reached.

Disposed After Trial Start: A subcategory of 
family-related bench (non-jury) trial disposi-
tions in which a judicial officer determines 
both the issues of fact and law in the case, but 
no judgment is reached, typically because the 
case settles during the trial.

Judgment Reached: A subcategory of family-
related bench (non-jury) trial dispositions in 
which a judicial officer determines both the  
issues of fact and law in the case and a judg-
ment is rendered by the court/judicial officer.

Manners of Disposition Definitions
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Total Bench (Non-Jury) Trial Dispositions: The 
sum of the two disposition types listed above, Judg-
ment Reached and Disposed After Trial Start.

Grand Total Dispositions: A major classification 
of family-related case dispositions that is the sum 
of all previously defined family-related disposition 
categories. Each row under this category should have 
a total number of cases disposed for that case type 
category followed at the bottom by the grand total of 
all dispositions and all case types.

Manners of “Final” Disposition  
(Guardianship Cases Only) Definitions
Death: A “final” disposition classification for guard-
ianship cases that are “finalized” with a filing of a 
death certificate with the court.

Age of Majority: A “final” disposition classification 
for guardianship cases that are “finalized” when the 
juvenile ward reaches the age of majority (generally 
18 years of age).

Restoration of Competency: A “final” disposition 
classification for guardianship cases that are “final-
ized” with the restoration of competency of the ward.

Order Terminating Guardianship or Final Ac-
counting: A “final” disposition classification for 
guardianship cases that are “finalized” with an order 
terminating guardianship or when the final account-
ing is filed with the court, whichever occurs first. 

Courts should only use this “final” disposition if 
the other above-defined “final” dispositions are not 
applicable.

Protection Orders Dispositions Definitions
Other Manner of Disposition: A disposition classifi-
cation for protection orders adjudicated by unknown 
specificity or dispositions not attributable to one of 
the other defined civil related disposition categories. 

Voluntary Dismissal: A disposition classification 
for protection orders adjudicated by dismissal by 
the court upon request or motion by the plaintiff, 
petitioner, or obligee that has voluntarily ceased to 
pursue a case. 

Involuntary Dismissal: A disposition classification 
for protection orders adjudicated by an order of 
dismissal being entered because the legal time frame 
has expired. For instance, cases dismissed for want of 
prosecution. See NRCP 41(e).

Transferred: A disposition classification for 
protection orders in which a judicial action or notice 
transfers a case from one court to another jurisdic-
tion. Transferred does not mean transferring the case 
from one judge or master to another judge or master 
within the same court.

Denied without Hearing: A disposition classifica-
tion for protection orders adjudicated by a judgment 
being entered denying the request without any trials 
or hearings. Includes summary judgments.

Granted without Hearing: A disposition classifica-
tion for protection orders adjudicated by a judgment 
being entered granting the request without any trials 
or hearings. Includes summary judgments.

Denied with Hearing: A disposition classification 
for protection orders adjudicated by a judgment being 
entered denying the request as a result of one or more 
evidentiary hearings. 

Granted with Hearing: A disposition classification 
for protection orders adjudicated by a judgment being 
entered granting the request as a result of one or more 
evidentiary hearings.
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Juvenile-Related Case
A broad classification category for caseloads involv-
ing juveniles in District Courts (or their designated 
court), the processing of which follows Nevada 
statutes, local regulations, and federal regulations for 
handling matters pertaining to individuals who are 
defined as juveniles.

Juvenile-related case is a summary category that 
includes the following sub-types:

 z Delinquency Petition
 z Status Petition
 z Dependency/Child Victim
 z Miscellaneous Petitions 
 z Juvenile Protection Order
 z Juvenile Traffic and Civil Infraction Case

 
The filing document in a juvenile-related case is 
generally a petition, citation (juvenile traffic only 
in some jurisdictions), or request (protection orders 
only). In a delinquency case involving a juvenile, the 
filing document is a petition. In juvenile traffic and 
civil infraction cases, the filing document is generally 
a citation. 

Due to the nature of juvenile-related cases, 
supplemental or subsequent petitions generally 
represent separate, unrelated events. Consequently, 
supplemental or subsequent petitions are counted 
as separate filings. Cases transferred to a court are 
considered new filings. [Note: Transferred refers to 
cases received from another jurisdiction, not between 
departments within the same jurisdiction.]  Cases 
are considered “disposed” when adjudication of the 
matter occurs. See Manners of Disposition (page 64) 
for adjudication of supplemental petitions.

Delinquency Petition: A subcategory of juvenile-
related cases that includes cases involving an act 
committed (pursuant to NRS 62B.330(2)) by a 
juvenile, which, if committed by an adult, would 
result in prosecution in court and over which the 
juvenile court has been statutorily granted original 
or concurrent jurisdiction. These may include 

Case Subcategories and Case Types Listing
Juvenile-Related Case:
 Delinquency Petition: 
  Person
  Property
  Drug
  Public Order
  Other Delinquency
  Juvenile Traffic and Civil Infraction 
 Status Petition
 Dependency/Child Victim:
  Child Abuse/Neglect Petition
  Dependent (No Fault)
  Other Dependency/Child Victim
 Miscellaneous Petition
 Juvenile Protection Order
 Juvenile Traffic and Civil Infraction Case
  Juvenile Traffic
  Juvenile Traffic, Civil Infraction Case
  Other Civil Infraction Case
 Juvenile-Related Proceeding and  
 Additional Caseload Statistics:
  Informal Hearings (Involving a Judicial Officer)
  Detention Hearings
  Extradition Hearings
  Protective Custody Hearings
  Motion for Termination of Parental Rights
  Remanded Juvenile Cases
  Bench (Non-Jury) Trials
  Request for DV Protection Order
  Request for Protection Order (Non-DV)
  Sexual Assault Protection Order
  High Risk Protection Order Filed by LEO
  High Risk Protection Order Filed by Family
  Extended Protection Orders Granted
  Extended Protection Orders Denied
  Extended Protection Orders, Other
  Court Interpreter Statistics
   Cases with Court Interpreters
   Languages Used by Party
    Spanish
    Tagalog
    Chinese (Mandarin/Cantonese)
    American Sign Language
    Other Languages

Chapter 4 – Juvenile Section
Juvenile Case Category, Case Subcategory, and Case Type Definitions
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petitions transferred to the juvenile or family court 
from the criminal court. Under certain conditions, a 
delinquency petition may include a motion/pleading 
to transfer jurisdiction of the case to adult court.

Person: A subclassification of delinquency cases  
involving murder/manslaughter, sexual assault 
(including rape and sexual battery), robbery, 
assault, domestic violence, older/vulnerable 
persons abuse, child abuse and neglect, as well as 
protection order violations.

Property: A subclassification of delinquency 
cases involving burglary, larceny, auto theft, 
arson, forgery and counterfeiting, fraud,  
embezzlement, stolen property (buying or  
receiving), and vandalism.

Drug: A subclassification of delinquency cases 
involving the illegal possession, sale, use, or  
manufacture of drugs.

Public Order: A subclassification of delinquency 
cases involving violations of liquor laws, DUI, 
public drunkenness, disorderly conduct, gam-
bling, prostitution, and other vice. Some jurisdic-
tions refer to these as “public nuisance” or “qual-
ity of life” offenses, or “crimes against society.”

Other Delinquency: A subclassification of 
delinquency cases including cases of unknown 
specificity or cases not attributable to one of the 
other defined delinquency case categories. This 
includes charges classified as weapon and reck-
less driving offenses.

Juvenile Traffic and Civil Infraction Case: 
A subcategory of delinquency-related cases in 
which a defendant is charged in a delinquency 
petition with traffic or civil violations of state 
laws, local ordinances, or federal regulations that 
generally involve offenses punishable by fine and/
or incarceration.

Status Petition: A subcategory of juvenile-related 
case that includes petitions involving a juvenile in 
need of supervision, referred to as CHINS (child or 
children in need of supervision). This sub-type deals 
with a child (or children) who requires guidance, 
treatment, or rehabilitation because of (a) habitual 
truancy from school; (b) habitual disobedience, being 

ungovernable, and beyond control of the person 
having custody of the child without substantial fault 
on the part of that person; or (c) deportment that is 
injurious or endangers the child or others. 

Dependency/Child Victim: A subcategory of 
juvenile-related cases alleging that a child has been 
abused or neglected, or is otherwise without proper 
parental care and/or supervision.

Child Abuse/Neglect Petition: A subclassifica-
tion of dependency/child victim cases involving 
a juvenile where the behavior of someone other 
than the juvenile causes the court to concern 
itself with the well-being of the juvenile. These 
include both abuse and neglect matters.

Abuse and neglect actions on behalf of a child 
allege that the parent, guardian, or person with 
whom the child lives, failed to give proper care 
or abused the child; or that the juvenile has suf-
fered from unlawful holding out from school, 
inadequate medical care, lack of proper supervi-
sion, 432B petitions, or the like.

Guardianship petitions involving juveniles are re-
ported separately (under “Family-Related Case”) 
to permit comparable guardianship caseload sta-
tistics statewide. Court actions that are directed 
against adults as the result of adult relationships 
to juveniles are not classified as juvenile peti-
tions. (Ex: Support, custody and termination of 
parental rights cases)

[Note: Child abuse, abandonment, contributing 
to delinquency, or abuse and neglect are classi-
fied as criminal actions on the part of the adult 
involved and charged, and are reported as part of 
criminal caseload. Such actions are often grounds 
as well for juvenile petitions on behalf of the 
child.] Only report the juvenile petitions relating 
to abuse or neglect in this sub-type.

Dependent (no fault): A subclassification of de-
pendency/child victim cases alleging one or more 
of the grounds for dependency without specifi-
cally faulting the parent(s) or guardian.

Other Dependency/Child Victim: A subclassi-
fication of dependency/child victim cases includ-
ing cases of unknown specificity or cases not 
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attributable to one of the other previously defined 
dependency case categories.

Miscellaneous Petition: For statistical reporting 
purposes, a residual category in which to classify 
juvenile petitions that cannot be identified as belong-
ing to the other subcategories (delinquency petition, 
status petition, child abuse/neglect petition, or 
juvenile traffic and civil infraction case). An example 
of a petition that is classified as a miscellaneous 
juvenile petition is a Petition for Emancipation.

Do not include petitions involving relationships of 
adults to children that are classified under domestic 
relations cases. 

Juvenile Protection Order: A subcategory of 
juvenile-related cases for a temporary order for 
protection when the adverse party is a juvenile. 
Includes domestic violence and high-risk protection 
orders, as well as protection against harassment in the 
workplace, sexual assault, stalking, or threat to life 
protection orders.

Only record the filing of the original request. 
Extended protection order hearing outcomes are 
reported separately in the Additional Juvenile-Related 
Caseload Statistics defined on page 58.

Juvenile Traffic and Civil Infraction Case: A sub-
category of juvenile-related cases in which a defen-
dant is charged through a citation with traffic or civil 
violations of state laws, local ordinances, or federal 
regulations that generally involve offenses punishable 
by fine and/or incarceration (misdemeanor-level 
offenses only). 

Traffic and civil infraction cases are further defined 
by the following case types:

 z Juvenile Traffic Case
 z Juvenile Traffic, Civil Infraction Case
 z Other Civil Infraction Case

 
Juvenile Traffic Case: A case type that involves 
any matter that originates in the court as a cita-
tion involving a juvenile that is classified as a 
misdemeanor-level traffic or parking violation if 
the juvenile had been charged as an adult.

Report petitions for delinquency filed alleging 
traffic offences in the appropriate delinquency 
petition case types.

Juvenile Traffic, Civil Infraction Case: A case 
type that involves any matter that originates in 
the court as a citation involving a juvenile that is 
classified as an infraction-level traffic or parking 
violation if the juvenile had been charged as an 
adult.

Report petitions for delinquency filed alleging 
traffic infraction offences in the appropriate de-
linquency petition case types.

Other Civil Infraction Case: A case type in 
which a juvenile is alleged with a civil violation 
of state laws, local ordinances, or federal regula-
tions often pertaining to non-traffic, or public 
nuisance issues, which are generally prescribed 
by a maximum civil penalty of $500.  

Report petitions for delinquency filed alleging 
other infraction offences in the appropriate delin-
quency petition case types.

Additional Juvenile-Related Proceedings
Juvenile-Related Proceedings: A broad clas-
sification category for court caseload inventory 
that includes juvenile-related proceedings that are 
not considered cases (and subsequently included 
in juvenile-related case sub-types listed above). 
Juvenile-related proceedings are defined as major 
events (as defined in this Dictionary) related to an 
already filed (counted) case/petition or one that likely 
will not result in an official case/petition filing.

Juvenile-related proceeding is a summary category 
that includes the following sub-types:

 z Informal Hearing (Involving a Judicial Officer)
 z Detention Hearing
 z Extradition Hearing
 z Protective Custody Hearing
 z Motion for Termination of Parental Rights

Informal Hearings (involving a judicial officer): 
Any hearing/event held by a judicial officer involving 
a juvenile in which no formal charge has been filed 
with the court. Only record an informal hearing if 
it is held on a matter that is not a part of an existing 
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case. The court may impose a disposition as a result 
of the informal hearing.

Detention Hearings: Any hearing requesting a 
juvenile to be held in detention, or continued to be 
held in detention, pending further court action(s) 
within the same jurisdiction or another jurisdiction. 
Only record a detention hearing if it is held.

Extradition Hearings: A hearing held before a court 
in which evidence is presented so that the court can 
determine if a juvenile should be surrendered to 
another state jurisdiction.  

Count an extradition hearing for each juvenile 
addressed by the court during these proceedings. 
Extradition hearings are counted upon completion of 
the hearing.

Protective Custody Hearings: Any hearing held 
to determine if the risk to a child is great enough to 
warrant removal, or continued removal, from their 
custodian. Only record a protective custody hearing 
if it is held.

Motion for Termination of Parental Rights: The 
number of motions filed during the reporting period 
concerning termination of parental rights in Child 
Abuse/Neglect cases per NRS 432B.5901. Do not 
include petitions for termination of parental rights as 
these petitions should be counted in the appropriate 
family case type (see page 45).

Additional Juvenile-Related Caseload Statistics: 
To better understand the workload of the courts, it 
is useful to capture some additional data regarding 
juvenile-related cases. The following additional 
statistical measurements are included in the USJR 
caseload worksheets:

 z Remanded Cases
 z Bench (Non-Jury) Trials
 z Request for Domestic Violence Protection Order
 z Request for Protection Order (Non-DV)
 z Sexual Assault Protection Order
 z High Risk Protection Order Filed by LEO
 z High Risk Protection Order Filed by Family
 z Extended DV Protection Orders Granted
 z Extended DV Protection Orders Denied
 z Extended DV Protection Orders, Other

 z Extended Protection Orders (non-DV) Granted
 z Extended Protection Orders (non-DV) Denied
 z Extended Protection Orders (non-DV), Other

Remanded Cases: The number of juvenile cases 
remanded back from the Supreme Court to the 
originating court requiring corrective or additional 
action by a judicial officer after an appeal during the 
specified reporting period.

Bench (Non-Jury) Trials: The number of bench 
(non-jury) trials initiated during the specified time for 
juvenile-related cases. A bench (non-jury) trial is a trial 
in which the judge decides both questions of facts and 
questions of law to resolve the case by trial. 

A bench (non-jury) trial is counted when an opening 
statement is made, the first evidence is introduced, or 
the first witness sworn, whichever comes first. Count 
each bench (non-jury) trial only once, regardless of 
how many juvenile related cases/petitions are heard as 
a part of the trial. 

If bench (non-jury) trials are held on subsequently filed 
supplemental petitions, count each bench (non-jury) 
trial separately. Evidentiary hearings are not tracked as 
an additional statistic and should not be reported.

Request for Domestic Violence Protection Order: 
The number of Juvenile Protection Order cases filed 
that are for a temporary order for protection against 
domestic violence (including battery).

Request for Protection Order (Non-Domestic 
Violence): The number of Juvenile Protection Order 
cases that are for an initial order for protection 
against harassment in the workplace, stalking, or 
threat to life, not related to domestic violence.

Protection order applications filed in accordance with 
NRS 193.166 and 200.378 related to sexual assault 
should also be captured as a Sexual Assault Protec-
tion Order additional statistic.

Sexual Assault Protection Order: The number of 
Juvenile Protection Order cases filed in accordance 
with NRS 193.166 and 200.378 related to sexual 
assault during the reporting period. Only count the 
number of original applications.
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High Risk Protection Order Filed by Law En-
forcement Officer: The number of juvenile related 
High Risk Protection Order applications filed by a 
law enforcement officer (see NRS 33.560(1)) during 
the reporting period. Only count the number of 
original applications.

High Risk Protection Order Filed by Family: The 
number of juvenile related High Risk Protection 
Order applications filed by a family or household 
member defined by NRS 33.540 (see also NRS 
33.560(2)) during the reporting period. Only count 
the number of original applications.

Extended Domestic Violence Protection Orders 
Granted: The number of juvenile related extended 
domestic violence protection orders issued granting 
protection, through hearing, during the reporting 
period.

Extended Domestic Violence Protection Orders 
Denied: The number of extended juvenile related 
domestic violence protection orders denied for 
protection, through hearing, during the reporting 
period.

Extended Domestic Violence Protection Orders, 
Other: The number of juvenile related hearings held 
for requests to extend existing domestic violence 
orders for protection, where the hearing results 
neither granted nor denied the extended orders during 
the reporting period (e.g., the action is continued to 
another date or the request is dismissed or voluntarily 
withdrawn).

Extended Protection Orders (non-Domestic 
Violence) Granted: See Extended Domestic Violence 
Protection Orders Granted definition.

Extended Protection Orders (non-Domestic 
Violence) Denied: See Extended Domestic Violence 
Protection Orders Denied definition.

Extended Protection Orders (non-Domestic 
Violence), Other: See Extended Domestic Violence 
Protection Orders, Other definition.

Court Interpreter Statistics

Cases with Court Interpreters:  The number of 
disposed cases during the reporting period that 
involved the use of a court interpreter at any time 
during the life of the case.

Languages Used by Party: The following lan-
guages, counted by requesting party, should also be 
tracked for court interpreter statistics: 

 z Spanish
 z Tagalog
 z Chinese (Mandarin/Cantonese)
 z American Sign Language
 z Other Languages 

See appendix A for additional information on this 
measurement. 

Caseload Inventory and Time Measures

Statistics on caseload inventory for juvenile cases 
record the number of cases filed during a specific 
period, broken out by case types and sub-types.

Unit of Count
The juvenile-related case unit of count is the petition, 
citation (juvenile traffic only in some jurisdictions), 
or request (protection orders only). Cases trans-
ferred to a court are considered new filings. [Note: 
Transferred refers to cases received from another 
jurisdiction, not between departments within the 
same jurisdiction.]

Cases can be reported as placed upon inactive status, 
reactivated, and reopened several times in the same 
reporting period.

For juvenile delinquency petitions, the unit of count 
is a single petition, in cases whereby multiple of-
fenses are indicated on the petition, courts will utilize 
a hierarchy (described below) when classifying 
the case for statistical purposes. For example, if a 
juvenile is charged on a single petition with a “crime 
against person(s)” and a “crime against property,” for 
statistical purposes, the case is counted as a “ crime 
against person(s).”
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The hierarchy used for reporting delinquency filings 
for multi-offense cases for the same juvenile is 
based upon the list below.  The higher the number, 
the lower the ranking in the hierarchy. Delinquency 
petitions that also include civil infractions should use 
the higher delinquency ranking.

1. Crimes Against Person (Person) 
2. Crimes Against Property (Property) 
3. Drug Offenses (Drug) 
4. Public Order Offense (Public Order) 
5. Other Delinquency Offenses (Other Delinquency)

When to Count Filings
Begin Pending - Active: A count of cases that, at the 
start of the reporting period, are awaiting disposition.

Begin Pending - Inactive: A count of cases that, at 
the start of the reporting period, have been adminis-
tratively classified as inactive.

New Filings: A count of cases that have been filed 
with the court for the first time.  Juvenile-related 
case filings occur when the court receives the peti-
tion, citation, or request. [Note: Some courts utilize 
citations as originating documents for juvenile traffic 
cases.] This caseload measure initiates calculation 
for time measures defined on page 61.

Charges: A count of each charge on the petition or 
citation for juvenile delinquency, juvenile traffic, or 
civil (non-traffic) infraction cases that have been filed 
with the court for the first time. For example, if a 
delinquency petition charges a juvenile with property 
and drug offenses, the delinquency petition is counted 
once in new filings under property. Additionally, the 
charges are each counted on the charge line under 
the appropriate columns, for example, one under 
property and one under drug.

Reopened: A count of cases in which order/judg-
ments have previously been entered but which have 
been restored to the court’s pending caseload due 
to the filing of a request to modify or enforce the 
existing order/judgments. Remanded cases (requiring 
modification or correction) are included. When a re-
opened case is disposed of, report the disposition as a 
Reopened Disposition (See Dispositions-Reopened). 
This caseload measure initiates calculation for time 

measures defined on page 61.

Reactivated: A count of cases that had previously 
been placed in an inactive pending status, but for 
which further court proceedings and activities can 
now be resumed so that the case can proceed to 
disposition/adjudication. Such circumstances are 
defined in the Events section on page 62. This casel-
oad measure resumes calculation for time measures 
defined on page 61.

Dispositions - Entry of Judgment:  Dispositions 
are reported under the two disposition subcategories: 
original or reopened.  For cases involving multiple 
parties/issues the manner of disposition should not be 
reported until all parties/issues have been resolved.  
The sum of the original and reopened disposition 
subcategories on the caseload work sheet should equal 
the grand total dispositions on the disposition work-
sheet for each case type. These caseload measures end 
calculation for time measures defined on page 61.

Disposition - Original: A count of cases for 
which an original entry of judgment has been 
filed. For cases involving multiple parties/issues, 
the manner of disposition should not be reported 
until all parties/issues have been resolved.

Dispositions - Reopened: A count of cases 
that were disposed of by a modification to, and/
or enforcement of, the original judgment of the 
court. For cases involving multiple parties/issues, 
the manner of disposition should not be reported 
until all parties/issues have been resolved.

Placed on Inactive Status: A count of cases whose 
status has been administratively changed to inactive 
because the court will take no further action in the 
case until an event restores the case to the court’s 
active pending caseload. Such circumstances are 
defined in the Events section on page 62. This 
caseload measure suspends calculation for time 
measures defined on page 61.

End Pending - Active: A count of cases that, at the 
end of the reporting period, are awaiting disposition.

End Pending - Inactive: A count of cases that, at the 
end of the reporting period, have been administra-
tively classified as inactive.
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Set for Judicial Review: A count of cases at the 
end of each month that, following an initial Entry of 
Judgment, are awaiting a regularly scheduled review 
by a judicial officer (in chambers or by hearing) 
during the reporting period. (Example: After a delin-
quency petition is adjudicated, the court sets regular 
status review hearings on the conditions of sentence.  
The case would be counted in set for judicial review 
once each month until the status review is held or 
until the status review is cancelled). This count is not 
intended to count the number of hearings held but 
instead the pending number of cases scheduled for 
review.

Self-Represented Litigant: A count of cases that 
had one or more parties self-represented at any time 
during the life of the case. This measure is reported 
when the Dispositions - Entry of Judgment measure 
is reported. See appendix A for additional informa-
tion on this measurement.

Age of Active Pending Caseload: The number 
of active cases that are pending before the court, 
reported in defined time periods and measured in 
days, for each case type.

Original proceedings should use the following time 
periods:

 z 0 - 90 days
 z 91 - 180 days
 z 181 - 365 days
 z >365 days 

Reopened proceedings should use the following time 
periods:

 z 0 - 60 days
 z 61 - 180 days
 z > 180 days 

The time frame for original proceedings begins at the 
date of recording the New Filing caseload inventory 
statistic until the date of this measurement. 

The time frame for reopened proceedings begins 
at the date of recording the Reopened caseload 
inventory statistic until the date of this measurement. 

Cases that are reopened do not include the time for 
previously resolved reopened events. Additionally, 
the time required between the New Filing and 
Dispositions - Original caseload inventory measures 
are not included for reopened proceedings.

The time from the date of recording a Placed on 
Inactive Status caseload inventory statistic to the 
date of recording a Reactivated caseload inventory 
statistic is not part of calculating the Age of Active 
Pending Caseload measurement.

The total number of cases reported in the Age of 
Active Pending Caseload measure should equal the 
number of cases reported in the End Pending - Active 
Caseload Inventory measures for each case type. 

The time frame begins at the date of recording the 
New Filing caseload inventory statistic and ends 
at the date of recording the Dispositions - Original 
caseload inventory statistic.

For reopened cases, the time frame begins at the 
date of recording the Reopened caseload inventory 
statistic and ends at the date of recording the 
Dispositions - Reopened caseload inventory statistic. 
Time measures for reopened cases are independent 
from original proceedings and previously disposed 
reopened events.

The time from the date of recording a Placed on 
Inactive Status caseload inventory statistic to the 
date of recording a Reactivated caseload inventory 
statistic should not be included in calculating the 
Time to Disposition measurements.

The total number of cases generating the time 
to disposition measurement should be distinctly 
separated by original and reopened proceedings and  
reflect the total number of cases disposed during the 
reporting period, respectively.

Statistics indicating what events occurred in individu-
al juvenile cases during a specified period. Events are 
listed by the status of caseload inventory (see page 
60). Tracking case events is useful for tracking court 

Caseload Time Measures Definitions
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caseflow.

Count
If a case has not been disposed at the end of the 
period it should be counted in End Pending and as 
Begin Pending in the subsequent period. Inactivated 
or Reactivated status for both pending categories is 
determined by the administratively decided triggering 
events listed below.

Cases can be reported as placed upon inactive status, 
reactivated, and reopened several times in the same 
reporting period.

Date Petition Filed: The date on which the court 
receives the formal written request to re-initiate a 
case and requesting a decision in a matter described 
therein.

Date of Juvenile Hearing: The date on which a 
petition in a juvenile action is heard.

Date of Adjudication Outcome: The date on which 
the court determines whether there is sufficient 
evidence to sustain the allegations in a juvenile 
petition.

Inactivating Event Definitions
Date of Deferred/Stayed Adjudication/Findings: 
The date on which an order is issued on a case requir-
ing the juvenile to complete a deferment program or 
the date an order is issued staying the matter until 
certain issues or circumstances are resolved.

This may either be a form of post-filing diversion 
(in which no hearing is conducted by the judge or 
no ex parte order is entered), or it may follow a 
hearing where the complaint is sustained but no 
formal finding or judgment is entered. In the case of 
a deferred adjudication, the juvenile abides by certain 
conditions that, if followed, allow the case to be later 
dismissed. If the conditions are not satisfied, the case 
comes back to court as any other case. In the case of 
a deferred finding, the case is dismissed on motion 
by the supervising authority when the conditions are 
satisfied. If they are not satisfied, the case may be 
reactivated and a new finding or order can be entered.

Date Bench Warrant/Arrest Warrant Issued: The 
date which the court enters an order issuing a warrant 
for arrest.

Reactivating Event Definitions
Date of Arrest: The date on which the juvenile 
in a delinquency case is taken into custody by law en-
forcement officers on a warrant for an existing case.

Date of Motion/Action to Quash Warrant: The 
date a motion to quash warrant is received in District 
Court or is quashed by judicial order in Justice Court 
because a juvenile has been arrested or otherwise 
brought before court to continue case processing.

Date of Return from Diversion: The date at any 
point after the completion or termination of a diver-
sion program on which delinquency proceedings 
against an alleged juvenile offender are reinstated and 
that person is convicted and sentenced or the charges 
dismissed.

Reopening Event Definitions
Date of Remittitur/Remanded:  The date on which 
the originating court receives the remittitur or remand 
from the District or Supreme Court after an appeal.

Date of Motion for Reconsideration or Set Aside:  
The date on which the originating court receives a 
motion for reconsideration or set aside. For protec-
tion orders, only count when the motion is filed for 
original (temporary) orders.

Events in Juvenile Case Processing
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The following example and formulas refer to the 
USJR data provided in the monthly worksheets 
submitted to the AOC. The examples below are 
used also in the End Pending - Active and - Inactive 
Caseload calculations on the right. 

Example Data

1 Begin Pending
a Active 50
b Inactive 15

2 New Filings 111
a Charges 157

3 Reopened 14

4 Reactivated 23
5 Dispositions (Entry of Judgment)

a Original 106
b Reopened 17

6 Placed on Inactive Status 42
7 End Pending

a Active, Total 33
b Inactive, Total 34

8 Set for Judicial Review 151
9 Age of Active Pending Caseload

a Original, 0 - 90 days 22
b Original, 91 - 180 days 1
c Original, 181 - 365 days 2
d Original, >365 days 1

e Reopened, 0 - 60 days 6
f Reopened, 61 - 180 days 1
g Reopened, >180 days 0

10 Time to Disposition
a Original, Mean Number of Days 28
b Original, Median Number of Days 23
c Reopened, Mean Number of Days 35
d Reopened, Median Number of Days 34

11 Self-Represented Litigant 18

The following formulas can be used for all case 
types. The name of each status type is listed with 
its corresponding line identifier in parentheses. The 
formulas are provided using both the status field 
name and line identifier and as the line identifier 
alone (bottom).

End Pending - Active Caseload Calculation

Begin Pending - Active (1a) 50
+New Filings (2) 111

+Reopened (3) 14
+Reactivated (4) 23

198
MINUS (-)

Original Dispositions (5a) 106
+Reopened Dispositions (5b) 17

+Placed on Inactive Status (6) 42
165

End Pending - Active, Total (7a) 33

End Pending - Inactive Caseload Calculation

Begin Pending - Inactive (1b) 15
+Placed on Inactive Status (6) 42

57

MINUS (-)
Reactivated Cases (4) 23

23

End Pending - Inactive, Total (7b) 34

or row (7a) = {(1a)+(2)+(3)+(4)} - {(5a)+(5b)+(6)}
              = [50+111+14+23] - [106+17+42] 
              = 198 - 165
              = 33

row (7b) = {(1b)+(6)} - {(4)}
              = [15+42] - [23] 
              = 57 - 23
              = 34
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Statistics on manners of disposition for juvenile-
related cases record the procedural manner in which 
cases are disposed and the significant type of decision 
employed to resolve the case. Manners of disposi-
tions are used to record the adjudication of the case. 

Unit of Count
The juvenile-related case unit of count is the petition, 
citation (juvenile traffic only in some jurisdictions), or 
request (protection orders only) 

Cases that require multiple types of adjudication 
are only counted as one type. Courts should use the 
hierarchy listed below when determining which man-
ner of disposition to record: the larger the number, 
the higher the ranking in the hierarchy. 

When to Count Dispositions
Juvenile-related cases are considered “disposed” 
when adjudication of the matter occurs.

Petition Manners of Disposition
A major classification category for juvenile petition 
case dispositions in which a case is disposed of by 
dismissal or withdrawal, default, plea/stipulation, 
alternative dispute resolution, an evidentiary hearing, 
waiver/certification/transfer to adult court, or transfer 
to another juvenile court jurisdiction. 

Other Manner of Disposition: A subcategory of 
juvenile-related dispositions including cases of 
unknown specificity or cases not attributable to one 
of the other defined juvenile case disposition catego-
ries defined below.

Use “other manner of disposition” if an original 
disposition has not been previously entered on a peti-
tion, but the court orders the matter closed because 
the juvenile has reached adulthood. 

Manners of Disposition
Juvenile Manners of Disposition Listing
Petition Manners of Disposition
 1. Other Manner of Disposition
 2. Non-Adjudicated/Dismissal
 3. Waiver/Certify/Transfer to Adult Court 
 4. Transferred to Another Juvenile Court (before/ 
  during trial)
 5. Adjudicated by Default
 6. Adjudicated by Plea/Admission/Stipulation
 7. Disposed by Alternative Dispute Resolution
 8. Adjudicated After Evidentiary Hearing/Bench  
  (Non-Jury) Trial
  a. Dismissed (during trial)
  b. Acquittal
  c. Guilty Plea/Admit with Sentence (during trial)
  d. Conviction

Protection Order Manners of Dispositions
 1. Other Manner of Disposition
 2. Voluntary Dismissal
 3. Involuntary Dismissal
 4. Transferred
 5. Denied without Hearing
 6. Granted without Hearing
 7. Denied with Hearing
 8. Granted with Hearing

Traffic and Civil Infraction Manners of Dispositions
 1. Other Manner of Disposition 
 2. Default Judgment (civil infraction only)
 3. Uncontested Civil Violation
 4. Bail Forfeiture
 5. Nolle Prosequi (before trial)
 6. Transferred (before/during trial) 
 7. Dismissed (before trial)
 8. Guilty/Admit Plea with Sentence (before trial)
 9. Dismissed (after diversion)
 10. Contested Civil Infraction
  a. FTA Default Judgment
  b. Civil Infraction Dismissed
  c. Civil Infraction Committed 
 11. Bench (Non-Jury) Trial 
  a. Dismissed (during trial)
  b. Acquittal
  c. Guilty Plea with Sentence (during trial)
  d. Conviction
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Non-Adjudicated/Dismissal/Nolle Prosequi: A 
subcategory of juvenile-related dispositions involving 
cases in which the citation, complaint, or petition is 
withdrawn by the petitioner and terminated by the 
court before trial. 

A disposition classification for juvenile-related cases 
terminated by the court at the request of an outside 
party, usually at the District Attorney’s Office, in 
which the case is not adjudicated. 

If the court renders a decision to dismiss the case 
because of its merits, record the case under “Adjudi-
cated After Evidentiary Hearing/Bench (Non-Jury) 
Trial.” If the court dismisses the case as a result of 
the juvenile complying with the terms of the court’s 
ruling or a plea, record the case under the appropriate 
disposition category. Count the disposition here when 
a dismissal occurs because a warrant is quashed when 
the defendant was 21+ when arrested.

For District Courts this disposition serves as the 
reporting row for Nolle Prosequi for juvenile traffic 
matters.

Waiver/Certify/Transfer to Adult Court: A 
disposition classification for juvenile-related cases in 
which the court makes a determination that a juvenile 
should be certified to adult court. A subcategory 
of juvenile dispositions that involve a motion or 
pleading on a delinquency petition to transfer juris-
diction of the case to criminal court. This transfer 
motion/pleading can be filed at any point prior to 
adjudication of the delinquency petition. These may 
include transfers that are discretionary, mandatory, 
or presumptive. Juvenile or family court decisions 
to transfer jurisdiction of the delinquency matter to 
criminal court effectively terminate juvenile court 
involvement and are treated as dispositions for 
statistical reporting purposes.

Transferred to Another Juvenile Court (before/
during trial): A disposition classification for 
juvenile-related cases in which a judicial order 
transfers a case from one court to another jurisdic-
tion. Transferred does not mean transferring the case 
from one judge or master to another judge or master 
within the same court. This is a bookkeeping device 
and does not imply legal resolution of issues alleged 
in the complaint.

Adjudicated by Default: A subcategory of juvenile-
related dispositions involving cases in which the 
person who is the subject of the petition has failed 
to appear and respond to the complaint following 
appropriate notice and opportunity to respond.

Adjudicated by Guilty Plea/Admission/Stipula-
tion: A subcategory of juvenile-related dispositions 
involving cases in which the person who is the 
subject of the petition or citation admits or stipulates 
to the alleged facts. This statistical reporting category 
is analogous to a “guilty plea” in criminal court.

A disposition classification for juvenile-related 
cases for those cases in which the person who is 
the subject of the petition or citation admits having 
committed an offense with which s/he is charged, or a 
lesser included offense. Include admissions to lesser 
included offense, less than all charges, substituted 
charge, and nolo contendere (“no contest”) cases 
under this category.

For District Courts this disposition serves as the 
reporting row for Guilty Plea/Admit with Sentence 
(before trial) for juvenile traffic matters.

Disposed by Alternative Dispute Resolution 
(ADR): A subcategory of juvenile-related disposi-
tions involving cases that were referred by the court 
to programs such as mediation or arbitration and, 
through those processes, reached disposition.

Adjudicated After Evidentiary Hearing/Bench (Non-
Jury) Trial: A subcategory of juvenile-related disposi-
tions involving cases in which an evidentiary hearing 
or bench (non-jury) trial is held, and the judge makes a 
finding on the evidence. A disposition classification for 
juvenile-related cases for those cases in which a judge 
or master determines both the issues of fact and law in 
the case. Also referred to as a “contested hearing.”

See Bench Trial Dispositions Below for Detailed 
Disposition Types.

Grand Total Juvenile Dispositions: A major clas-
sification category of juvenile-related case dispositions 
that is the sum of all previously defined Juvenile 
disposition categories. Each row under this category 
should have a total number of cases disposed of in that 
case type category followed at the bottom by the grand 
total of all dispositions and all case types.
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Protection Order Dispositions
Other Manner of Disposition: A disposition 
classification for protection orders adjudicated by 
unknown specificity or dispositions not attributable to 
one of the other defined juvenile-related disposition 
categories. 

Voluntary Dismissal: A disposition classification 
for protection orders adjudicated by dismissal by 
the court upon request or motion by the plaintiff, 
petitioner, or obligee that has voluntarily ceased to 
pursue a case. 

Involuntary Dismissal: A disposition classification 
for protection orders adjudicated by an order of 
dismissal being entered because the legal time frame 
has expired. For instance, cases dismissed for want of 
prosecution. See NRCP 41(e), JCRCP 4(i).

Transferred: A disposition classification for 
protection orders in which a judicial action or notice 
transfers a case from one court to another jurisdic-
tion. Transferred does not mean transferring the case 
from one judge or master to another judge or master 
within the same court. 

Denied without Hearing: A disposition classifica-
tion for protection orders adjudicated by a judgment 
being entered denying the request without any trials 
or hearings. Includes summary judgments.

Granted without Hearing: A disposition classifica-
tion for protection orders adjudicated by a judgment 
being entered granting the request without any trials 
or hearings. Includes summary judgments.

Denied with Hearing: A disposition classification 
for protection orders adjudicated by a judgment being 
entered denying the request as a result of one or more 
evidentiary hearings. 

Granted with Hearing: A disposition classification 
for protection orders adjudicated by a judgment being 
entered granting the request as a result of one or more 
evidentiary hearings.

Traffic and Civil Infraction Dispositions
Record juvenile traffic and civil (non-traffic) infraction 
violations in the same manner as adult violations. 
Juvenile traffic and civil (non-traffic) infractions 
generally use the same disposition categories as adult 
violations. Disposition definitions not listed below for 
traffic and civil (non-traffic) infractions are found in the 
Criminal Section (page 16). 

Juvenile traffic cases that require multiple dispositions 
are only counted as one case type. Courts should use 
the hierarchy shown on page 62 when determining 
which manner of disposition to record: the larger the 
number, the higher the ranking in the hierarchy. Please 
note the hierarchy on page 62 differs from the criminal 
hierarchy listed on page 16, as preliminary and jury 
trial proceedings cannot occur. 

Default Judgment (civil infraction only): A disposi-
tion classification where a person does not respond 
to the civil infraction within 90 calendar days after 
issuance as defined in statute (AB116, sec. 30.4).

Uncontested Civil Violation (civil infraction only): 
A disposition classification where a person cited with a 
civil infraction does not contest committing the viola-
tion and submits full payment of the civil penalty and 
any associated fees.

Bail Forfeiture: (Bail forfeiture for juvenile traffic 
differs from the bail forfeiture defined in the Criminal 
Section. The definition listed below defines bail 
forfeiture in juvenile misdemeanor traffic matters only.)

A disposition classification for Juvenile traffic offense 
cases, in which the juvenile does not appear in court 
and a conviction on the charge(s) is entered where 
appropriate. This disposition type only applies to 
offenses that would be misdemeanors if committed by 
an adult and is not applicable to traffic and non-traffic 
civil infractions.

If a misdemeanor citation is mailed in/returned with no 
signature or place to admit guilt on the citation, then the 
disposition is Bail Forfeiture. See also Guilty Plea with 
Sentence (before trial) in the Criminal Section for the 
similar juvenile disposition of Guilty/Admit Plea with 
Sentence (before trial).
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Nolle Prosequi (before trial): A disposition classifica-
tion wherein the prosecutor formally declares before 
the start of a preliminary hearing or trial that he or she 
will not proceed further (e.g., NRS 174.085).

Transferred (before/during trial): A disposition 
classification in which a judicial order transferred a 
case from one court to another jurisdiction (excluding 
binding a case over from a Justice Court to the ap-
propriate District Court) Use transferred to Another 
Juvenile Court (before/during trial) disposition on the 
Juvenile worksheet. 

Transferred does not mean transferring the case from 
one judge to another judge within the same court. 
Include orders of change of venue. 

Dismissed (before trial): A disposition classification 
for those juvenile cases dismissed by the court before 
the trial has started. 

Civil infractions should not be dismissed before trial. 
If the case is dismissed during trial, after diversion, or 
during a contested civil infraction, use those dismissed 
dispositions.

Guilty/Admit Plea with Sentence (before trial): A 
disposition classification for those juvenile cases in 
which the defendant, before trial has been set or started, 
admits having committed an offense with which he 
is charged, or a lesser included offense, and the court 
imposes conditions.

If the case is resulted with a guilty plea during trial or 
preliminary hearing, use those guilty plea dispositions 
instead.

Include pleas to a lesser included offense, substituted 
charge, etc. Include no contest, nolo contendere, and 
non vult contendere cases under this category. If a 
person signs a citation admitting guilt or pleading nolo 
contendere and returns the citation with the fine, the 
disposition is Guilty Plea with Sentence (before trial). 
See also Bail Forfeitures. 

This manner of disposition can be used for felony and 
gross misdemeanor cases in Justice Courts, but this 

disposition type only reflects misdemeanor charge 
outcomes.

Use Adjudicated by Guilty Plea/Admission/Stipulation 
disposition on the Juvenile worksheet. 

Dismissed (after diversion): A disposition classifica-
tion for those juvenile cases in which official suspen-
sion of juvenile proceedings occurs against an alleged 
offender at any point after a recorded justice system 
intake but before the entering of a judgment, and 
referral of that person to a treatment or care program. If 
the defendant successfully completes the terms then the 
judge will dismiss the case against the defendants and 
discharge him or her. 

Also include civil proceedings where diversion 
programs (e.g., traffic school) are completed before 
entry of judgment in exchange for dismissal of the cited 
infractions.

[Note: This manner of disposition is not used if the 
diversion is part of the sentence imposed as part of a 
plea or conviction.] 

Contested Civil Infraction: A disposition clas-
sification for civil infractions where a judicial officer 
determines whether a person has committed the alleged 
civil infraction.

Contested civil infraction is a summary category that 
includes the following sub-types.

 z FTA Default Judgment
 z Civil Infraction Dismissed
 z Civil Infraction Committed
 
FTA Default Judgment: A disposition classifica-
tion for contested civil violations where the person 
initially contests the allegations, fails to appear at the 
scheduled hearing, and forfeits bond as required by 
law (AB116, sections 30.5 and 31.2).

Civil Infraction Dismissed: A disposition classifica-
tion for contested civil violations where the court, 
based upon a preponderance of the evidence, finds 
that the person did not commit the alleged infraction.
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Civil Infraction Committed: A disposition classifi-
cation for contested civil violations where the court, 
based on the preponderance of the evidence, finds 
that the person committed the alleged infraction.

Bench Trial: A bench (non-jury) trial is one where a 
judicial officer determines both the issues of fact and 
law in a juvenile case.

Bench trial is a summary category that includes the 
following sub-types:

 z Dismissed
 z Acquittal
 z Guilty Plea with Sentence (During Trial)
 z Conviction

 
For statistical purposes, a Bench trial is initiated when 
an opening statement is made, the first evidence is 
introduced, or the first witness sworn, whichever comes 
first. Count the disposition of the bench trial upon 
occurrence of the appropriate listed bench trial disposi-
tion type.

If a bench trial ends in mistrial, the disposition is not 
recorded until the new trial is terminated by one of 
the above dispositions. If the case is dismissed after 
mistrial, count the case as dismissed.

These manners of dispositions can be used for felony 
and gross misdemeanor cases in Justice Courts, but 
only reflect misdemeanor charge outcomes.

Dismissed (during bench trial): Bench (non-jury) 
trial dispositions involving juvenile cases terminated 
by the court after the trial has started. 

Acquittal (bench trial): Bench (non-jury) trial 
dispositions involving judgment of a court, based on 
the finding of a judge, that the defendant is not guilty 
of the offense(s).

Guilty Plea with Sentence (during bench trial): 
Bench (non-jury) trial dispositions in which the 
defendant, after the trial has started, admits having 
committed an offense with which he is charged, or 
a lesser included offense, and the court imposes a 
sentence.

Include pleas to a lesser included offense, less than all 
charges, substituted charge, etc. Include no contest, 
nolo contendere and non vult contendere cases under 
this category, as applicable.

Conviction (bench trial): Bench (non-jury) trial 
dispositions involving judgment by a court based on 
the finding of a judge that the defendant is guilty of 
the offense(s) (or a lesser included offense) of which 
he has been charged.
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The caseload inventory for self-represented litigants 
(SRL) captures the number of disposed cases, during 
a specific period, in which there were self-represent-
ed litigants during the life of the cases.

Unit of Count
Self-Represented Litigant: A self-represented 
litigant is a person who advocates on his or her own 
behalf before a court, rather than being represented 
by an attorney. These litigants are also known as pro 
se or pro per litigants. 

The unit of count for a self-represented litigant case 
is the case, not the litigant(s) or parties. A case with 
SRL should be counted as a single case, whether that 
case has one, two, or more self-represented litigants.

Cases where one or more parties obtained limited 
scope legal assistance (e.g., friend of the court) but 
no notice of appearance or authorization to represent 
was filed with the court, or cases where counsel was 
not appointed, should be counted as SRL cases.

When to Count Filings

Self-Represented Litigant: 
A SRL case should be counted as a SRL case if one 
or more parties were self-represented at any time 
during the life of the case. 

For plaintiffs/petitioners, the life of the case is from 
filing to disposition. 

For defendants/respondents, the life of the case is 
from the end of arraignment/answer to disposition, 
as the arraignment/answer is the point that formal 
charges have been filed, and/is the initiation of the 
adversarial relationship, and/is generally the first 
opportunity that defendants/respondents provide the 
court with their representation status (i.e., to tell the 
court that an attorney has been retained, to request 
that the court appoint an attorney, or to inform the 
court of the defendant’s wish to be self-represented). 

After an original disposition has been entered in a 
case, a case may be reopened for post adjudication 
proceedings. A reopened case should be counted as 
a SRL case if one or more parties were ever self-
represented during the time a case was reopened to 
when the case was redisposed.

A case may be reported as a SRL case more than 
once. For instance, a case may be reported as a SRL 
case if any party in the case was self-represented 
from the filing/arraignment date to when the original 
disposition was entered. A case should also be 
reported as a SRL case if any party in the case was 
self-represented from when the case was reopened to 
the entry of a reopened disposition.

A SRL case should be counted at the point of disposi-
tion of the case (i.e., when a new or reopened case 
receives an original or reopened disposition).

Appendice A
Self-Represented Litigant (SRL) Caseload Definitions
Self-Represented Litigant Case
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The caseload inventory for Court Interpreters cap-
tures the number of disposed cases during a specific 
period that involved the use of a court interpreter at 
any time during the life of a case.

Court Interpreter: An interpreter is a person 
appointed and qualified by the court, or appointed 
by the court’s assignment process to provide inter-
pretation of court proceedings in any or all three 
modes of interpretation (consecutive interpretation, 
simultaneous interpretation, and sight translation); 
for a limited English proficient (LEP) party from that 
person’s native language to English and vice versa. 
American Sign language interpretation is included. 
(The court’s interpreter assignment occurs when the 
LEP party is assigned a court interpreter through an 
administrative process after a need for an interpreter 
has been identified by the court.)

Cases with Court Interpreter – Unit of Count
Cases with Court Interpreter: A summary category 
count of disposed cases in which at any point during 
the life of the case one or more parties had a sign 
language or spoken language interpreter assigned by 
the court. 

The unit of count is the case, not the litigant(s) or 
party assigned an interpreter. A case with a court 
interpreter should be counted as a single case, 
whether that case has one, two, or more interpreters 
assigned. 

A court interpreter case should be counted as a case 
with a court interpreter when interpretation of a court 
proceeding was provided in person, via telephonic 
or other audio/visual court proceedings, by court 
appointment, or by the court’s interpreter assignment 
process at any time during the life of a case. The 
life of the case is from filing to disposition and from 
reopened to reopened disposition.

A reopened case should be counted as a case with 
court interpreter if one or more parties had a language 
interpreter assigned by the court from the time a case 
was reopened to when the case was redisposed. 

A case should be counted at the point of disposition 
of the case (i.e., when a new, reopened, or reactivated 
case receives an original or reopened disposition).
Interpretation ordered by the court may be provided 
by anyone the court deems qualified through case 
assignment and/or voir dire proceedings. Do not 
count cases in which interpretation was provided on 
an ad-hoc basis by a family member, friend, or court 
staff.

Languages Used – Unit of Count

A separate summary count of interpreter languages 
used by each party in the case to the time of disposi-
tion. To better understand the types of interpreters 
utilized by the court, the different languages used 
by each party (e.g., plaintiff, defendant, witness) 
in a case should be reported by the courts as ad-
ditional caseload measurements. Languages should 
be counted for each unique language used for each 
unique party associated with the case, when the case 
is disposed. The specific language used should be 
counted only once regardless of the number of times 
the unique party receives assistance for the specific 
language (e.g., if a case has a defendant and a witness 
both needing Spanish interpreters, two counts would 
be reported on the Spanish language additional 
caseload statistic, because each unique party is 
using a separate Spanish interpreter. In contrast, if 
the case had two Spanish interpreters assisting the 
same defendant during a trial, the case would receive 
only one count reported on the Spanish language 
additional caseload statistic). 

The following subcategory languages should be 
tracked for interpreter statistics: Spanish, Tagalog, 
Chinese (Mandarin/Cantonese), American Sign 
Language, and Other Languages.

Court Interpreter Caseload Definitions
Interpreter Caseload
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County Clerks’ Personnel,  
Court Administration and Staff Personnel       
Janine Baker (Sparks Justice) 
Nicole Baldwin (White Pine County) 
Katrina Chauncy (Reno Municipal) 
Brenda Cole (Meadow Valley Justice) 
Maxine Cortes (1st District/Carson City JC/MC)
Mike Doan (8th District) 
Craig Franden (2nd District)
Dana Hlavac (Las Vegas Municipal)
Kim Kampling (Las Vegas Justice)
Terri March (North Las Vegas Justice)
Randall Soderquist (Elko Justice/Municipal)
Bill Zihlmann (Henderson Municipal)

Staff Personnel (non-voting members)       
Kelly Antonucci (Elko County)
Tracy Ashton (1st District/Carson City JC/MC) 
Melissa Bender (Henderson Municipal)
Brett Byington (Las Vegas Justice) 
Cassie Creelman (8th District) 
Tawnya Daniel (Carson City Justice/Municipal) 
Julie Harkleroad (Carson City Justice/Municipal) 
Kris Jakeman (Elko County) 
Pamela Jefferson (Las Vegas Municipal) 
Leslie Nichols (Carson City Justice/Municipal) 
Kris O’Conner (Elko County)
Alexa Olsen (Reno Municipal)
Leia Wells (White Pine County)

Phase III Workgroup Members:
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Judicial Officers           
Don Ashworth (8th District)
Judge James Bixler (Las Vegas Justice)
Judge Max Bunch (Argenta Justice)
Judge Susan Deriso (Sparks Justice)
Judge Elizabeth Gonzalez (8th District)
Judge Kathy Hardcastle (8th District)
Judge Steven Jones (8th District)
Judge Arthur Ritchie (8th District)

County Clerks’ Personnel          
Diana Alba (Clark County)
Nicole Baldwin (White Pine County)
Julie Harkleroad (Carson City)
Debbie Hernandez (Elko County District)
Laura Lecumberry (Humboldt County)
Charmaine Monday (Clark County)
Marsha Padilla (Clark County)
Rita Reed (Clark County)
Ida Wand (Elko County)

Court Administration and Staff Personnel        
Janine Baker (Sparks Justice)
Carla Balsano (Las Vegas Municipal)
Brett Byington (8th District)
Jofay Chiara (Argenta Justice)
Tawnya Daniel (Carson City Justice/Municipal)
Oly Embry (8th District)
Matt Fisk (Carson City Justice/Municipal)
Denise Fortune (Argenta Justice)
Karen Gray-Jacoby (Beatty Justice)
Kele Griffone (Boulder City Municipal)
Chris Hansen (Sparks Justice)
April Laswell (North Las Vegas Municipal)
Terri March (North Las Vegas Justice)
Linda McArthur-Morris (Henderson Justice)
Joey Orduna (2nd District)
John Powell (2nd District)
Greg Roehm (8th District)
Jessica Sculthorpe (Henderson Justice)
Heidi Shaw (Sparks Municipal)
Shirley Williams (Las Vegas Justice)
Julie Wise (2nd District)
Cathy Wood (Reno Justice)
Bill Zihlmann (Henderson Municipal)

Phase II Workgroup Members:
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Judicial Officers           
Don Ashworth (8th District)
Thomas Biggar (8th District) 
Judge Archie Blake (3rd District)
Judge Peter Breen (2nd District)
Judge Max Bunch (Argenta Justice)
Judge Michael Douglas (8th District)
Judge Stephen Lehman (Canal Justice)
Judge Sally Loehrer (8th District)
Judge Bill Sullivan (Beatty Justice)
Sylvia Teuton (8th District)
Judge Daniel Ward (New River Justice)
Mary Rose Zingale (4th District) 
 
County Clerks’ Personnel          
Donna Bath (White Pine County)
Tona Bjorkland (Clark County)
Susan Harrer (Humboldt County)
Tori King (Washoe County) 
Mary Mosley (Clark County) 
Sue Sevon (Churchill County)
Win Smith (Elko County)
Linda Talley (Clark County)

Additional Participants                                             
Bob Teuton (Clark County District Attorney’s 
Office)

 

Court Administration Personnel         
Jan Barber (Elko Justice/Municipal)
Maria Borrego (Reno Municipal)
Judi Bourbeau (Boulder City Municipal)
Christina Brisebill (Pahrump Justice)
Jo Fay Chiara (Argenta Justice)
Vicki Cramer (Boulder City Municipal)
Eric Davison (8th District)
Debra Depaoli (3rd District)
Steve Driscoll (Sparks Municipal)
Karen Gray-Jacoby (Beatty Justice)
Delores Harrison (Canal Justice) 
Brenda Ingram (New River Justice)
Dona Jeppson (Reno Justice)
Cathy Krolak (2nd District) 
Gina Little (Argenta Justice)
Rick Loop (8th District)
Martin Lotz (Las Vegas Justice)
Christy Magers (Reno Municipal) 
Linda McArthur-Morris (Las Vegas Justice)
Maureen Ryan (Las Vegas Justice) 
Chuck Short (8th District)
Danielle Speicher (Reno Municipal) 
Liz Watson (Elko Justice/Municipal)
Shirley Williams (Las Vegas Justice) 
Bill Zihlmann (Henderson Municipal)

Phase I Workgroup Members:

This document was originally prepared by:

Teamworks Consulting, Inc.
One Galleria Tower
13355 Noel Road, Suite 500
Dallas, Texas 75240 

Subsequent revisions were made by Supreme Court of Nevada, Administrative Office of the Courts, Research 
& Statistics Unit
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Appendix C
This appendix provides a list of abbreviations used in 
the Dictionary and their meanings. 

ADR Alternative Dispute Resolution

AOC Administrative Office of the Courts

CHINS Child or children in need of supervision

COSCA Conference of State Court Administrators

DMV/PS Department of Motor Vehicles & Public  
  Safety

DUI Driving Under the Influence (of alcohol or  
 drugs)

LEO Law Enforcement Officer

NCSC National Center for State Courts

NRS Nevada Revised Statutes

STP Short Trial Program

TPO Temporary Protection Order

UIFSA Uniform Interstate Family Support Act

URESA Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of Support  
 Act

USJR Uniform System for Judicial Records
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Index
Symbols
72-Hour Hearing  8
432B Petition  56

A
Accounting Malpractice Case  24
Acquittal

Bench trial  19, 68
Jury trial  19

Additional Caseload Statistics
Civil  30, 31, 32
Criminal  5
Family  46
Juvenile  57

Additional Criminal Proceedings  7
Adjudicated

Alternative Dispute Resolution  53
With Judicial Conference or Hearing  53
Without Judicial Conference or Hearing  53

Adjudicated After Evidentiary Hearing/Bench (Non-Jury) 
Trial  65

Adjudicated by Default. See Default Judgment
Adjudicated by Plea/Admission/Stipulation  65
Adoption Case  45
Age of Active Pending

Civil  35
Criminal  13
Family  49
Juvenile  61

Appeal from Lower Court
Civil  26
Civil Infraction  4
Criminal  4

Arraignment Hearing  8
Auto Negligence Case  23, 28

B
Bail Forfeiture

Criminal  17
Juvenile Traffic  66

Begin Pending - Active
Civil  33
Criminal  11
Family  48
Juvenile  59

Begin Pending - Inactive
Civil  33
Criminal  11

Family  48
Juvenile  59

Bench Trial. See Non-Jury (Bench) Trial
Bench Trial (hearing), Juvenile  65
Bindover  18
Bound Over  18
Breach of Contract. See Contract Case
Building and Construction Case  25

C
Caseload Inventory

Civil  33
Criminal  10
Family  48
Juvenile  59

Caseload Time Measures
Civil  35
Criminal  13
Family  49
Juvenile  61

Cases with Court Interpreters
Civil  31
Criminal  6
Family  47
Juvenile  59

Chapter 40. See Construction Defect Case
Charges

Criminal  11
Juvenile  60

Child Abuse and Neglect Case  3
Child Abuse/Neglect Petition  56
Civil Case Types

District Court  22
Justice Court  27
Municipal Court  27

Civil Infraction Case. See Other Civil Infraction Case
Civil Infraction Committed

Criminal  18
Juvenile  67

Civil Infraction Dismissed
Criminal  18
Juvenile  67

Civil Writ
Not Related to an Existing Case  26

Other Civil Writ  26
Writ of Habeas Corpus  26
Writ of Mandamus  26
Writ of Prohibition  26
Writ of Quo Warranto  26

Related to an Existing Case  31
Collection of Accounts Case  25
Commercial Instrument Case  25
Compromise of Minor’s Claim Case  27
Condemnation/Eminent Domain Case  23
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Conservatorship  24
Consolidated, Civil  21
Construction Defect Case  24

Chapter 40 Case  25
Other Construction Defect  25

Contempt  31
Contested Civil Infraction

Criminal, Defined  18
Juvenile, Defined  67

Contested Civil Infraction Hearings  5
Contested Liens Case  29
Continuances

Preliminary Hearing  9
Trial  9

Contract Case  25, 28
Building and Construction Case  25
Collection of Accounts Case  25
Commercial Instrument Case  25
Contract Buyer Plaintiff Case  29
Employment Contract Case  25
Insurance Carrier Case  25
Other Contract  25, 29
Seller Plaintiff  28
Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) Case  25

Conviction  19, 68
Court Interpreter Statistics

Civil  31
Criminal  6
Family  47
Juvenile  59

Credit Card Collection Case  28
Crimes Against Person(s) Case  3
Crimes Against Property Case  3
Criminal Case Types

Child Abuse and Neglect Case  3
Crimes Against Person(s) Case  3
Crimes Against Property Case  3
Domestic Violence Case  3
Drug Case  4
Motor Vehicle--DUI Case  4
Motor Vehicle--Other Case  4
Motor Vehicle--Reckless Driving Case  4
Older/Vulnerable Person(s) Abuse Case  3
Protection Order Violation Case:  3
Public Order Case  4
Weapon Case  4

Custody (Non-Divorce) Case  44

D
Date Bench Warrant/Arrest Warrant Issued  62
Date of Adjudication Outcome  62
Date of Arrest  15, 51, 62
Date of Decision on Post-trial Motion  15
Date of Deferred/Stayed Adjudication/Findings  62

Date of Disposition  15
Date of Diversion  15, 62
Date of Filing  15, 37, 51, 62
Date of Hearing  37, 51
Date of Hearing on Post-trial Motion  15
Date of Juvenile Hearing  62
Date of Motion/Action to Quash Warrant  15, 51
Date of Motion/Request to Modify/Enforce  37, 51
Date of Order for Stay of Proceedings  51
Date of Petition for Reconsideration of Sentence  15
Date of Remittitur/Remanded  37, 51, 62
Date of Return from Diversion  15, 51, 62
Date of Warrant  15, 51
Death Penalty (Rule 250) Statistics  6
Debt Collection. See Collection of Accounts; See Seller 

Plaintiff
Debt Collection Agency Case  28
Default Judgment

Civil  39
Criminal  17
Family  53
Juvenile  65, 66

Delinquency. See Juvenile-Related Case
Denied with Hearing

Civil  40
Family  54
Juvenile  66

Denied without Hearing
Civil  40
Family  54
Juvenile  66

Dependency/Child Victim  56
Dependent (no fault)  56
Detention Hearings, Juvenile  58
Dismissed (after diversion)  17, 67
Dismissed, Civil

Involuntary  38
TPO  40

Motion to Dismiss By the Defendant(s)  39
Stipulated  39
Voluntary  38

TPO  40
Dismissed, Criminal

After diversion  17
Before trial  18
Bench trial  19
During preliminary hearing  18
Jury trial  19

Dismissed, Family
Involuntary  53

TPO  54
Voluntary  53

TPO  54
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Dismissed, Juvenile
After diversion  67
before trial  67
Bench trial  68
Involuntary

TPO  66
Voluntary

TPO  66
Dismissed--Want of Prosecution. See Voluntary Dismissal
Disposed After Trial Start

Jury Trial  39
Non-Jury (Bench) Trial  39, 53

Disposed by Alternative Dispute Resolution  65
Dispositions, Descriptions

Civil  38
Criminal  16
Family  52
Juvenile  64

Dispositions - Entry of Judgment
Civil  33
Criminal  11
Family  48
Juvenile  60

Dispositions, Hierarchy. See Hierarchy
Dispositions - Reopened

Civil  33
Criminal  12
Family  48
Juvenile  60

Diversion  15
Domestic Relations Case  44
Domestic Violence

Protection Order  29, 30, 45, 58
Domestic Violence Case  3
Domestic Violence Misdemeanor Charges  6
Drug Case

Criminal  4
Juvenile  56

DUI. See Criminal Case Types

E
Elder Abuse. See Older/Vulnerable Person(s) Abuse Case
Emancipation  57
Employment Contract Case  25
End Pending - Active

Civil  33
Criminal  12
Family  48
Juvenile  60

End Pending - Inactive
Civil  34
Criminal  12
Family  48
Juvenile  60

Events in Case Processing
Civil  37
Criminal  15
Family  51
Juvenile  61

Extended Protection Orders
Civil  32
Family  47
Juvenile  59

Extradition Hearing  8
Extradition Hearings, Juvenile  58
Extraordinary Writ  7

F
Family-Related Case  43
Felony Case. See also Criminal Case Types

Defined  1
Filing of Notice of Intent (NOI) to Seek Death Penalty  6
Final Dispositions. See Guardianship Case
Findings of Incompetence. See Mental Competency, 

Criminal
Forcible Entry. See Other Real Property Case
Foreign Judgment Case  27
FTA Default Judgment

Criminal  18
Juvenile  67

G
General Administration

Civil  24
Grand Jury Proceeding  8
Granted with Hearing

Civil  40
Family  54
Juvenile  66

Granted without Hearing
Civil  40
Family  54
Juvenile  66

Gross Misdemeanor Case. See also Criminal Case Types
Defined  1

Guardianship Case  45
Adult  46
Final Dispositions

Age of Majority  54
Death  54
Order Terminating or Final Accounting  54
Restoration of Competency  54

Minor  46
Trust  46
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Guilty Plea with Sentence
Before Preliminary Hearing  17, 67
Before trial  17, 67
During preliminary hearing  18
During trial  19, 68

H
Hierarchy

Criminal
Caseload  10
Dispositions  16

Family, Dispositions  52
Juvenile

Caseload  59
Traffic Dispositions  66

High Risk
Extended Protection Order  32, 47
Protection Order  30, 45

Filed by Family  32, 47, 59
Filed by LEO  32, 47, 59

I
Imposition of Death Penalty  6
Informal Hearing (Involving a Judicial Officer)  57
Inmate Requests/Filings  31
Insurance Carrier Case  25
Insurance Tort  24
Intentional Misconduct Case  24, 28
Involuntary Dismissal

Civil  38, 40
Family  53, 54
Juvenile  66

IV-D Intrastate
Divorce  46
Non-Divorce  44

IV-D - UIFSA  44

J
Judgement Renewal. See Renewal of Judgment
Judgment on Arbitration  39
Judgment Reached  39, 53
Judicial Foreclosure Case  23
Judicial Review/Appeal Case  25

Appeal from Lower Court Case  26
Mental Competency Case  26
Nevada State Agency Appeal Case  26

Department of Motor Vehicle Appeal  26
Other Nevada State Agency Appeal  26
Worker’s Compensation Appeal  26

Other Judicial Review/Appeal Case  26
Petition to Seal Records Case  25, 29

Jury Trial
Civil  31, 39
Criminal  5, 6, 19

Juvenile-Related Case  55
Delinquency Petition  55

Drug  56
Other Delinquency  56
Person  56
Property  56
Public Order  56

Dependency/Child Victim  56
Child Abuse/Neglect  56
Dependent (No Fault)  56
Other  56

Juvenile Traffic and Civil Infraction  57
Miscellaneous Petition  57
Protection Order  57

Juvenile Traffic and Civil Infraction Case. See also Traffic, 
Other Civil Infraction

Defined  57

L
Landlord/Tenant Case  22, 27

Summary Eviction  27
Languages Used by Party

Civil  31
Criminal  6
Family  47
Juvenile  59

Legal Malpractice Case  24
Liens. See Contested Liens Case

M
Malpractice Case  23

Accounting  24
Legal  24
Medical/Dental  23
Other Malpractice  24

Marriage Dissolution Case  44
Medical/Dental Malpractice Case  23
Mental Competency

Civil  26
Criminal  6

Findings  6
Hearing  6
Orders  6

Mental Health Case  45
Miscellaneous Juvenile Petition  57
Misdemeanor (Non-traffic) Case. See also Criminal Case 

Types
Defined  1

Modification of Sentence  9
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Motion for Termination of Parental 
Rights. See Termination of Parental Rights

Motion to Dismiss by the Defendant  39
Motor Vehicle--DUI Case  4
Motor Vehicle--Other Case  4
Motor Vehicle--Reckless Driving Case  4

N
Negligence Case  23, 28

Auto  23, 28
Intentional Misconduct Case  28
Other  23, 28
Premises Liability  23, 28

Nevada State Agency Appeal Case  26
Department of Motor Vehicle Appeal  26
Other Nevada State Agency Appeal  26
Worker’s Compensation Appeal  26

New Filings
Civil  33
Criminal  11
Family  48
Juvenile  60

Nolle Prosequi
Criminal  17
Juvenile  65, 67

Non-Adjudicated  65
Non-Jury (Bench) Trial

Civil  31, 39
Contempt  31
Criminal  5, 18
Family  46, 53
Juvenile  58
Preliminary Injunctions  31

Notice of Intent, Death Penalty  6

O
Older/Vulnerable Person(s) Abuse Case  3
Order for Stay of Proceedings  15, 37, 51, 62
Orders for Mental Competency Evaluation  6
Orders to Seal Records  31
Other Civil Infraction Case

Criminal  5
Juvenile

Citation  57
Delinquency  56

Other Civil Matters  27, 29
Other Construction Defect Case  25
Other Contract Case  25
Other Criminal Case  4
Other Delinquency Case  56

Other Dependency/Child Victim  56
Other Domestic Relations Case  45
Other Judicial Review/Appeal Case  26
Other Landlord/Tenant Case  22
Other Malpractice Case  24
Other Manner of Disposition

Civil  38, 40
Criminal  17
Family  53, 54
Juvenile  64, 66

Other Negligence Case  23
Other Probate Case  24
Other Real Property Case  23, 27
Other Support (Non-Divorce) Case  44
Other Title to Property Case  23
Other Tort Case  24, 28

P
Parking Case  5
Paternity Case  44
Payday Loan Collection Case  28
Person Case

Criminal  3
Juvenile  56

Petition to Seal Records Case  25
Placed on Inactive Status

Civil  33
Criminal  12
Family  48
Juvenile  60

Post-Adjudication Criminal Case Activity  9
Post-Conviction Relief  9
Post-trial Motion  15
Preliminary Hearing  8, 18, 68
Preliminary Injunction  31
Premises Liability Case  23, 28
Pre-trial Custody Hearing  7
Probable Cause Finding/Hearing  7
Probate Case

General Administration  24
Other Probate  24
Probate Trust/Conservatorship  24
Set Aside Case  24
Special Administration  24
Summary Administration  24

Product Liability Case  24
Property Case

Criminal  3
Juvenile  56
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Protection Order
Dispositions  40, 54
Extended  32, 47, 59
High Risk  30, 32, 45, 47, 59
Juvenile  57
Request for Domestic Violence Protection Order  

29, 30, 45, 59
Request for Protection Order (Non-DV)  29
Sexual Assault  32, 58

Protection Order Violation Case  3
Protective Custody Hearings  58
Public Order Case

Criminal  4
Juvenile  56

Q
Quash Warrant  15, 51, 62

R
Reactivated

Civil  33
Criminal  11
Family  48
Juvenile  60

Real Property Case  22
Condemnation/Eminent Domain Case  23
Landlord/Tenant Case  22

Other Landlord/Tenant Case  22
Unlawful Detainer Case  22

Other Real Property Case  23, 27
Title to Property Case  22

Judicial Foreclosure Case  23
Other Title to Property Case  23

Remanded Cases
Civil  31
Criminal  9
Family  46
Juvenile  58

Remitted. See Remanded Cases
Renewal of Judgment  31
Reopened Cases

Civil  33
Criminal  11
Family  48
Juvenile  60

Request for Domestic Violence Protection Order  
29, 45, 59

Request for High Risk Protection Order
Civil  30
Family  45

Request for Protection Order (Non-Domestic Violence)
Civil  29
Juvenile  58

S
Satisfaction of Judgment  31
Seal Records  25, 29, 31
Search Warrant Request  7
Self-Represented Litigant

Civil  34
Criminal  12
Family  49
Juvenile  60

Seller Plaintiff  28
Credit Card Collection Case  28
Debt Collection Agency Case  28
Other Debt Collection  29
Payday Loan Collection Case  28

Sentencing Hearing  8
Sentencing Violation  9
Set Aside Case  24
Set Aside Default  37
Set for Judicial Review

Civil  34
Criminal  12
Family  49
Juvenile  60

Settled/Withdrawn. See Adjudicated
Sexual Assault Protection Order. See Protection Order
Small Claims Case  29
Special Administration  24
Status Petition Case  56
Stipulated Dismissal, Civil  39
Stipulated Judgment, Civil  39
Summary Administration  24
Summary Evictions. See Landlord/Tenant Case
Summary Judgment, Civil  39
Support (Non-Divorce) Case  44

T
Termination of Parental Rights  45

Motion  45, 58
Other Petition  45
State Initiated Petition  45

Time to Disposition
Civil  35
Criminal  13
Family  49
Juvenile  61

Tort Case  23, 28
Employment Tort Case  24
Insurance Tort Case  24
Intentional Misconduct Case  24
Malpractice Case  23

Accounting Case  24
Legal Case  24
Medical/Dental Case  23
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Other Malpractice Case  24
Negligence Case  23

Auto Negligence Case  23, 28
Other Negligence Case  23, 28
Premises Liability Case  23, 28

Other Tort Case  24
Product Liability Case  24

TPO. See Domestic Violence or Protection Order
Traffic and Civil Infraction Case. See also Traffic, Other 

Civil Infraction, Parking
Defined  5

Traffic Case
Criminal

Civil Infraction  5
Misdemeanor  5

Juvenile
Citation

Civil Infraction  57
Misdemeanor  57

Petition (Delinquency)  56
Transferred

Civil  38, 40
Criminal  17
Family  53, 54
Juvenile  65, 66, 67. See also Waiver/Certify/Transfer 

to Adult Court
Trial. See Jury Trial or Non-Jury (Bench) Trial
Trial Dispositions. See Dispositions, Descriptions
Trust  24, 46

U
UIFSA Case (formerly URESA). See IV-D - UIFSA
Uncontested Civil Violation

Criminal  17
Juvenile  66

Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) Case  25
Unit of Count

Civil  33, 38
Criminal  10, 16
Family  48, 52
Juvenile  59, 64

Unlawful Detainer  22, 27

V
Verdict Reached  39
Visitation (Non-divorce) Case  44
Voluntary  38
Voluntary Dismissal

Civil  38, 40
Family  53, 54
Juvenile  66

Vulnerable Person. See Older/Vulnerable Person(s) Abuse 
Case

W
Waiver/Certify/Transfer to Adult Court  65
Waiver of Preliminary Hearing  18
Warrant  15, 51
Weapon Case  4
Withdrawal of Notice of Intent (NOI) to Seek Death 

Penalty  6
Writ  26. See also Civil Writ

Extraordinary Writ  7
Writ of Habeas Corpus  26
Writ of Mandamus  26
Writ of Prohibition  26
Writ of Quo Warranto  26
Writs of Restitution  27
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Court:  Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000
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 1. Begin Pending
a. Active

b. Inactive

 2. New Filings
a. Charges

 3. Reopened
 4. Reactivated
 5. Dispositions (Entry of Judgment)

a. Original

b. Reopened

 6. Placed on Inactive Status
 7. End Pending

a. Active

b. Inactive

 8. Set for Judicial Review
 9. Age of Active Pending Caseload

i.    Original, 0 - 90 days

ii.   Original, 91 - 180 days

iii.  Original, 181 - 365 days

iv.  Original, >365 days

v.   Reopened, 0 - 60 days

vi.  Reopened, 61 - 180 days

vii. Reopened, >180 days

10. Time to Disposition
a. Original, Mean Number of Days

b. Original, Median Number of Days

c. Reopened, Mean Number of Days

d. Reopened, Median Num. of Days

11. Self-Represented Litigant

Criminal Caseload
(Dictionary p. 10-13)

Felony Case Types (Dictionary p. 1-5)

Nevada AOC - Research and Statistics Unit
Form RS-100

Rev  4.2

DRAFT
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Court:  Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000

Date:  Mar-2022
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 1. Begin Pending
a. Active

b. Inactive

 2. New Filings
a. Charges

 3. Reopened
 4. Reactivated
 5. Dispositions (Entry of Judgment)

a. Original

b. Reopened

 6. Placed on Inactive Status
 7. End Pending

a. Active

b. Inactive

 8. Set for Judicial Review
 9. Age of Active Pending Caseload

i.    Original, 0 - 90 days

ii.   Original, 91 - 180 days

iii.  Original, 181 - 365 days

iv.  Original, >365 days

v.   Reopened, 0 - 60 days

vi.  Reopened, 61 - 180 days

vii. Reopened, >180 days

10. Time to Disposition
a. Original, Mean Number of Days

b. Original, Median Number of Days

c. Reopened, Mean Number of Days

d. Reopened, Median Num. of Days

11. Self-Represented Litigant

Criminal Caseload
(Dictionary p. 10-13)

Gross Misdemeanor Case Types (Dictionary p. 1-5)
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Nevada Trial Courts Criminal  Statistics Reporting
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Court:  Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000

Date:  Mar-2022
MMM  YYYY
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 1. Begin Pending
a. Active

b. Inactive

 2. New Filings
a. Charges

 3. Reopened
 4. Reactivated
 5. Dispositions (Entry of Judgment)

a. Original

b. Reopened

 6. Placed on Inactive Status
 7. End Pending

a. Active

b. Inactive

 8. Set for Judicial Review
 9. Age of Active Pending Caseload

i.    Original, 0 - 90 days

ii.   Original, 91 - 180 days

iii.  Original, 181 - 365 days

iv.  Original, >365 days

v.   Reopened, 0 - 60 days

vi.  Reopened, 61 - 180 days

vii. Reopened, >180 days

10. Time to Disposition
a. Original, Mean Number of Days

b. Original, Median Number of Days

c. Reopened, Mean Number of Days

d. Reopened, Median Num. of Days

11. Self-Represented Litigant

Criminal Caseload
(Dictionary p. 10-13)

Misdemeanor, Traffic, and Civil Infraction Case Types (Dictionary p. 1-5)
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Nevada Trial Courts Criminal Statistics Reporting 
Disposition Worksheet
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Court:  Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000

Date:  Jul-2018
MMM  YYYY
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Non-Trial Dispositions
Other Manner of Disposition

Default Judgment (Civil Infraction Only)

Uncontested Civil Violation

Bail Forfeitures

Nolle Prosequi (before trial)

Transferred (before/during trial)

Dismissed (before trial)

Guilty Pleas with Sentence (before trial)

Dismissed (after diversion)

Contested Civil Infraction

FTA Default Judgment

Civil Infraction Dismissed

Civil Infraction Committed

Preliminary Hearing

Waiver of Preliminary Hearing

Dismissed (during prelim.)

Guilty Pleas with Sentence (during prelim.)

Bindover

Total Non-Trial Dispositions

Trial Dispositions
Bench Trial

Dismissed (during trial)

Acquittal

Guilty Plea with Sentence (during trial)

Conviction

Total Bench Trial Dispositions

Jury Trials 

Dismissed (during trial)

Acquittal

Guilty Plea with Sentence (during trial)

Conviction

Total Jury Trial Dispositions

GRAND TOTAL DISPOSITIONS

Felony Case Types (Dictionary p. 1-5)

Criminal Case Dispositions
(Dictionary p. 16-19)
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Court:  Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000

Date:  Jul-2018
MMM  YYYY
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Non-Trial Dispositions
Other Manner of Disposition

Default Judgment (Civil Infraction Only)

Uncontested Civil Violation

Bail Forfeitures

Nolle Prosequi (before trial)

Transferred (before/during trial)

Dismissed (before trial)

Guilty Pleas with Sentence (before trial)

Dismissed (after diversion)

Contested Civil Infraction

FTA Default Judgment

Civil Infraction Dismissed

Civil Infraction Committed

Preliminary Hearing

Waiver of Preliminary Hearing

Dismissed (during prelim.)

Guilty Pleas with Sentence (during prelim.)

Bindover

Total Non-Trial Dispositions

Trial Dispositions
Bench Trial

Dismissed (during trial)

Acquittal

Guilty Plea with Sentence (during trial)

Conviction

Total Bench Trial Dispositions

Jury Trials 

Dismissed (during trial)

Acquittal

Guilty Plea with Sentence (during trial)

Conviction

Total Jury Trial Dispositions

GRAND TOTAL DISPOSITIONS

Criminal Case Dispositions
(Dictionary p. 16-19)

Gross Misdemeanor Case Types (Dictionary p. 1-5)
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Nevada Trial Courts Criminal Statistics Reporting 
Disposition Worksheet

Page 7 of 23

Court:  Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000 Prepared by: <Preparer's Name>

Date:  Jul-2018 Approved by: <Judge's Name>
MMM  YYYY Chief Judge
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Non-Trial Dispositions
Other Manner of Disposition

Default Judgment (Civil Infraction Only)

Uncontested Civil Violation

Bail Forfeitures

Nolle Prosequi (before trial)

Transferred (before/during trial)

Dismissed (before trial)

Guilty Pleas with Sentence (before trial)

Dismissed (after diversion)

Contested Civil Infraction

FTA Default Judgment

Civil Infraction Dismissed

Civil Infraction Committed

Preliminary Hearing

Waiver of Preliminary Hearing

Dismissed (during prelim.)

Guilty Pleas with Sentence (during prelim.)

Bindover

Total Non-Trial Dispositions

Trial Dispositions
Bench Trial

Dismissed (during trial)

Acquittal

Guilty Plea with Sentence (during trial)

Conviction

Total Bench Trial Dispositions

Jury Trials 

Dismissed (during trial)

Acquittal

Guilty Plea with Sentence (during trial)

Conviction

Total Jury Trial Dispositions

GRAND TOTAL DISPOSITIONS

Misdemeanor, Traffic, and Civil Infraction Case Types (Dictionary p. 1-5)

Criminal Case Dispositions
(Dictionary p. 16-19)
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Nevada Trial Courts Criminal  Statistics Reporting
Additional Caseload Worksheet 

Page 8 of 23

Court:  Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000

Date:  Mar-2022
MMM  YYYY

Additional Criminal Caseload Statistics (p. 5-9)

Contested Civil Infraction Hearings 0 Extraordinary Writs 0 Preliminary Hearing Continuances (p. 9)
Bench Trials 0 Search Warrants Requests 0 Court Need 0
Jury Trials 0 Pre-trial Custody Hearing 0 Prosecution Request 0
DV Misd Charges (District Court Only) 0 Probable Cause Findings/Hearings 0 Defendant Request (pro per ) 0

Extradition Hearings 0 Defense Attorney Request 0
72-Hour Hearings 0 Other 0

Death Penalty (Rule 250) Statistics (p. 6) Arraignment Hearings 0 Total Prelim Hearing Continuances 0
NOI to Seek Death Penalty Filed 0 Preliminary Hearings 0
NOI Withdrawn 0 Sentencing Hearings 0 Trial Continuances (p. 9)
Death Penalty Imposed 0 Grand Jury Proceedings 0 Court Need 0

Post-Adjudication Case Activity Prosecution Request 0
Remanded Cases 0 Defendant Request (pro per ) 0

Mental Competency Statistics (p. 6) Request for Modification of Sentence 0 Defense Attorney Request 0
Orders for Mental Competency Evaluation 0 Sentencing Violation 0 Other 0
Mental Competency Hearing 0 Post-Conviction Relief 0 Total Trial Continuances 0
Findings of Incompetence 0

Court Interpreter Statistics (p. 6)
Cases with Court Interpreters 0

Spanish 0
Tagalog 0
Chinese (Mandarin/Cantonese) 0
American Sign Language 0
Other Languages 0

Additional Criminal Proceedings (p. 7-9)
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Nevada Trial Courts Civil Statistics Reporting
Caseload Worksheet

Page 9 of 23

Court:  Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000

Date:  Mar-2022
MMM  YYYY
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 1. Begin Pending

a. Active 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
b. Inactive 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 2. New Filings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 3. Reopened 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 4. Reactivated 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 5. Dispositions (Entry of Judgment)

a. Original 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
b. Reopened 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 6. Placed on Inactive Status 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 7. End Pending

a. Active 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
b. Inactive 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 8. Set for Judicial Review 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 9. Age of Active Pending Caseload

i.    Original, 0 - 90 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ii.   Original, 91 - 180 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
iii.  Original, 181 - 365 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
iv.  Original, >365 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v.   Reopened, 0 - 60 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
vi.  Reopened, 61 - 180 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
vii. Reopened, >180 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10. Time to Disposition

a. Original, Mean Number of Days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
b. Original, Median Number of Days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
c. Reopened, Mean Number of Days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
d. Reopened, Median Num. of Days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

11. Self-Represented Litigant 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

District Court Case Types - Civil (Dictionary, p. 21-27)

Landlord/Tenant 
Case

Malpractice Case

Civil Caseload
(Dictionary p. 33-35)

Real Property Case Tort Case

Negligence Case
Title to Property 

Case
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Nevada Trial Courts Civil Statistics Reporting
Caseload Worksheet

Page 10 of 23

Court:  Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000

Date:  Mar-2022
MMM  YYYY
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 1. Begin Pending

a. Active 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
b. Inactive 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 2. New Filings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 3. Reopened 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 4. Reactivated 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 5. Dispositions (Entry of Judgment)

a. Original 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
b. Reopened 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 6. Placed on Inactive Status 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 7. End Pending

a. Active 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
b. Inactive 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 8. Set for Judicial Review 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 9. Age of Active Pending Caseload

i.    Original, 0 - 90 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ii.   Original, 91 - 180 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
iii.  Original, 181 - 365 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
iv.  Original, >365 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v.   Reopened, 0 - 60 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
vi.  Reopened, 61 - 180 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
vii. Reopened, >180 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10. Time to Disposition

a. Original, Mean Number of Days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
b. Original, Median Number of Days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
c. Reopened, Mean Number of Days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
d. Reopened, Median Num. of Days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

11. Self-Represented Litigant 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

District Court Case Types - Civil (Dictionary, p. 21-27)

Probate Case
Construction 
Defect Case

Contract Case

Civil Caseload
(Dictionary p. 33-35)
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Nevada Trial Courts Civil Statistics Reporting
Caseload Worksheet
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Court:  Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000

Date:  Mar-2022
MMM  YYYY
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 1. Begin Pending

a. Active 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
b. Inactive 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 2. New Filings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 3. Reopened 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 4. Reactivated 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 5. Dispositions (Entry of Judgment)

a. Original 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
b. Reopened 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 6. Placed on Inactive Status 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 7. End Pending

a. Active 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
b. Inactive 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 8. Set for Judicial Review 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 9. Age of Active Pending Caseload

i. Original, 0 - 90 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ii. Original, 91 - 180 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
iii.  Original, 181 - 365 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
iv. Original, >365 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v. Reopened, 0 - 60 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
vi. Reopened, 61 - 180 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
vii. Reopened, >180 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10. Time to Disposition

a. Original, Mean Number of Days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
b. Original, Median Number of Days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
c. Reopened, Mean Number of Days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
d. Reopened, Median Num. of Days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

11. Self-Represented Litigant 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Civil Caseload
(Dictionary p. 33-35)

District Court Case Types - Civil (Dictionary, p. 21-27)

Nevada State Agency 
Appeal Case

Civil Writ 
(not related to an existing case)

Other Civil CaseJudicial Review/Appeal Case
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Nevada Trial Courts Civil Statistics Reporting
Disposition Worksheet

Page 12 of 23
Court:  Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000

Date:  Mar-2022
MMM  YYYY

Civil Disposition
(Dictionary p. 37-39)
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Non-Trial Dispositions

Other Manner of Disposition 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Voluntary Dismissal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Involuntary Dismissal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Transferred (before trial) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Judgment on Arbitration 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Stipulated Dismissal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Stipulated Judgment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Default Judgment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Motion to Dismiss by the Defendant(s) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Summary Judgment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Non-Trial Dispositions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Non-Jury (bench) Trial Dispositions

Disposed After Trial Start (bench trial) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Judgment Reached  (bench trial) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Bench (Non-Jury) Trial Dispositions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Jury Trial Dispositions

Disposed After Trial Start (jury trial) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Verdict Reached 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Jury Trial Dispositions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL DISPOSITIONS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Malpractice Case
Landlord/Tenant 

Case
Title to Property 

Case

District Court Case Types - Civil (Dictionary, p. 21-27)

Tort CaseReal Property Case

Negligence Case
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Nevada Trial Courts Civil Statistics Reporting
Disposition Worksheet

Page 13 of 23
Court:  Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000

Date:  Mar-2022
MMM  YYYY

Civil Disposition
(Dictionary p. 37-39)
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Non-Trial Dispositions

Other Manner of Disposition 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Voluntary Dismissal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Involuntary Dismissal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Transferred (before trial) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Judgment on Arbitration 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Stipulated Dismissal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Stipulated Judgment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Default Judgment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Motion to Dismiss by the Defendant(s) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Summary Judgment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Non-Trial Dispositions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Non-Jury (bench) Trial Dispositions

Disposed After Trial Start (bench trial) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Judgment Reached  (bench trial) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Bench (Non-Jury) Trial Dispositions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Jury Trial Dispositions

Disposed After Trial Start (jury trial) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Verdict Reached 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Jury Trial Dispositions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL DISPOSITIONS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Contract Case

District Court Case Types - Civil (Dictionary, p. 21-27)

Probate Case Construction 
Defect Case
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Nevada Trial Courts Civil Statistics Reporting
Disposition Worksheet

Page 14 of 23
Court:  Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000 Prepared by: <Preparer's Name>

Date:  Mar-2022 Approved by: <Judge's Name>
MMM  YYYY Chief Judge

Civil Disposition
(Dictionary p. 37-39)
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Non-Trial Dispositions

Other Manner of Disposition 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Voluntary Dismissal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Involuntary Dismissal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Transferred (before trial) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Judgment on Arbitration 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Stipulated Dismissal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Stipulated Judgment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Default Judgment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Motion to Dismiss by the Defendant(s) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Summary Judgment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Non-Trial Dispositions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Non-Jury (bench) Trial Dispositions

Disposed After Trial Start (bench trial) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Judgment Reached  (bench trial) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Bench (Non-Jury) Trial Dispositions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Jury Trial Dispositions

Disposed After Trial Start (jury trial) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Verdict Reached 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Jury Trial Dispositions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL DISPOSITIONS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Nevada State Agency 
Appeal Case

District Court Case Types - Civil (Dictionary, p. 21-27)

Civil Writ Other Civil CaseJudicial Review/Appeal Case
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Nevada Trial Courts Civil Statistics Reporting
Caseload Worksheet

Page 15 of 23

Court:  Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000

Date:  Jul-2018
MMM  YYYY
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1. Begin Pending
a. Active
b. Inactive

2. New Filings
3. Reopened
4. Reactivated
5. Dispositions (Entry of Judgment)

a. Original
b. Reopened

6. Placed on Inactive Status
7. End Pending

a. Active

b. Inactive

8. Set for Judicial Review
9. Age of Active Pending Caseload

i.  Original, 0 - 90 days

ii.  Original, 91 - 180 days

iii. Original, 181 - 365 days
iv.  Original, >365 days

v. Reopened, 0 - 60 days

vi.  Reopened, 61 - 180 days

vii. Reopened, >180 days

10. Time to Disposition
a. Original, Mean Number of Days
b. Original, Median Number of Days

c. Reopened, Mean Number of Days

d. Reopened, Median Num. of Days

11. Self-Represented Litigant

Civil Caseload
(Dictionary p. 33-35)

Justice Court Case Types - Civil (Dictionary, p. 27-30)
Real Property Case Tort Case Contract Case Protection Orders

Negligence Case
Seller Plaintiff 

(Debt Collection) Case
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Nevada Trial Courts Civil Statistics Reporting
Disposition Worksheet

Page 16 of 23

Court:  Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000 Prepared by: <Preparer's Name>

Date:  Jul-2018 Approved by: <Judge's Name>
MMM  YYYY Chief Judge

Civil Manner of Disposition
(Dictionary p. 37-40)
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Non-Trial Dispositions
Other Manner of Disposition

Voluntary Dismissal

Involuntary Dismissal

Transferred (before trial)

Judgment on Arbitration

Stipulated Dismissal

Stipulated Judgment

Default Judgment

Motion to Dismiss by the Defendant(s)

Summary Judgment

Total Non-Trial Dispositions

Non-Jury (bench) Trial Dispositions

Disposed After Trial Start (bench trial)

Judgment Reached  (bench trial)

Total Bench (Non-Jury) Trial Dispositions

Jury Trial Dispositions

Disposed After Trial Start (jury trial)

Verdict Reached

Total Jury Trial Dispositions

Protection Orders Dispositions

Denied without Hearing

Granted without Hearing

Denied with Hearing

Granted with Hearing

Total Protection Orders Dispositions

GRAND TOTAL DISPOSITIONS

Justice Court Case Types - Civil (Dictionary, p. 27-29)
Real Property Case Tort Case Contract Case Protection Orders

Negligence Case
Seller Plaintiff 

(Debt Collection) Case
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Nevada Trial Courts Civil Statistics Reporting
Additional Caseload Worksheet 

Page 17 of 23

Court:  Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000

Date:  Mar-2022
MMM  YYYY

Additional Civil Caseload Statistics (Dictionary p. 30-32) Justice Courts Only (Dictionary p. 32)

Civil Writs (Related to an existing case) 0 Sexual Assault Protection Order 0 Extended High Risk Protection Orders Granted 0
Remitted/Remanded Civil Cases 0 Extended DV Protection Orders Granted 0 Extended High Risk Protection Orders Denied 0
Jury Trials 0 Extended DV Protection Orders Denied 0 Extended High Risk Protection Orders, Other 0
Non-Jury (Bench) Trials 0 Extended DV Protection Orders, Other 0 High Risk Protection Order Filed by LEO 0
Satisfaction of Judgment 0 Extended Protection Orders (non-DV) Granted 0 High Risk Protection Order Filed by Family 0
Inmate Requests/Filings 0 Extended Protection Orders (non-DV) Denied 0
Contempt and Preliminary Injunctions 0 Extended Protection Orders (non-DV), Other 0
Renewal of Judgment 0

Court Interpreter Statistics (Dictionary p. 31) Limited Jurisdiction Courts Only (Dictionary p. 31)
Cases with Court Interpreters 0 Orders to Seal Records 0

Spanish 0
Tagalog 0
Chinese (Mandarin/Cantonese) 0
American Sign Language 0
Other Languages 0L
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Nevada Trial Courts Family Statistics Reporting
Caseload Worksheet

Page 18 of 23

Court: Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000

Date: Mar-2022
MMM  YYYY
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1. Begin Pending
a. Active 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
b. Inactive 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2. New Filings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3. Reopened 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4. Reactivated 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5. Dispositions (Entry of Judgment)

a. Original 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
b. Reopened 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

6. Placed on Inactive Status 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7. End Pending

a. Active 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
b. Inactive 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

8. Set for Judicial Review 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9. Age of Active Pending Caseload

i. Original, 0 - 90 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ii. Original, 91 - 180 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
iii. Original, 181 - 365 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
iv. Original, >365 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v. Reopened, 0 - 60 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
vi. Reopened, 61 - 180 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
vii. Reopened, >180 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10. Time to Disposition
a. Original, Mean Number of Days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
b. Original, Median Number of Days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
c. Reopened, Mean Number of Days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
d. Reopened, Median Num. of Days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

11. Self-Represented Litigant 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Family Caseload
(Dictionary p. 48-49)

District Court Case Types - Family (Dictionary, p. 43-46)
Domestic Relations Guardianship

Support 
(Non-Divorce) TPR

Protection 
Orders
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Nevada Trial Courts Family Statistics Reporting
Disposition Worksheet

Page 19 of 23

Court:  Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000 Prepared by: <Preparer's Name>

Date: Mar-2022 Approved by: <Judge's Name>
MMM    YYYY Chief Judge

Family Manner of Disposition
(Dictionary p. 52-54)
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Non-Trial Dispositions
Other Manner of Disposition 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Voluntary Dismissal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Involuntary Dismissal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Transferred (before trial) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Default Judgment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Adjudicated Without Judicial Conference or Hearing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Adjudicated With Judicial Conference or Hearing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Adjudicated by Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Non-Trial Dispositions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Trial Dispositions
Bench (Non-Jury) Trials 

Disposed After Trial Start 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Judgment Reached 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Bench (Non-Jury) Trial Dispositions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Protection Orders Dispositions
Denied without Hearing 0 0
Granted without Hearing 0 0
Denied with Hearing 0 0
Granted with Hearing 0 0

Total Protection Orders Dispositions 0 0

GRAND TOTAL DISPOSITIONS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Final Dispositions (Guardianship Cases Only)
Death 0 0 0
Age of Majority 0 0 0
Restoration of Competency 0 0 0
Order Terminating Guardianship or Final Accounting 0 0 0

Guardianship
District Court Case Types - Family (Dictionary, p. 43-46)

Support 
(Non-Divorce) TPR

Domestic Relations
Protection

Orders

Nevada AOC - Research and Statistics Unit
Form RS-301
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Nevada Trial Courts Family  Statistics Reporting
Additional Caseload Worksheet 

Page 20 of 23

Court:  Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000

Date:  Mar-2022
MMM  YYYY

Additional Family Caseload Statistics (p. 46-47) Court Interpreter Statistics (p. 47)

Intrastate IV-D (Divorce) 0 Cases with Court Interpreters 0
Remanded Cases 0
Bench (Non-Jury) Trials 0 Spanish 0
Extended DV Protection Orders Granted 0 Tagalog 0
Extended DV Protection Orders Denied 0 Chinese (Mandarin/Cantonese) 0
Extended DV Protection Orders, Other 0 American Sign Language 0
Extended High Risk Protection Orders Granted 0 Other Languages 0
Extended High Risk Protection Orders Denied 0
Extended High Risk Protection Orders, Other 0
High Risk Protection Order Filed by LEO 0
High Risk Protection Order Filed by Family/Household 0
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Nevada Trial Courts Juvenile Statistics Reporting
Caseload Worksheet

Page 21 of 23

Court: Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000

Date: Mar-2022
MMM  YYYY
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1. Begin Pending Informal Hearings (Involving a Judicial Officer) 0
a. Active 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Detention Hearings 0
b. Inactive 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Extradition Hearings 0

2. New Filings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Protective Custody Hearings 0
a. Charges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Motion for Termination of Parental Rights 0

3. Reopened 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4. Reactivated 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Remanded Cases 0
5. Dispositions (Entry of Judgment) Bench (Non-Jury) Trials 0

a. Original 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Request For DV Protection Order 0
b. Reopened 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Request for Protection Order (Non-DV) 0

6. Placed on Inactive Status 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Sexual Assault Protection Order 0
7. End Pending High Risk Protection Order Filed by LEO 0

a. Active 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 High Risk Protection Order Filed by Family 0
b. Inactive 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Extended DV Protection Orders Granted 0

Extended DV Protection Orders Denied 0
8. Set for Judicial Review 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Extended DV Protection Orders, Other 0
9. Age of Active Pending Caseload Extended Non-DV Protection Orders Granted 0

i. Original, 0 - 90 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Extended Non-DV Protection Orders Denied 0
ii. Original, 91 - 180 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Extended Non-DV Protection Orders, Other 0
iii. Original, 181 - 365 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
iv.  Original, >365 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Court Interpreter Statistics (Dictionary p. 57)

v.  Reopened, 0 - 60 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
vi.  Reopened, 61 - 180 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Cases with Court Interpreters 0
vii. Reopened, >180 days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10. Time to Disposition Spanish 0
a. Original, Mean Number of Days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Tagalog 0
b. Original, Median Number of Days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Chinese (Mandarin/Cantonese) 0
c. Reopened, Mean Number of Days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 American Sign Language 0
d. Reopened, Median Num. of Days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other Languages 0

11. Self-Represented Litigant 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Delinquency Petition
Juvenile Traffic and 

Civil InfractionDependency/Child Victim

District Court Case Types-Juvenile (Dictionary, p. 55-57)

Juvenile Caseload
(Dictionary p. 59-61)
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Juvenile Related Proceedings and Additional 
Juvenile Related Caseload Statistics 
(Dictionary p. 57-59)
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Nevada Trial Courts Juvenile Statistics  Reporting
Disposition Worksheet

Page 22 of 23

Court:  Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000 Prepared by: <Preparer's Name>

Date:  Mar-2022 Approved by: <Judge's Name>
MMM  YYYY Chief Judge
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Juvenile Dispositions

Other Manner of Disposition 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Default Judgment (Civil Infraction Only) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Uncontested Civil Violation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bail Forfeitures 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Non-Adjudicated/Dismissal/Nolle Prosequi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Waiver/Certify/Transfer to Adult Court 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Transferred to Another Juv. Ct. (before/during trial) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dismissed (before trial) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Adjudicated by Default 0 0 0 0 0
Adjudicated by Guilty Plea/Admission/Stipulation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dismissed (after diversion) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Disposed by Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) 0 0 0 0 0

Contested Civil Infraction

FTA Default Judgment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Civil Infraction Dismissed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Civil Infraction Committed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Adjudicated After Evidentiary Hearing/Bench Trial

Dismissed (during trial) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Acquittal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Guilty Plea/Admit with Sentence (during trial) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Conviction/ Offense Committed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Protection Order Dispositions

Voluntary Dismissal 0
Involuntary Dismissal 0
Transferred 0
Denied without Hearing 0
Granted without Hearing 0
Denied with Hearing 0
Granted with Hearing 0

GRAND TOTAL DISPOSITIONS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

District Court Case Types-Juvenile (Dictionary, p. 55-57)
Juvenile Traffic and 

Civil InfractionDependency/Child Victim

Juvenile Manner of Disposition
(Dictionary p. 64-68)

Delinquency Petition
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Nevada Trial Courts Juvenile Statistics  Reporting
Disposition Worksheet

Page 23 of 23

Court:  Nevada Trial Courts Court ID:  X000000 Prepared by: <Preparer's Name>

Date:  Mar-2022 Approved by: <Judge's Name>
MMM  YYYY
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 1. Begin Pending Non-Trial Dispositions

a. Active 0 0 0 Other Manner of Disposition 0 0 0
b. Inactive 0 0 0 Default Judgment (Civil infractions only) 0 0 0

 2. New Filings 0 0 0 Uncontested Civil Violation 0 0 0
a. Charges 0 0 0 Bail Forfeitures 0 0 0

 3. Reopened 0 0 0 Nolle Prosequi (before trial) 0 0 0
 4. Reactivated 0 0 0 Transferred to Another Juvenile Court (before/during trial) 0 0 0
 5. Dispositions (Entry of Judgment) Dismissed (before trial) 0 0 0

a. Original 0 0 0 Guilty Plea /Admit with Sentence (before trial) 0 0 0
b. Reopened 0 0 0 Dismissed (after diversion) 0 0 0

 6. Placed on Inactive Status 0 0 0 Contested Civil Infraction

 7. End Pending FTA Default Judgment 0 0 0
a. Active 0 0 0 Civil Infraction Dismissed 0 0 0
b. Inactive 0 0 0 Civil Infraction Committed 0 0 0

 8. Set for Judicial Review 0 0 0 Trial Dispositions

 9. Age of Active Pending Caseload Bench Trial

i. Original, 0 - 90 days 0 0 0 Dismissed (during trial) 0 0 0
ii. Original, 91 - 180 days 0 0 0 Acquittal 0 0 0
iii.  Original, 181 - 365 days 0 0 0 Guilty Plea/Admit with Sentence (during trial) 0 0 0
iv. Original, >365 days 0 0 0 Conviction 0 0 0
v. Reopened, 0 - 60 days 0 0 0
vi. Reopened, 61 - 180 days 0 0 0 GRAND TOTAL DISPOSITIONS 0 0 0
vii. Reopened, >180 days 0 0 0

10. Time to Disposition Court Interpreter Statistics (Dictionary p. 57)
a. Original, Mean Number of Days 0 0 0 Cases with Court Interpreters 0
b. Original, Median Number of Days 0 0 0 Spanish 0
c. Reopened, Mean Number of Days 0 0 0 Tagalog 0
d. Reopened, Median Num. of Days 0 0 0 Chinese (Mandarin/Cantonese) 0

American Sign Language 0
11. Self-Represented Litigant 0 0 0 Other Languages 0

Juvenile Traffic and Civil Infraction Caseload
(Dictionary p. 57, and 59-61)

Juvenile Traffic and Civil Infraction Dispositions
(Dictionary, p. 66-68)
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Juvenile Traffic and 
Civil Infraction

Juvenile Traffic and 
Civil Infraction
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Supreme Court Building ♦ 201 South Carson Street, Suite 250 ♦ Carson City, Nevada 89701 ♦ (775) 684-1700 · Fax (775) 684-1723 

Supreme Court Building ♦ 408 E. Clark Avenue♦ Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 

Supreme Court of Nevada 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE COURTS

KATHERINE STOCKS JOHN MCCORMICK
Director and Assistant Court Administrator 
State Court Administrator 

JUDICIAL COUNCIL OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 
"To unite and promote Nevada's judiciary as an equal, independent and effective branch of government. 

COURT ADMINISTRATION 
COMMITTEE REPORT 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS: 

Katherine Stocks, Chair
Terri March, Vice -Chair
Melissa Bender
Kathy Bennett
Derek Boyle
James Conway
Maxine Cortes
Jack Eslinger
Cindy Garcia 

Tanya Sceirine
Sue Sevon
Heidi Shaw
Alisa Shoults
Erin Tellez
Steve Tuttle
Anita Whitehead
Bobbie Williams 

Steve Grierson
Grissell Hernandez
Nancy Kearns
Cindy Marshall
Kate Martin
Kristina Mortensen
Teresa Naranjo
Toni North
Karen Powell

   Since the last report, the JCSN Court Administration Committee met on March 10, 2022. 

Chair Stocks asked Ms. Edwards for an update on the RFPs that are in process. 

Then, Ms. Edwards gave an update on the CMS RFP and stated that the AOC has four vendors who advanced in  
the process. Those vendors were Tyler, Tybera, Journal and Global Justice. The AOC was still in the process of 
selecting the AOCs sponsored Case management system as well as providing details that allowed the vendors to 
join the AOCs approved list. The determination of which vendor will be on the AOCs sponsored CMS and the 
AOCs approved list will be made at a later date. Ms. Edwards continued by stating pre-requisites for the AOCs 
which were being USJR and MASS certified. The proposal deadline is April 15, 2022 and scoring teams will be set 
up to score the review the proposal. Then vendors will offer up a demo of their proposal in late May 2022 and the 
award will be announced in July 2022. 

Mr. Jessup added that pre-existing CMS can still be used but they must meet the USJR Phase Three Reporting 
Requirements. A certification process is required for those CMS systems mentioned above to ensure they meet the 
USJR requirements. 

After, Chair Stocks answered a series of questions regarding courts who are moving to one of the AOC sponsored 
CMS.  
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Supreme Court Building ♦ 201 South Carson Street, Suite 250 ♦ Carson City, Nevada 89701 ♦ (775) 684-1700 · Fax (775) 684-1723 

Supreme Court Building ♦ 408 E. Clark Avenue♦ Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 

Chair Stocks began to speak on the importance of courts checking the NV Unclaimed Property website as many 
courts are owed outstanding funds for various reasons. This can be researched on the government unclaimed property 
webpage. She additionally asked the courts to set a reminder six months out to check again as more items can be 
added during that period.  

Mr. Jessup added that there are about 30 pages of court related unclaimed property throughout Nevada. 

Then, Mr. McCormick gave the committee a general update on AB 116. This update including offering up a list of 
those traffic offenses that will stay criminal under AB 116 and a flow chart explaining changes to traffic violations. 
Mr. McCormick proceeded to update the committee on specific changes that they should be aware of like FTA 
warrants. 

Mr. Jessup added that during the last court administration meeting, he pushed for “a new type of code for these 
traffic offenses which will make sure we can distinguish between the traffic offenses that are occurring in court 
whether they’re criminal or misdemeanor in nature”. This discussion is still ongoing.  

Ms. Lerud brought up the Commission for Best Practices and Virtual Advocacy and that the commission asked the 
various court administrators a few questions. The Commission wanted to know what the general internet and internet 
infrastructure needs were of their specific court. Additionally, they wanted a list of administrative pros and cons of 
virtual advocacy. Ms. Lerud stated that a pro for her court was the decrease of security concerns. 

Lastly, Chair Stocks notified the committee that the AOC has partnered with the Governor’s Office of Science, 
Innovation and Technology, which is doing an infrastructure bill broadband rollout for the entire state. They’ve also 
committed to running fiber optic cables to all the courts as part of that initiative. 

The next meeting is scheduled for July 14, 2022, at 3:00pm. 
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Supreme Court of Nevada 

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE COURTS

KATHERINE STOCKS 

Director and State Court 
Administrator 

JOHN MCCORMICK 

Assistant Court Administrator 

JUDICIAL COUNCIL OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 
“To unite and promote Nevada’s judiciary as an equal, independent and effective 

branch of government.” 

COURT IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM SELECT COMMITTEE REPORT 

Jennifer Rains
Jane Saint 
Kate Schmidt 
Jennifer Spencer 
Juvenile Master Alison Testa 
Judy Tudor 
Janice Wolf, Esq. 

Committee Members: 
Justice Nancy M. Saitta, (Ret.) 
Chair 
Justice Elissa Cadish, 
Co-Chair 
Judge Rebecca Burton 
Judge Paige Dollinger 
Judge Gary Fairman 
Amber Howell 

Fran Maldonado
Kendra Materasso 
John McCormick 
Jennifer Merideth 
Judge Michael Montero 
Juvenile Master Kimberly Okezie 
Buffy Okuma 
Cindy Pitlock  

Committee Meeting of April 1, 2021 
Prepared by:  Zaide Martinez, Court Improvement Program Coordinator 

• The First Judicial District (1st JD) reported to the Committee that in conjunction with the Division
of Child and Family Services (DCFS), the 1st JD has been conducting a ton of research and
looking at how to potentially start up a Safe Babies Court Program which could be implemented
in the near future.

• DCFS reported that Nevada was on a Performance Improvement Plan (PIP) for four items but
that as of February, after completing a Children and Family Services Review (CFSR) review of
Clark County, Nevada had successfully completed one of those items. Nevada now has three
items left on the PIP and three more CFSR reviews left. All PIP items associated with Team 3
and the Court Improvement Program (CIP) have been completed and approved by the Children's
Bureau.

• The Committee was updated on the NRS 432B Legislative Subcommittee which is still in
progress. Similar to the last legislative session, the Subcommittee voted on what topics to tackle,
and the five topics were then turned into workgroups with a few stakeholders who volunteered to
lead the workgroups. The workgroup topics are as followed:

o Definitions of Abuse/Neglect
o Sibling Visitation
o Locked Facilities
o NRS 432B.157, NRS 432B.555 Presumptions & Changing the Term “Master”
o Appointment of Guardians Ad Litem & Attorney Roles

Supreme Court Building ♦ 201 South Carson Street, Suite 250 ♦ Carson City, Nevada 89701 ♦ (775) 684-1700 · Fax (775) 684-1723 
Supreme Court Building ♦ 408 East Clark Avenue ♦ Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 
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Supreme Court of Nevada 

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE COURTS 

Supreme Court Building ♦  201 South Carson Street, Suite 250 ♦ Carson City, Nevada 89701 ♦ (775) 684-1700 · Fax (775) 684-1723 
Supreme Court Building ♦ 408 East Clark Avenue ♦ Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 

KATHERINE STOCKS 
Director and State Court 
Administrator 

JOHN MCCORMICK 
Assistant Court Administrator 

JUDICIAL COUNCIL OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 
“To unite and promote Nevada’s judiciary as an equal, independent and effective branch of government” 

SPECIALTY COURT FUNDING AND POLICY COMMITTEE REPORT 

Committee Members: 
Justice Lidia Stiglich, Chair Senior Judge Archie Blake Judge Harmony Letizia 
Judge Michael Montero, Vice-Chair Senior Judge Peter Breen Judge Jim Loveless 
Judge Tom Armstrong Judge Cynthia Cruz Judge Lynne Simons 
Chief Judge Linda Bell Judge Steven Dobrescu Judge Ryan Sullivan 
Judge Stephen Bishop  Judge Dorothy Holmes Judge Bita Yeager 

 Committee Meeting of March 11, 2022 
Prepared by James Popovich, Specialty Courts Statewide Coordinator 

 The Committee approved each region’s recommendations to allocate their share of the fiscal year
2023 $3M general fund dollars. The fiscal year 2023 general fund allocations will be the same as
those for fiscal year 2022, except the Fourth Judicial District Court will also receive $3,000 for their
Felony DUI Court.

 Juliette Mackin, Co-President and Director of Quality and Training for NPC Research, presented on
the Peer Review procedure and answered questions from the Committee. It was announced that
Nevada is planning to launch its first Peer Review in the next month or two between the Sixth and
Seventh Judicial District Courts’ Adult Drug Courts. Ms. Mackin will be providing a comprehensive
training to both those specialty court teams prior to their respective Peer Reviews.

 For this year’s National Association of Drug Court Professionals Conference in Nashville,
Tennessee, it was announced that the Supreme Court, Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC),
will partially fund thirteen slots for specialty court judges and team members to attend.

Committee Meeting of May 20, 2022 
Prepared by James Popovich, Specialty Courts Statewide Coordinator 

 Specialty Court recidivism statistics for successful and unsuccessful 2018 discharges were presented
to the Committee. Discharged cases in the Nevada Drug Court Case Management for calendar year
2018 were cross referenced with Nevada’s Central Repository records. Positive matches for
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convictions were captured three years post discharge, through December 2021, for all cases 
reviewed. For the 1,664 successful graduates in 2018, 91.9% had not had a subsequent conviction 
since their specialty court completion. The Committee approved the statistics.  

 It was announced that the Request for Proposal (RFP) for specialty courts statewide drug testing will
be posted on Friday, May 20th. Based on the outcome of the RFP process, the AOC will then execute
master agreements with one or more testing vendors. The courts will be able to use these
agreements, as contracts of convenience, which will have set rates and conditions for drug testing
equipment and supplies.

 The Committee approved to distribute $5,139,010 in administrative assessment funds for fiscal year
2023. There remains a lag in collection of administrative assessments for fiscal year 2022. There will
be a shortfall of around 25% of what was budgeted to be received this year. It was also reported that
the AOC continues to work with the Governor’s Finance Office on American Rescue Plan Act
funding for numerous reasons. One of those reasons will be to replace lost revenue in the Specialty
Courts budget in fiscal year 2023. $400,000 is a projected amount to be received, which will likely
vary as a more accurate revenue picture for fiscal year 2023 comes into focus.
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Supreme Court of Nevada 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE COURTS 

KATHERINE STOCKS  JOHN MCCORMICK 
Director and Assistant Court Administrator 
State Court Administrator Judicial Programs and Services 

Supreme Court Building   201 South Carson Street, Suite 250  Carson City, Nevada 89701  (775) 684-1700 · Fax (775) 684-1723 

Nevada Appellate Court  408 East Clark Avenue  Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 

JUDICIAL COUNCIL OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 
"To unite and promote Nevada's judiciary as an equal, independent and effective branch of 

government." 

MEETING SUMMARY 

CLARK REGIONAL JUDICIAL COUNCIL MEETING PLACE AND TIME: 
Via Zoom Video Conferencing 

Thursday, March 3, 2022 at 12:00 p.m 

I. CALL TO ORDER
Chair, Chief Judge Bell called the meeting to order.

II. ATTENDANCE
Chief Judge Linda Bell
Chief Judge Bert Brown
Judge Ryan Toone
Administrator Steve Grierson
Administrator Jessica Gurley
Administrator Karen Powell
AOC Staff – Hans Jessup

III. APPROVAL OF MEETING SUMMARY FOR NOVEMBER 23, 2021
Chair, Chief Judge Linda Bell asked council members to review the meeting summary and
provide any corrections or updates.  No corrections were made.  The meeting minutes were
approved.

IV. DISCUSSION ITEMS
A. COVID Response Update

Chair, Chief Judge Linda Bell asked regional council members about their
pandemic updates.  Members present indicated that their courts had largely
returned to normal operations.

B. Strategic Plan
Chair, Chief Judge Bell updated regional council members on the Judicial Councils
efforts on developing a statewide strategic plan.  Chief Judge Bell indicated that
the strategic priorities from the strategic planning session included improved
public access, court innovation, and improved funding for court resources.

C. Jury Trials

DRAFT
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Chair, Chief Judge Bell updated regional council members on the 8th Judicial 
District Courts jury pool processes and asked for an update on DV trials scheduled 
in limited jurisdiction courts.  Chief Judge Bell discussed the large number of trials 
scheduled was a result of the pandemic, but the 8th will continue to support the 
limited jurisdiction trial needs. 

D. State Case Management System Update
Mr. Jessup updated regional council members on the effort to approve a statewide
sponsored case management system.  Mr. Jessup indicated that the vendors for
providing systems in the state are Journal, Global Justice as AOC sponsored
systems.  Tyler and Tybera were systems that courts could select from, but would
not be sponsored by the AOC.  If courts were to use vendors outside of these four,
they would need to meet USJR and MAS reporting requirements and be certified
by the AOC pursuant to ADKT 398.

V. FUTURE MEETINGS
June 2, September 1, and November 3, 2022 

VI. ADJOURNMENT
Meeting Adjourned
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Supreme Court of Nevada 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE COURTS 

KATHERINE STOCKS  JOHN MCCORMICK 
Director and Assistant Court Administrator 
State Court Administrator Judicial Programs and Services 

Supreme Court Building   201 South Carson Street, Suite 250  Carson City, Nevada 89701  (775) 684-1700 · Fax (775) 684-1723 

Nevada Appellate Court  408 East Clark Avenue  Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 

JUDICIAL COUNCIL OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 
"To unite and promote Nevada's judiciary as an equal, independent and effective branch of 

government." 

MEETING SUMMARY 

CLARK REGIONAL JUDICIAL COUNCIL MEETING PLACE AND TIME: 
Via Zoom Video Conferencing 

Thursday, March 3, 2022 at 12:00 p.m 

I. CALL TO ORDER

II. ATTENDANCE
Chair, Chief Judge Linda Bell
Vice Chair, Judge Ryan Toone
Chief Judge Bert Brown
Judge Jerry Wiese
Judge David Gibson, Sr.
Judge Dawn Throne
AOC Staff: Hans Jessup

III. APPROVAL OF MEETING SUMMARY FOR MARCH 3, 2022
Meeting Minutes were no approved as there was no quorum.

IV. DISCUSSION ITEMS
A. JCSN Bylaw Changes and Impacts on Regional Judicial Council

Chief Judge Bell asked Mr. Jessup to present the changes to the JCSN
Bylaws.  Mr. Jessup asked members to review bylaw changes that apply to
regional judicial councils.  Mr. Jessup indicated that these bylaws were
adopted in March of 2022.

i. Vice Chair – Mr. Jessup indicated that the bylaw changes created a
vice-chair position in the Regional Council. Members present
discussed the applicability of the position, and it was suggested that
the vice-chair be a limited jurisdiction representative that was an
elected member of the JCSN.  Chair, Chief Judge Bell noting that
the seat was vacant appointed Judge Ryan Toone to the position
until the election process for the vice-chair is needed.  Members
present agreed and Judge Toone accepted the appointment.
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ii. Attendance – Mr. Jessup discussed the changes in the bylaws
regarding attendance and how as written it requires the AOC to
report on the attendance of all the judicial positions in the Clark
Region at the Regional Council Meetings.  Mr. Jessup outlined the
process for notifying judges if two or more absences occur and
additional steps for excessive absences.  Members present discussed
the issue of notice to the judges as many members did not know they
were required to attend, as well as how some judges may not know
they are even members pursuant to SCR8. Members present
discussed the applicability of the provisions and asked that the item
be placed on the JCSN agenda for further discussion and
clarification on the applicability and meaning of the bylaws for the
regional councils.  Mr. Jessup was asked to notify the AOC staff to
include the need for clarification on the JCSN agenda and Chief
Judge Bell indicated she would email a request as well.

B. New Business
Chief Judge Bell indicated that her term as Chief would be ending, and that
Judge Jerry Wiese would serve as the 8th Judicial District Court Chief Judge
and Chair of the regional council.

V. FUTURE MEETINGS
September 1, and November 3, 2022  

VI. ADJOURNMENT
Meeting adjourned at 12:39 p.m. 
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Supreme Court of Nevada 

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE COURTS 

Supreme Court Building ♦  201 South Carson Street, Suite 250 ♦ Carson City, Nevada 89701 ♦ (775) 684-1700 · Fax (775) 684-1723 
Supreme Court Building ♦ 408 East Clark Avenue ♦ Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 

KATHERINE STOCKS 
Director and State Court 
Administrator 

JOHN MCCORMICK 
Assistant Court Administrator 

JUDICIAL COUNCIL OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 
"To unite and promote Nevada's judiciary as an equal, independent and effective branch of 

government." 

SUMMARY 
NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL JUDICIAL COUNCIL MEETING 

Friday, May 27, 2022 
Carlin, NV or 

10:00 a.m. (PST) 

Members Present: 
Judge Philip Leamon, Vice-Chair 
Judge Kenny Calton 
Judge Denise Fortune
Judge Elias “Choch” Goicoechea 
Judge Kriston Hill 
Judge Jim Loveless 
Judge Dee Primeaux 
Judge Mason Simons 
Judge Randall Soderquist 
Judge Karen Stephens 

Guests Present: 
Sr. Judge Pat Calton 

AOC Staff Present: 
Jamie Gradick, Rural Courts Coordinator and Court Services Manager 

I. Call to Order
• Judge Leamon, as Council vice-chairman, called the meeting to order at 10:00 am.
• A quorum was present.

II. Approval of Previous Meeting Summary
• The summary of the February 25, 2022 meeting was approved.

III. Business, Action, and Discussion Items
• AOC Updates/Reminders
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 Ms. Gradick informed attendees that the AOC Grant Program is being offered for the
FY23 cycle.

- Application submission opens July 1, 2022 and closes July 31, 2022.
- Program policies and procedures have been modified slightly to combine the

USJR and TCI funding streams into one; this will allow for greater funding
options for TCI-based projects. Other policy changes include new requirements
for reporting surplus funds and requesting grant agreement amendments.

 Ms. Gradick informed attendees that the AB196: Courthouse Lactation Room Installation
Grant is offering another application cycle.

- Applications must be submitted between June 1, 2022 and June 30, 2022.
- Attendees briefly discussed requirements of and exceptions to AB196; Ms.

Gradick reminded attendees to submit an exception form to the AOC if their court
is claiming an exemption from AB196 requirements.

 Ms. Gradick provided a brief update on current AOC IT Projects.
- AOC-sponsored CMS: After a rigorous bid and selection process, the AOC is

currently in contract negotiations with two final vendors: Journal and Global
Justice. It is possible that both could be selected and offered as options to the
courts.
 Ms. Gradick reminded attendees that courts are not required to implement

the state-sponsored system and may use a state-approved system, if they
prefer. Any system that is complaint with reporting requirements (USJR,
MAS, etc.) is, usually, considers “state-approved”.

 Attendees discussed ongoing issues, such as missed deadlines and
unfulfilled deadlines, with Journal Technologies.

- AOC-sponsored eFiling: Bids have been submitted and selected vendors offered
demonstrations last week.
 Attendees expressed concern regarding logistics of eFiling in the courts;

many rural communities will not have access unless kiosks are purchased
and placed in public areas of the courts. Concern was expressed regarding
security and staffing resources needed to maintain kiosks and to educate
public on eFiling procedures.

 Ms. Gradick reminded attendees that the National Judicial College is waiving tuition on
courses for the remainder of the calendar year.

 Ms. Gradick provided an overview of JCSN Bylaw changes.
- The new attendance policy will be problematic for the regional councils as the

Bylaw language allows for only 2 absences in a “term” but doesn’t define the
length of the “term.”  Both excused and unexcused absences will be tracked;
attendees briefly discussed the new procedure for requesting that an absence be
“excused”.

- AOC personnel responsible for staffing regional councils will now be required to
report regional council meeting attendance to the full JCSN on a yearly basis.

• Court Reporter Requirement Discussion
 Judge Loveless expressed concern regarding the decreasing pool of available court

reporters.
 Attendees discussed requirements of NRS 4.390 and NRS 175.011; 175.011 requires a

court reporter in a jury trial but the NRS 4.390 exception and the constitutional right to a
speedy trial supersede this.
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- Attendees discussed whether a JAVS recording of the proceeding meets the
statutory requirements; the general consensus was that JAVS recording is
acceptable, except for in death penalty cases. If a case is appealed, the court
would need to have the recording transcribed.

- Attendees discussed use of a portable JAVS unit for proceedings that are held
offsite; the AOC Grant Program could be used to finance a portable system.

• Community Service Updates
 Judge Simons and Judge Leamon reported participating in the “Reading and Robes”

program for elementary students.
 Judge Leamon held and Q & A session with local elementary students.
 Judge Fortune participated in training on forms and processes for local DV advocates.

• Informational Documents
 A copy of the Nevada Supreme Court Credentialed Court Interpreter Program brochure

was included in the materials. Attendees were asked to please contact Kimberly
Williams, CCIP Coordinator, with the AOC should they have any questions or needs
regarding court interpreters.

• Other Items/Discussion
 Attendees discussed preparations for weekend hearings.

- Judge Loveless will begin June 1 Judge Fortune will go-live July 1.
- Many courts are currently working on establishing schedules and policies.
- Attendees briefly discussed Judge Pearson’s (Reno) offer to handle some of these

hearing for the rural courts.
 Attendees briefly discussed AB116 concerns; Judge Soderquist asked for input on

processes being used to clear applicable warrants.
- Attendees discussed whether warrants could, legally, be sent to collections and

the distinction between fines and fees associated with outstanding warrant
amounts. Concern was expressed regarding the Legislature’s understating of how
the fine/fee processes work; based on the construction of the bill, some warrants
will be cleared but others (those filed through summons, for example) will not be.

- Judge Leamon commented that he plans to set an 8-year deadline on the
“problematic, long-term” cases; the defendant may eventually pay but, if they do
not, the warrant can be written off at the end of the period.

- Attendees discussed “push-back” from law enforcement that is resulting in
warrant nots being fully cleared from NHP’s databases. This is an issue that will
need to be discussed with DPS.

 Attendees briefly discussed court interpretation options available through Zoom and
expressed interest in observing a demo of the program.  Ms. Gradick will ask Ms.
Williams, with the AOC, to look into this.

IV. Future Meetings
• The next North Central Regional Judicial Council meeting: August 26, 2022 @ 10:00 am.
• The next Judicial Council of the State of Nevada meeting: June 17, 2022 @ 2:00 pm.

V. The meeting was adjourned at 11:40 am.
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Supreme Court of Nevada 

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE COURTS 

Supreme Court Building   201 South Carson Street, Suite 250  Carson City, Nevada 89701  (775) 684-1700 · Fax (775) 684-1723 
Supreme Court Building  408 East Clark Avenue  Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 

KATHERINE STOCKS 
Director and State Court 
Administrator 

JOHN MCCORMICK 
Assistant Court Administrator 

JUDICIAL COUNCIL OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

"To unite and promote Nevada's judiciary as an equal, independent and effective branch of 

government." 

SUMMARY 

SOUTH CENTRAL REGIONAL JUDICIAL COUNCIL MEETING 

Monday, May 2, 2022 

4:00 p.m. 

Harrah’s Lake Tahoe 

Lake Tahoe, NV 
(Prepared by Jamie Gradick) 

Judges Present: 

Judge Steve Dobrescu, Chair 
Judge Stephen Bishop 

Judge Mike Cowley 

Judge Danielle Johnson 

Judge Jennifer Klapper 
Judge William “Gus” Sullivan 

Nevada Supreme Court Staff Present: 

Jamie Gradick, Rural Courts Coordinator/Court Services Supervisor 

I. Call to Order

• Judge Dobrescu, as chair, convened the meeting at 4:00 p.m.

II. Determination of Quorum

• A quorum was not present.

III. Approval of Meeting Summaries

• Summaries of the June 21, 2021 and January 24, 2022 meetings were unilaterally approved

by Judge Dobrescu, as Council chair.

IV. Business, Action, and Discussion Items

• AOC Updates

➢ Ms. Gradick informed attendees that the AOC Grant Program is being offered for the

FY23 cycle.

- Application submission opens July 1, 2022 and closes July 31, 2022.

- Program policies and procedures have been modified slightly to combine the

USJR and TCI funding streams into one; this will allow for greater funding
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options for TCI-based projects. Other policy changes include new requirements 

for reporting surplus funds and requesting grant agreement amendments. 

➢ Ms. Gradick informed attendees that the AB196: Courthouse Lactation Room Installation

Grant is offering another application cycle.

- Applications must be submitted between June 1, 2022 and June 30, 2022.

- Attendees briefly discussed requirements of and exceptions to AB196; Ms.

Gradick reminded attendees to submit an exception form to the AOC if their court

is claiming an exemption from AB196 requirements.

➢ Ms. Gradick provided a brief update on current AOC IT Projects.

- AOC-sponsored CMS: After a rigorous bid and selection process, the AOC is

currently in contract negotiations with two final vendors: Journal and Global

Justice. It is possible that both could be selected and offered as options to the

courts.

⬧ Ms. Gradick reminded attendees that courts are not required to implement

the state-sponsored system and may use a state-approved system, if they

prefer. Any system that is complaint with reporting requirements (USJR,

MAS, etc.) is, usually, considers “state-approved”.

⬧ Attendees discussed ongoing issues, such as missed deadlines and

unfulfilled deadlines, with Journal Technologies.

- AOC-sponsored eFiling: Bids have been submitted and selected vendors offered

demonstrations last week.

⬧ Attendees expressed concern regarding logistics of eFiling in the courts;

many rural communities will not have access unless kiosks are purchased

and placed in public areas of the courts. Concern was expressed regarding

security and staffing resources needed to maintain kiosks and to educate

public on eFiling procedures.

- AOC-sponsored AB116 system: the AOC is in the beginning stages of

researching this.

➢ Ms. Gradick provided an overview of JCSN Bylaw changes.

- The new attendance policy will be problematic for the regional councils as the

Bylaw language allows for only 2 absences in a “term” but doesn’t define the

length of the “term.”  Both excused and unexcused absences will be tracked;

attendees briefly discussed the new procedure for requesting that an absence be

“excused”.

- AOC personnel responsible for staffing regional councils will now be required to

report regional council meeting attendance to the full JCSN on a yearly basis.

- Attendees discussed JCSN and regional council membership and ways to improve

attendance at the regional council meetings.

⬧ Judge Dobrescu will send a letter to the South Central Regional Judicial

Council membership regarding the new Bylaw absence policies. Ms.

Gradick will assist with this effort.

⬧ Attendees discussed the possibility of holding the next South Central

Regional Judicial Council meeting in person in Ely.

• Other/Discussion

➢ Attendees briefly discussed AB116 concerns and how to handle unpaid fines/fees when

the court is no longer able to issue bench warrants.
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- Judge Bishop commented that a civil infraction can be prosecuted as criminal if

it’s in conjunction with DUI.

- Concern was expressed regarding the decrease in fee revenue; this could

significantly impact specialty court program funding.

➢ Judge Johnson informed attendees that she has been participating in a DV diversion

mentorship program with the NCSC and wants to implement a DV diversion program in

her court; attendees discussed resource limitations and process approaches,

- Attendees discussed at what point participants could be put into the program: pre

or post plea? A suggestion was made to allow defendants to plea and then, upon

successful completion of the program, that plea could be withdrawn.

- Discussion was held regarding jurisdiction transfer requirements.

- Judge Johnson would need access to a certified batterer’s treatment program; Ms.

Gradick will reach out to SafeNest regarding a possible presentation at a future

meeting.

• Informational Documents

➢ ADKT 0595: Order Creating Committee to Study the Rules Governing Alternative

Dispute Resolution and Nevada Short Trials
➢ A copy of the Nevada Supreme Court Credentialed Court Interpreter Program brochure

was included in the materials. Attendees were asked to please contact Kimberly
Williams, CCIP Coordinator, with the AOC should they have any questions or needs
regarding court interpreters.

V. Future Meetings

• The next South Central Regional Judicial Council meeting: September 19, 2022 @ 4:00 pm

• The next Judicial Council of the State of Nevada meeting: June 17, 2022 @ 2:00 pm

VI. The meeting adjourned at 5:10 p.m.
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Supreme Court of Nevada 

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE COURTS 

Supreme Court Building ♦  201 South Carson Street, Suite 250 ♦ Carson City, Nevada 89701 ♦ (775) 684-1700 · Fax (775) 684-1723 
Supreme Court Building ♦ 408 East Clark Avenue ♦ Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 

KATHERINE STOCKS 
Director and State Court 
Administrator 

JOHN MCCORMICK 
Assistant Court Administrator 

JUDICIAL COUNCIL OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 
“To unite and promote Nevada’s judiciary as an equal, independent and effective branch of 

government.” 

SUMMARY 
WASHOE REGIONAL JUDICIAL COUNCIL 

Friday, May 18, 2022 
Remote via Zoom 
2:00 p.m. (PST) 

MEMBERS PRESENT: 
Chief Judge Lynne Simons 
Chief Judge Derek Dreiling 
Judge Shirle Eiting 
Chief Judge Kevin Higgins 
Chief Judge Shelly O’Neill 
Judge Scott Pearson 
Judge James Spoo 
Judge Connie Steinheimer 

GUESTS PRESENT: 
Mr. James Conway 
Ms. Alicia Lerud 
Mr. Steve Tuttle 
Ms. Anita Whitehead 

AOC STAFF PRESENT: 
Mr. Paul Embley 
Ms. Almeda Harper 

ABSENT: 
Judge Aimee Banales 
Judge David Clifton 
Judge Paige Dollinger 
Judge Gene Drakulich 
Judge Scott Freeman 
Judge Terry Graham 
Judge Dixie Grossman 
Judge Pierre Hascheff 
Judge Christopher Hazlett-Stevens 
Judge Jessica Longley 
Judge Cynthia Lu 
Judge Dorothy Nash Holmes 
Judge Tammy Riggs 
Judge Bridget Robb 
Judge Kathleen Sigurdson 
Judge Ryan Katherine Sullivan 
Judge Alan Tiras 
Judge Sandra Unsworth 
Judge Egan Walker 
Judge Chris Wilson 

ABSENT EXCUSED: 
Judge Barry Breslow 
Judge Kathleen Drakulich 
Judge David Hardy 
Judge Tamatha Schreinert 

I. Call to order
• Judge Walker, filling in for Chief Judge Freeman, called the meeting to order at 12:00 p.m.

II. Call of the Role and Determination of Quorum Status
• Ms. Harper called role; a quorum was not present, however, Judge Walker elected to proceed

with the meeting.
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III. AOC Updates
• Ms. Harper discussed the JCSN Bylaws that were amended at the last JCSN meeting on

March 18, 2022.
 Chief Judge Higgins commented he would send an email to the Justices of the Peace to

remind them of the new attendance policy.
 Judge Walker added he would also provide a reminder at the next judges meeting.

• The AOC Grant Program has been opened to Nevada Trial Courts.  The application
submission period will run July 1 – 31, 2022.  Updated materials are now available on the
website,
https://nvcourts.gov/AOC/Programs_and_Services/AOC_Grant_Program/Overview/.
 Chief Judge Higgins commented that Justice Hardesty stated several hundred-thousand

dollars were returned in unrequested grant program funds.  He would like to see these
funds being used instead of being returned.

 Ms. Lerud commented she originally viewed the Lactation Grant as a way to build a
lactation room.  Upon further investigation, the grant doesn’t seem that limited.  She
recently discovered a product called a ‘Mom Cube’ which is a refrigerated locker unit
that allows users to privately store breastmilk and equipment.  She will be applying for a
grant to have the unit installed at the court located at 75 Court Street.

 Mr. Conway requested additional information regarding the different grants available to
the courts.

• The AOC Research and Statistics Program would like to remind everyone to review the
USJR Dictionary workbook and please provide feedback.
 Ms. Whitehead commented the Dictionary has been updated with AB 116 and a few

Juvenile legislative updates.

IV. Court Updates
• Second Judicial District Court
 Judge Walker commented Chief Judge Simons has been sharing updates from the AB424

planning group.  If anyone would like to be involved in the group, please reach out to Ms.
Lerud.
 Ms. Lerud added the test day will be discussed during the next meeting on May 24,

2022.
 Judge Walker also commented the Governor’s office will likely end the declaration of

emergency related to Covid this Friday, May 20, 2022.  Chief Judge Simons will be
reviewing all Covid related administrative orders for updates.  The district is circulating a
survey requesting feedback on how practitioners would like to see virtual advocacy
utilized.  Guardianship departments across the state have unanimously decided to remain
virtual indefinitely.

• Reno Justice Court
 Mr. Conway commented the court ended most of the Covid restrictions recently.

• Reno Municipal court
 Mr. Tuttle commented the court presented their budget and received all requested items.

The city will review all budgets and forward to the State for approval.  The court staff
have been working on getting things in place for the new laws by installing an ODR
system to assist in processing cases.  The curt has been recognized at the National level
for their specialty court programs and will be represented on the panel during the
upcoming NADCD conference.
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• Sparks Justice Court
 Chief Judge Higgins commented the court staff have been prepping for the weekend bail

hearings and civil conversion. They are in the process of obtaining a used van to allow
bailiffs to transport after hours. There are a few attorneys that have not returned to the
courthouse and may be required to do so in the future.

V. Adjournment
• There being no further discussion, the meeting was adjourned at 12:20 p.m.
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INTRODUCTION 
The Strategic Campaign for the Nevada Judiciary is a three-year campaign (2022-2025) for long-
term change. This campaign builds on existing achievements at both the state and local level and 
initiates additional strategic change. As the third branch of state government, the Nevada Judiciary 
is dedicated to a culture of constant improvement of the critical services it provides to those who 
depend on the courts. The key objectives in this campaign are guided by three primary strategies 
identified by Nevada’s court leaders and are designed to improve the way that the Branch provides 
fair and timely access to justice. The three strategies are: 

1. Simplify and improve public access to the courts while continuing to ensure that all parties
are treated fairly.

2. Support sustainable and user-focused court innovations to improve the delivery of court
services.

3. Develop methods for Nevada courts to be supported by both sustainable funding and
appropriate judicial, personnel, and technological resources at all levels of the Branch.

These three strategies focus on achieving an overarching goal: the pursuit of a culture of constant 
improvement of the Nevada Judiciary through the adoption of user-focused practices. Within 
each strategy, several key objectives have been identified. The Nevada Judiciary is structured as a 
decentralized system, and hence, some courts have previously tackled some of these objectives and 
will focus their attention on others. This campaign is designed for courts to learn from each other 
and work to achieve individual and systemic successes. 

National studies by the pew Research Center reveal that the judiciary is the most trusted branch 
of government even as the research also shows that trust in governmental institutions is at historic 
lows. A poll conducted by the National Center for State Courts in the fall of 2021 reflects this trend, 
as results poll indicate that confidence in governmental institutions is the lowest it has been since 
NCSC began tracking it in 2012; but courts remain the most trusted institutions.  however, public 
confidence in the courts fell from 78% in 2018 to 64% in 2021. Ultimately, the intended outcome of 
this strategic campaign is to improve public trust and confidence in the Nevada courts. 

The Nevada Judiciary has incorporated many national innovations with respect to case management, 
performance measures1, and court administration2. The Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC) 

1 See the National Center for State Court’s Courtools at Courtools.org
2 See the National Center for State Courts principles for Judicial Administration at judicial-

administration-report-9-20-12.pdf (ncsc.org)

Mission
The Nevada Judiciary, as an independent branch of government, 
provides fair, efficient, and timely justice for all. The Judiciary 
implements sustainable and innovative practices to improve 
public trust and confidence. 
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Vision
The pursuit of constant improvement within the Nevada Judiciary 
through the adoption of user-focused practices.

is in the process of selecting and implementing a statewide e-filing system and replacing the 
existing AOC-sponsored trial court case management system. The trial courts have also undertaken 
innovative practices for their own jurisdictions. For example, the Eighth Judicial District recently 
issued an order addressing pandemic related backlog and trial delays. Also, general and limited 
jurisdiction courts throughout the state made significant operational changes due to the pandemic, 
including the implementation of online hearings and public access to hearings3. These technological 
innovations that improve digital inclusion for all court users are long-term improvements in the 
daily operations of our courts. 

Numerous courts throughout Nevada have developed mission statements to guide their work.  
Common themes include user focus; prompt, fair, accessible, and impartial justice; judicial 
independence and integrity; innovation; collaboration with court users; and preservation of public 
trust and confidence. The new mission statement for the Nevada Judiciary builds upon these local 
statements. 
The Strategic Campaign identifies a few strategies that incorporate the common interests of judges 
and staff and provides a vehicle to implement the strategic direction for the Nevada Judiciary. The 
approach is a flexible, open-ended way to engage judges and staff around the issues faced by the 
Branch. It is less rigid and formal than traditional strategic planning and permits loosely coupled 
systems to focus on substantial and sustained planning, without limiting courts to the objectives 
listed.

AppROACh
In August 2021, the Nevada Judiciary initiated the Strategic Campaign. The process, assisted by 
NCSC, began with interviews of all Supreme Court Justices and Appellate Court Judges. Input from 
these Judges and Justices, combined with resources from the National Trial Court performance 
Standards and the International Framework for Court Excellence, was used to create a survey that 
was administered to court staff and judges across the State. Three hundred and sixty-nine people 
responded to the survey, including 96 judges. In addition, over 70 people participated in twelve focus 
groups conducted in in person and virtually. Results from the survey and the focus groups formed 
the basis of a work session conducted in January of 2022. The work session included members of 
the Judicial Council of the State of Nevada and the Strategic Campaign Steering Committee and was 
intended to create a common understanding of the Nevada Judiciary’s highest priorities and values. 
By the end of the work session, the group agreed upon three strategies and 14 priority objectives. 

3 See Second Judicial District Court at  Online hearings - Washoecourts
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Key Objectives

• Develop and maintain guided interviews and common forms that are compatible with the
statewide e-filing platform and are accepted by all trial courts in Nevada.

• Improve access to the courts for all users in the state by:
1.  Broadening and streamlining the availability of self-help resources through a single

statewide portal.
2.  Improving accessibility to the courts for self-represented litigants.
3.  Creating educational content in electronic and hard copy for court users.

• Implement a sustainable outreach plan to engage and educate the public regarding the
purposes and responsibilities of the courts.

• Increase uniformity in local court rules.

STRATEGIES AND KEY OBJECTIVES
1. Simplify and improve public access to the Nevada courts while continuing to ensure that all
parties are treated fairly.

Nevada courts strive to maintain public trust and confidence. Integral to this goal is ensuring 
access and fairness in interactions with court users. The Nevada Judiciary will examine and work 
to remove unnecessary barriers to court access. This includes engaging with users who face special 
challenges in accessing the courts. Meeting the needs of self-represented court users, litigants with 
limited English proficiency, and those who face geographic barriers deserves and require special 
consideration and innovative approaches. 

Key Objectives

• Provide statewide availability of a modern and automated case management system.
Implement a no-fee, publicly accessible, online tool to view statewide case information.

• Provide uniform access to information and consistency of data for statistical analysis
through the creation of a data repository.
Implement a statewide e-filing system.

• Move from performance measurement to performance management statewide where
performance data becomes integrated with court management practices.

• Develop and produce informative and meaningful performance management reports for
use by courts and the Branch as a whole.

• Conduct a feasibility study for the AOC to provide responsive and effective technical
assistance to trial courts.

2. Support sustainable and user-focused innovations to improve the delivery of court services.

The Nevada Judiciary fosters sustainable innovation that improves service for all court users. 
Technological solutions and other approaches will continue to be examined and implemented to 
ensure the most efficient processes for judges, court employees and court users. Nevada courts will 
utilize technology that is designed to bridge the digital equity and inclusion divides by providing 
standard access to statewide information and user-friendly resources. As its case management 
and data management systems improve, so too will the Judiciary’s ability to capture statewide case 
management data and develop consistent performance metrics. 
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Key Objectives

• Consider and develop alternatives aimed at reducing or eliminating reliance on fees and
administrative assessments.  This would include studying possible paths to ensuring
greater equity in court funding which may include increased or full funding by the State.

• Conduct a sustainability study and propose amendments to the current compensation and
classification structure for the Appellate Courts.

• Conduct a feasibility study for the AOC to offer responsive and effective assistance to trial
courts through:
1.  Centralized assistance in recruitment and staffing standards
2. Staff Development/Leadership Training
3. Training for new court administrators

• Obtain additional, sustainable funding for specialty courts.
• Assess the sufficiency of staffing of judicial officers and court employees

3. Develop methods for Nevada courts to be supported by both sustainable funding and
appropriate judicial, personnel, and technological resources.

The Nevada Judiciary recognizes the importance of adequate, reliable, and sustainable funding 
for courts. Adequate court resources, including both financing and personnel, are fundamental 
to effective court operations. The Nevada judicial system includes 42 justice courts, 17 municipal 
courts, 11 district courts, and 2 appellate courts. Funding is not consolidated across the state and is 
appropriated by the incorporated municipalities, each of the counties, and the State of Nevada.  The 
courts also rely heavily on fee revenue and administrative assessments for basic court operational 
needs, particularly at the limited jurisdiction and Supreme Court levels.  This disparate funding 
model results in wide inequities between local courts. Thus, creating a negative perception of the 
Judiciary as a fair and independent entity, free of inappropriate pressures from funding sources. 

The Nevada Judicial Branch is committed to examining options for reforming court funding 
structures to ensure funding is maintained at sustainable levels throughout the Branch. The 
complexity of this endeavor will require ongoing research and extensive collaboration with both 
the legislative and executive branches at both the state and local level. From 2022 – 2024, courts 
are encouraged to seek contract support to address case backlogs that were created as a result of, or 
exacerbated by, the COVID-19 pandemic. Those funds are to be used for one-time projects that will 
immediately improve the resolution of disputes. 

In addition to addressing the current funding models, the Judiciary recognizes that we must 
continue to effectively manage our current resources both at the state and local levels. Existing 
human resource practices that vary between urban and rural districts or state and local entities 
create significant inequities in staff allocations, salaries, recruitment, and retainment practices. One 
promising approach is to enhance centralized support for trial courts in fundamental operational 
areas such as human resource assistance and assessment of staffing sufficiency in courts throughout 
the state. The proposed approach will require considerable investment of resources at the state level. 

The Branch is committed to obtaining adequate funding for promising innovations. Therapeutic 
specialty court programs including drug courts, mental health courts and veterans courts are 
examples of highly effective courts in dealing with the root causes of criminal behavior. Despite their 
proven achievements, funding remains a barrier to maintain and expand these programs. As part 
of this three-year plan, the Nevada courts are committed to pursuing adequate funding for these 
innovative court approaches. 
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NEXT STEpS
This three-part strategy is directed at addressing major structural challenges that the Nevada 
Judiciary faces. The approaches are also aimed at making the best use of time and money, improving 
performance, embracing innovation, and challenging the status quo. The Judiciary implements 
sustainable and innovative practices to improve the public’s trust and confidence in the Branch as 
a whole. The strength of the planning process is that it empowers judges and staff at all levels to 
identify objectives in their own courts that will contribute to furthering the key strategies identified 
in the campaign. In this way, the operation of the plan is integrated throughout the entire Branch. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
 On the recommendation of its Steering Committee, the 2022-2025 S Strategic Campaign for 
the Nevada Judiciary was approved by the Supreme Court of Nevada on April 21, 2022. This 
document was prepared following a series of surveys, interviews, focus groups, and a two-day 
summit. In collaboration with the AOC, NCSC prepared drafts of the campaign report for review 
and consideration by the Steering Committee. We thank all our participants for their ongoing 
commitment to continuous improvement of the Nevada Judiciary. 
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Las Vegas Justice Court

Katherine Stocks 
State Court Administrator
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Revised June 9, 2022 

Judicial Council of the State of Nevada – Full Council 
Membership List 

Nevada Appellate Courts 
Chief Justice Ron Parraguirre (Chair) (1/3/22 – 12/31/22) 

Associate Chief Justice James Hardesty (Vice Chair) (1/3/22 – 12/31/22) 
Chief Judge Michael Gibbons (1/3/22 – 12/31/22) 

Clark Region 
Chief Judge Jerry Wiese (Chair) (7/1/22 – 06/30/26) 

Judge Bert Brown (1/2/20 – 12/31/22) 
Judge Bill Henderson (1/2/20 – 12/31/22) 
Judge Eric Johnson (1/2/20 – 12/31/22) 
Judge Ryan Toone (1/4/21 – 12/31/23) 

North Central Region 
Judge Mike Montero (Chair) (1/4/21 – 12/31/23) 

Judge Phillip Leamon (1/4/21 – 12/31/23) 

Sierra Region 
Judge Nathan T. Young (Chair) (1/2/20 – 12/31/22) 

Judge Eileen Herrington (1/2/20 – 12/31/22) 

South Central Region 
Judge Steven Dobrescu (Chair) (1/3/22 – 12/31/2024) 

Judge Gus Sullivan (1/4/21 – 12/31/23) 

Washoe Region 
Chief Judge Lynne Simons (Chair) (1/3/22 – 12/31/23) 

Chief Judge Kevin Higgins (1/2/20 – 12/31/22) 
Judge Dorothy Nash Holmes (1/4/21 – 12/31/23) 

Ex-Officio Members 
Judge Tom Gregory, President, Nevada District Judges Association (5/21 – 5/22) 

Judge Anne Zimmerman, President, Nevada Judges of Limited Jurisdiction (2/1/22 – 2/1/23) 
Alicia Lerud, Court Administrator, Second Judicial District 

Steven Grierson, Court Administrator, Eighth Judicial District 
Katherine Stocks, State Court Administrator, Administrative Office of the Courts 
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